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Chapter 1

Introduction

Roughly every second, somewhere in the visible universe a gigantic explosion terminates the ex-
istence of a star that has before been living quietly for millions of years. A dramatic increase in
the brightness of the dying star makes a “new” star appear in the sky, where in most cases no
astrophysical object has been observed before. Adequately named supernovae, these spectacular
explosions reach peak brightnesses that rival and in some cases even outshine the entire galaxy
hosting the explosion, until they fade again within a few months. The brightest of these events can
nowadays be traced to the outskirts of the universe. Once or twice a century, a supernova happens
to explode in our own galaxy, and even more rarely, an unobscured view of such nearby events
is granted to human observers. During the past millennium, a few of these “galactic” supernovae
could be witnessed by the naked eye, at least in one case even during daylight. With the advent of
modern astronomy, supernovae were routinely observed and became classified as major differences
in their appearance were discovered. Two large classes of supernovae were identified according to
the presence (the so-called Type II supernovae) or absence (Type I supernovae) of hydrogen lines
in the optical spectra. Meanwhile further sub-classification — the relevant notation appends letters
to the two basic types (Type Ia, Ib, etc.) — has become necessary.

But which kind of physical mechanism makes supernovae explode? What are the progenitors
of supernovae and what is the source of these enormous amounts of energy? How is the explosion
finally triggered? These basic questions have challenged scientists for many decades and it is fair
to say that our present day understanding of the physics of supernovae is far from being complete.

As it turns out, observations of the electromagnetic radiation — until recently the only way to
receive information about remote astronomical objects — are unfortunately of no immediate help
for getting clues about the explosion mechanism of supernovae. Observational facts are merely
consistent with a sudden release of the right amounts of energy deep inside some progenitor star,
a site which is obscured from our view by thick layers of hot, opaque stellar material. The optical
spectrum of a supernova, on the contrary, is formed in the very outer layers of the exploding star:
If the star has lost its hydrogen envelope prior to the explosion, a Type I supernova is observed, if
not, the supernova gets classified as Type II.

On the theoretical side, two basic scenarios have been worked out in the past. Supernovae of
Type Ia, the optically brightest of all supernovae, are thought to be caused by a thermonuclear
explosion of a white dwarf that is completely disrupted in this event. We will not consider them in
this work. Here we are concerned with supernovae of Type II (and of Type Ib/c), which, according
to present knowledge, are powered by the huge reservoir of gravitational binding energy that is
released, when the core of a massive star collapses to form a compact object (i. e. a neutron star
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or a black hole). For convenience, the common name “core-collapse supernovae” is often used for
supernovae of Type II and of Type Ib/c.

In view of the core-collapse model, the stunning optical display of an exploding supernova be-
comes considerably leveled out. Even with our modern telescope-aided eyes we are able to witness
only a minor side show of a virtually much more spectacular event: The overwhelming fraction
(about 99% of a few times 1053 erg, or 1012 times the energy our present-day sun radiates within
a year) of the energy released during a supernova explosion is neither contained in electromagnetic
radiation nor in the kinetic energy of the explosion debris, but is carried by neutrinos of all flavours.
This necessarily leads to the suspicion that, though being weakly interacting particles (the char-
acteristic cross section of weak interactions is σ0 ' 10−44 cm2), neutrinos might play a crucial role
for the explosion.

When on February 23rd 1987, Sanduleak −69 202, a blue supergiant star residing in our close-by
satellite galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud, exploded to become the famous Supernova SN 1987A,
about two dozens of these weakly interacting particles could be caught in the underground water
tanks of the Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) and the Kamiokande II facilities as well as in the
Baksan Scintillator Telescope (BST). With the lucky event of Supernova SN 1987A (it was the
closest visible supernova since Kepler’s of 1604) and the capture of a few of its neutrinos, it was
for the first time possible to ”look” deep inside a core-collapse supernova, down to its very centre,
where the explosion is triggered. The analysis of the neutrinos from SN 1987A confirmed the basic
theoretical picture of the events in the interior of a typical core collapse supernova, yet the signal
was obviously much too weak, to allow for more advanced diagnostics concerning the explosion
mechanism.

1.1 Stellar core-collapse and supernova explosions

1.1.1 The current paradigm

Already in 1934, only two years after Chadwick had discovered the neutron, Baade & Zwicky (1934)
“with all reserve [...] advance[d] the view that supernovae represent the transitions from ordinary
stars to neutron stars, which in their final stages consist of extremely closely packed neutrons”.
Although much observational and theoretical progress has been made since then, and many physical
principles and important details that are crucial for the supernova mechanism to work have been
identified, the basic picture of the early 1930’s — somewhat amazingly — still holds nowadays. In
the following, we shall briefly outline (a more elaborate discussion on certain aspects will be given
later on) the modern “standard picture” of the explosion mechanism of a core-collapse supernova
that has emerged during the last few decades (for a comprehensive review see e. g. Bethe 1990).

Prompt vs. delayed explosions

Massive stars (M & 8 M�) quietly go through all the successive stages of nuclear burning and
finally breed in their interior a central core that consists of the most tightly bound elements of the
iron group (mainly 56Fe and 56Ni). Under the conditions met in this so-called iron core the pressure
balancing the core’s own gravitational force is provided by a degenerate gas of relativistic electrons.
Such a configuration is known to become unstable when its mass comes close to the Chandrasekhar
mass, which amounts to roughly 1.4 M�. The iron core inside a massive star inevitably approaches
its Chandrasekhar limit, since in a shell immediately surrounding the core, silicon burning is active
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and continuously adds its ashes — made of iron group nuclei — to the mass of the iron core.
Eventually, endothermic photodisintegration of heavy nuclei and progressive electron captures onto
free protons and heavy nuclei weaken the vital pressure support and trigger a dynamical collapse
of the iron core. In the absence of burnable fuel, the core proceeds to collapse under the pull of
its own gravitational field — unnoticed by the rest of the hosting star — on a free fall time scale,
which is of the order of 0.1 s. Only when nuclear densities are reached in the central parts of the
iron core (ρc ' 3 × 1014 g cm−3 ), repulsive nuclear forces are able to account for a sudden and
dramatic rise of the incompressibility of the matter, which, within fractions of a millisecond halts
the collapse of the innermost part of the core (comprising roughly half of the mass of the entire
iron core). Until then, only fractions of a second have passed since the onset of the final instability.

Due to its inertia, the inner core overshoots its new equilibrium and rebounds (“bounces”)
into the outer core, which is still collapsing with velocities exceeding a tenth of the speed of light.
At the surface of the rebounding inner core, a strong hydrodynamic shock wave forms, finally
detaches and starts propagating outwards through the outer core. The hydrodynamic shock is the
fundamental physical mechanism that turns the implosion into an outwardly directed explosion:
Kinetic energy of the infalling material being decelerated in passing the shock wave is converted
into internal energy which by virtue of the resulting pressure increase supports the outward motion
of the shock wave. Originally it was thought that the shock wave is able to reach and expel the
outer envelope of the star. This was motivated by the fact that the energy, the shock wave is
given at birth was found to be several times the observed kinetic explosion energies (' 1051 erg).
However, on its passage through the outer parts of the iron core, the shock suffers from severe
energy losses, e. g. due to the energy that is spent for the dissociation of the infalling iron material
into nucleons and by a prompt burst of neutrinos. After having propagated only a few hundred
kilometers, the shock comes to halt typically still well inside the iron core of the star (e. g. Mayle
1985; Hillebrandt 1987; Mayle, Wilson, & Schramm 1987; Bruenn 1989a,b; Myra & Bludman 1989).
Only for very special combinations of physical parameters (like the stellar model of the progenitor
or the incompressibility of nuclear matter) accounting for an extraordinarily small outer core to be
passaged by the shock and large initial shock energies, this so-called “prompt explosion” scenario
might work. In particular, no prompt explosions have been found to occur in stars more massive
than 10 M�.

An alternative scenario has been worked out, in which neutrinos manage to revive the stalled
hydrodynamic shock (Wilson 1985; Bethe & Wilson 1985). It relies on the following basic findings:
Only in the very beginning of the collapse, neutrinos produced by electron captures are able to
leave the iron core unhindered. With the collapse proceeding to higher densities (ρ ' 1012 g cm−3 ),
neutrinos become “trapped” by the infalling matter, i. e. due to the high opacities the time scale
for neutrinos to diffuse outwards becomes larger than the collapse time scale of the core. As
a consequence, only a modest fraction of neutrinos is lost from the collapsing core (e. g. Sato
1975; Mazurek 1976). Thus, instead of being radiated immediately by neutrinos, most of the
gravitational binding energy released during collapse gets stored as internal energy (mainly in the
form of electron degeneracy energy) in the dense inner core. This energy is eventually released
in neutrinos (being the most weakly interacting particles present) but on a much longer time
scale: After the core bounce, it takes neutrinos hundreds of milliseconds to diffuse through the
newly formed protoneutron star towards its “surface”. Only there matter becomes sufficiently
transparent to neutrinos to enable them to almost stream off freely. One may therefore consider
the hot and dense protoneutron star as a powerful neutrino source which shines for seconds and
radiates away the gravitational binding energy that was converted into internal energy during
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the cen-
tral regions of the collapsed core of a
massive star about 100 ms after core
bounce, when the hydrodynamic shock
wave has stalled some hundred kilo-
meters from the centre. Through the
standing shock wave infalling matter
gets accreted (straight arrows) onto the
protoneutron star. Deep inside, neutri-
nos slowly diffuse (indicated by wrin-
kled arrows) towards the surface of the
protoneutron star. From there they can
almost stream off freely, cooling this re-
gion. Below the shock, a small frac-
tion of the emitted neutrinos is reab-
sorbed by free nucleons. The neutrino-
heated matter provides additional pres-
sure support for the shock. If the
heating is sufficiently strong, the shock
wave gets revived, propagates through
the entire star and finally expels the
outer layers of the star in a supernova
explosion.

collapse. The situation that arises about 100 ms after shock formation is sketched in Fig. 1.1:
Immediately underneath the standing shock wave (“accretion shock”) that has stalled at a radius
of a few hundred kilometers, a region of dilute stellar material can build up, where the physical
conditions favor a net deposition of neutrino energy (see e. g. Bethe & Wilson 1985; Bethe 1990;
Bruenn 1993). With only a small fraction (' 1%) of the huge reservoir of gravitational binding
energy (' 1053 erg) radiated by the protoneutron star being reabsorbed in this region, the standing
shock can be revived to cause a healthy supernova explosion. The time scale for this to happen
is of the order of several hundred milliseconds, which motivated the name “delayed” explosion as
compared to the “prompt” explosions happening on the hydrodynamical time scale, which is about
two orders of magnitude smaller.

Current problems of supernova research

The pioneering calculations of Wilson (1985) and Bethe & Wilson (1985) have been superseded by
quite a number of progressively refined investigations, which shed some doubt on the early numerical
results. Although the existence of a neutrino heating region was confirmed to be a generic feature
(e. g. Bruenn 1993), the viability of the delayed explosion mechanism could not be demonstrated
convincingly yet because Bruenn and others (e.g. Hillebrandt 1987) did not get explosions in their
models. However, during the last few years it has been pointed out that supernova models have to
be extended beyond the physics considered so far in a number of respects.

One sort of problems is concerned with convective phenomena inside (Keil, Janka, & Müller
1996; Keil 1997) or near the “surface” (Mezzacappa, Calder, Bruenn, Blondin, Guidry, Strayer, &
Umar 1998a) of the newly formed protoneutron star as well as in the region below the shock (Herant,
Benz, & Colgate 1992; Herant, Benz, Hix, Fryer, & Colgate 1994; Burrows, Hayes, & Fryxell
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1995; Janka & Müller 1996; Müller & Janka 1997; Mezzacappa, Calder, Bruenn, Blondin, Guidry,
Strayer, & Umar 1998b; Kifonidis, Plewa, Janka, & Müller 2000) as observed in multi-dimensional
hydrodynamical simulations. The significance of convection for the explosion mechanism derives
from the facts that in addition to the neutrino diffusion, convective mass motions provide another
means of transporting energy from the depths of the protoneutron star to its surface where it is
carried away by neutrinos a fraction of which is reabsorbed farther out, as well as from above the
gain radius (see Fig. 1.1), where the neutrino heating rates peak, to the shock, where the increase
of the pressure supports the shock’s outward motion. In effect, the shock revival is facilitated by
convection. Strong supporting evidence for convective phenomena derives also from observations of
supernova SN 1987A, which, in many respects can only be explained if extensive mixing processes
were in effect deeply inside the star already during the first few hundred milliseconds of the explosion
(see Müller 1998, and references cited therein).

Much activity is currently also devoted to the study of the complicated microphysics of the
hot and dense nuclear matter in the newly formed neutron star (Schinder 1990; Raffelt & Seckel
1995; Raffelt, Seckel, & Sigl 1996; Janka, Keil, Raffelt, & Seckel 1996; Reddy, Prakash, & Lattimer
1998; Burrows & Sawyer 1998, 1999; Yamada 2000; Yamada & Toki 2000). At densities exceeding
ρ & 1014 g cm−3 , spatial and temporal correlations between nucleons as well as effects due to
the recoil of the nucleons have been shown to become important for calculating neutrino cross
sections. It is also being emphasized that the cross sections have to be derived consistently from
the underlying nuclear equation of state. A number of these investigations indicate, that the
“standard” approximations (Tubbs & Schramm 1975; Schinder & Shapiro 1982; Bruenn 1985) used
so far in supernova models might have considerably overestimated the neutrino opacities at the
relevant densities. Reduced opacities would enable neutrinos to diffuse more quickly through the
protoneutron star, and thus enhanced luminosities and heating rates are expected.

1.1.2 The role of neutrino transport

This thesis is concerned with a third sort of problems, namely the details of the transport of energy,
momentum and lepton number by neutrinos, which plays a particularly important role for all stages
of a core-collapse supernova: During collapse, the exact amount of lepton number and energy loss
prior to neutrino trapping has been shown to critically determine the location inside the core where
the bounce shock forms and thus the energy it is initially given. Because the shock loses several
times 1051 erg — which is most of its initial energy — for disintegrating a few tenths of a solar
mass of iron-group material on its passage through the outer iron core, only a relatively small shift
(' 10% of the core mass) of the shock formation position can have dramatic consequences for the
success or failure of the explosion.

Soon after its formation, the hydrodynamic shock reaches regions which are sufficiently trans-
parent to release a short but intense burst of neutrinos produced in the shock heated matter. During
this outburst, the shock loses another 1051 erg of energy, which, again, is a substantial fraction of
its initial energy and therefore has to be calculated accurately.

Finally and probably most importantly, the amount of energy which is absorbed in the heating
region and thus the success of the shock revival mechanism is sensitively determined by the local
neutrino distribution. Since the neutrino absorption cross sections strongly depend on the neutrino
energy — typically the cross sections are proportional to the square of the energy — the heating
rates are not only determined by the total neutrino luminosity of the protoneutron star but also
by the spectral distribution of the neutrinos: The same luminosity but radiated with a harder
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spectrum leads to considerably increased heating rates. In addition, also the angular distribution
of the neutrinos enters the heating rate: For a given protoneutron star luminosity, the number
(and total energy) of neutrinos that can be absorbed in the heating region is larger if the degree of
isotropy of the local neutrino distribution is higher.

In view of the above considerations an accurate calculation of the neutrino transport dynam-
ically coupled to the equations governing the evolution of the stellar matter clearly seems to be
required. This, however, comprises a complicated problem that can only be tackled numerically. It
has so far not been treated in a satisfactory manner.

Overview of methods

In previous work, neutrino transport has been computed with a number of numerical methods
employing increasingly sophisticated approximations. The main differences are connected with the
handling of the angular and spectral dependence of the neutrino phase-space distribution.

Among the first methods were simple leakage schemes, where neutrinos merely act as local
sinks of energy (and possibly momentum and lepton number). According to local neutrino emission
rates, energy is simply removed from the star. No radiative transport is calculated.

Quite a variety of diffusion methods have been put forward during the past decades. They all
rely on the assumption that neutrinos interact sufficiently frequently with the ambient matter by
scatterings and absorptions so that the mean free path gets substantially smaller than the typical
length scales of the system (in analogy to electromagnetic radiation the system is said to be “opti-
cally thick” to neutrinos in this case). Under these circumstances, the local distribution of neutrinos
in phase space can be assumed to be only weakly anisotropic and a simple diffusion equation can
be used for describing the energy transport. When the condition of optical thickness is not fulfilled,
diffusion schemes are known to give superluminal speeds for the transport of energy. This can be
avoided by a so called flux limiting procedure, which employs a simple interpolation for the energy
flux between optically thick regions, where the diffusion approximation holds, and optically thin
regions, where neutrinos stream freely with the speed of light1. Whereas the two mentioned phys-
ical limits are attained correctly, the interpolation is purely arbitrary in the intermediate regime.
Various diffusion methods mainly differ in the way the energy dependence of the neutrino transport
is handled. The so-called multi(energy)-group flux-limited diffusion schemes (MGFLD for
short; see Bruenn 1985) have to be considered as the most sophisticated approach of this category,
since they compute the energy dependent transport (in diffusion approximation) by considering a
number of neutrino energies separately.

In order to take into account also the angular dependence of the neutrino distribution func-
tion properly, and thereby avoiding the introduction of ad hoc prescriptions like flux-limiting, the
Boltzmann transport equation itself has to be solved. The so-called discrete angles method
(SN-method) employs a direct discretization of the Boltzmann equation (e. g. Carlson 1967; Yueh
& Buchler 1977; Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993a; Yamada, Janka, & Suzuki 1999; Mezzacappa &
Messer 1999). While the angular and spectral properties of the radiation field can in principle be
accounted for “exactly”, practical calculations are limited by computer resources and suffer from
unsatisfactory angular resolution.

These problems are avoided in variable Eddington factor methods (Freeman et al. 1968),
which are based on the solution of angular moments of the Boltzmann equation. The two moment
equations of lowest order describe the transport of radiation energy and momentum, respectively.

1We assume the neutrinos to have a vanishing rest mass.
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The moment equations constitute a hierarchical set of partial differential equations and thus must
be supplemented by a closure relation — the variable Eddington factor —, similar to the equation
of state closing the equations of hydrodynamics. The quality of approximation for the Boltzmann
equation is determined by the particular choice for the variable Eddington factor. In principle,
excellent accuracy in describing the angular variation of the radiation field can be achieved.

Monte Carlo methods (see e. g. Janka 1991b, and references cited therein) are also able to
provide accurate solutions of the Boltzmann equation. By following the trajectories of individual
sample particles, the neutrino distribution function is constructed by a statistical approach without
direct use of a numerical grid, rather than being solved for as it is done within the methods based on
the discretized transport equations. In many respects Monte Carlo methods are easier to handle and
to generalize than other techniques. On the other hand, in order to guarantee the desired statistical
accuracy, a sufficiently large number of particles have to be followed by the calculation. This
number usually makes Monte Carlo methods too expensive for computing the neutrino transport
in combination with hydrodynamical supernova simulations.

Consequences for supernova modeling

The majority of the more advanced core-collapse calculations have employed the multi-group flux-
limited diffusion approximation (MGFLD) of neutrino transport. Throughout the inner parts of
the iron core, the neutrino opacities are large enough to guarantee that a diffusion equation yields
a good approximation to the transport equations, and hence MGFLD can be expected to give
reasonable results. In the outer regions, however, where the flux limiter is in effect in order to
prohibit superluminal transport, the results obtained with MGFLD are much more questionable,
but are regarded as less significant for the dynamics of core-collapse and the details of shock
formation. Both hypotheses were in principle confirmed by the comparative studies of Mezzacappa
& Bruenn (1993b,c). Employing a discrete angles (SN) method, they obtained reference solutions
for the transport that could be used to validate core-collapse simulations employing the MGFLD
approximation. While rather good agreement between results obtained with both methods was
found throughout the inner core — in particular for the important physical quantities determining
the shock formation point — considerable deviations appeared in the outer regions of the iron
core. As far as neutrino transport is concerned, the models of Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b,c)
have so far been the most elaborate — and presumably computationally the most expensive —
core-collapse simulations. However, with the SN-method only a rather poor angular resolution of
the neutrino distribution can be afforded with the computational resources available at present and
in the near future. This might affect the quality of the results (cf. Yamada et al. 1999), especially
when these simulations are eventually extended into the post-bounce phase.

The so far most sophisticated published neutrino-radiation hydrodynamical simulations that
were also extended into the post-bounce phase have relied on the MGFLD approximation (Bruenn
1993; Bruenn, Mezzacappa, & Dineva 1995). However, the heating region that has developed below
the stalled shock about 0.1 s after core bounce, where the exact number and energy of neutrinos
critically determines the amount of heating, coincides with the domain where MGFLD fails to
provide a reasonable approximation to neutrino transport: Neutrinos run out of equilibrium with
the stellar medium further inside, below the “surface” of the protoneutron star and reach the
free-streaming limit only considerably far above the heating region. In between, called the ”semi-
transparent” (or “transition”) region, the MGFLD approximation relies on an ad hoc interpolation
between the diffusion and the free-streaming regime and therefore fails to reliably calculate the
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spectrum and the degree of anisotropy of the neutrinos (Janka 1991b, 1992; Messer, Mezzacappa,
Bruenn, & Guidry 1998; Mezzacappa & Messer 1999; Yamada et al. 1999). Moreover, Messer et al.
(1998) and Mezzacappa & Messer (1999) conclude that the heating rates are actually considerably
underestimated as an artifact of the particular flux limiting method used in the models of Bruenn
(1993) and Bruenn et al. (1995), which all failed to explode. All these findings are, however,
drawn from stationary neutrino transport calculations which were performed only for a few static
snapshots of the temporal evolution of a supernova core, and thus no definite conclusions concerning
the dynamics can be drawn.

1.2 Aims of this thesis

The considerations of the previous sections immediately demonstrate that it is necessary to over-
come the severe technical limitations concerning the neutrino transport, which are still inherent to
all contemporary supernova models. In the light of the known deficiencies, which even the most
sophisticated spherically symmetric models suffer from, conclusions drawn from the consideration
of “additional” physics like convective phenomena or improved microphysics in detailed numerical
models appear to be at least premature, unless the neutrino transport can be handled with adequate
accuracy. Hence, progress in the numerical modeling and physical understanding of core-collapse
supernovae is considered to be closely connected to achievements in the treatment of the neutrino
transport.

This was the motivation to develop a new numerical tool which is capable of calculating accurate
neutrino transport and for the first time allows one to reliably study the physics of core-collapse
supernovae by neutrino-radiation hydrodynamical simulations. Especially the possibility for gener-
alizing a method to multi-dimensional applications is an important aspect to be considered in the
development. The finding that existing schemes like the SN-method might not fulfil this requirement
served as another strong motivation to develop a new method.

As we have indicated previously, a transport scheme should be able to handle the full phase-
space dependence of the neutrino distribution function accurately and thus has to be based on the
Boltzmann transport equation. In particular, also the angular distribution of the neutrinos must
be described properly. With the resulting increased dimensionality of the problem, computational
efficiency becomes a major issue: Even the idealized case of a spherically symmetric supernova
entails the solution of a (numerically stiff) three-dimensional, time-dependent (the distribution
function depends on time and radial position in the star as well as on the energy and the direction
of propagation of the neutrinos) transport problem coupled to the hydrodynamics, which challenges
even modern supercomputers. We chose a variable Eddington factor method since by focussing on
the radiation moment equations the dimensionality of the problem is reduced by one. The remaining
dependence of the distribution function on the angle of neutrino propagation relative to the radial
direction can be handled very accurately and efficiently by exploiting the specific symmetries of
the problem. Moreover, we have been able to generalize the method for application to multi-
dimensional problems. We shall argue that for studying convective phenomena in core-collapse
supernovae, the proposed scheme can be expected to give a reasonable approximation to genuinely
multi-dimensional neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics (which appears to be out of reach currently).
At the same time, compared to one-dimensional calculations the computational load increases only
relatively mildly with the number of spatial zones used to resolve the second (and third) dimension
of the star, as opposed to similar approaches based, e. g., on the SN-method.
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In the course of this work we apply the new method in simulations of spherically symmetric
core-collapse which has so far not been studied extensively to the level of accuracy of the Boltzmann
equation. The interesting post-bounce phase is studied in the specific case of a progenitor star of
M = 15 M�. We present a simulation of a core-collapse supernova that follows the evolution cover-
ing the collapse, bounce and shock propagation phase for almost 600 ms, in total. For the first time,
an accurate treatment of the neutrino transport was used throughout the entire evolution which
allows one to discuss the viability of the delayed explosion mechanism without the imponderabilities
of an insufficient treatment of the neutrino transport. In this thesis we have restricted ourselves to
spherically symmetric problems with “standard microphysics” since even in this case the demands
on the computational resources are enormous. In future applications, improved microphysics and
multi-dimensional convection effects shall be investigated.

This thesis is subdivided into the following parts: The equations of radiation hydrodynamics
to be solved and their numerical implementation are introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.
Results for a number of idealized test problems are then presented in Chapter 4. Subsequently, in
Chapter 5, the new scheme is applied to “realistic” neutrino-radiation hydrodynamical supernova
simulations (the treatment of the relevant neutrino opacities is detailed in Appendix A). A summary
of the thesis will be given in Chapter 6, together with concluding remarks and an outlook on future
work.
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Chapter 2

The Equations of Radiation
Hydrodynamics

The equations of radiation hydrodynamics to be introduced in the course of this chapter describe
the coupled evolution of physical systems that contain “radiation” and a “fluid”. The distinction
between both components is not given a priori but depends on the physical conditions of the system
under consideration. In our specific application to core-collapse supernovae, for example, we shall
see in Chap. 5 that the stellar “fluid” can be assumed to contain nucleons and nuclei, charged
leptons and photons (!), whereas the neutrinos have to be treated separately as “radiation”.

In the most general case one has to consider statistical ensembles of particles of different kinds
in phase-space. Each of the ensembles may be described physically by its own particle distribution
function. What we will call the “fluid” is the subsystem of particles that admits a hydrodynamical
description, which, e. g. requires that the mean free path between interactions of those particles is
very small compared to the scales of macroscopic variations in the system. Hence mean quantities
like the local density of mass, defined as statistical averages on a macroscopic scale, can be used
to describe the “hydrodynamic state” of the fluid, whose evolution is governed by the equations of
hydrodynamics. But generally not all kinds of particles fulfil these requirements. If the mean free
path between interactions becomes comparable to, or even larger than the dimensions of the system,
the hydrodynamic approximation obviously breaks down and the particles have to be treated as
“radiation”: Retaining the full dependence on all phase-space coordinates, the physical state of the
radiation field is given in terms of a distribution function, which evolves in time according to the
equation of radiative transfer.

In the following, we first introduce the equation of radiative transfer and then briefly discuss
the equations of hydrodynamics and their coupling to radiative transfer.

2.1 Radiative transfer

2.1.1 Basic definitions and equations

Boltzmann equation

The physical state of a statistical ensemble of particles with given statistics (e. g. Bosons, Fermions)
described by the particle distribution function f(t, r,p) in phase space where g/h3 ·f(t, r,p) d3r d3p
is the number of particles occupying the phase-space volume d3r d3p at (r,p) (g denotes the
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statistical weight of the particles; e. g. g = 1 for Dirac neutrinos, g = 2 for photons; h = 2π~

is Planck’s constant). The temporal evolution of the distribution function is governed by the
Boltzmann equation

∂

∂t
f +

dr

dt
∇rf +

dp

dt
∇pf =

(
df

dt

)coll.

. (2.1)

Particles with vanishing rest mass, usually referred to as “radiation” in the classical sense, move
along straight rays with the speed of light, and hence dr/dt = n c ≡ p/|p| c. If, in addition, no
external forces are present (ṗ ≡ 0), equ. (2.1) becomes the familiar Boltzmann equation of radiative
transfer:

1
c

∂

∂t
f + n∇rf = B . (2.2)

The Boltzmann equation (2.2) is a hyperbolic partial differential equation. Specifically, for a given
source term B, equ. (2.2) is a linear advection equation with characteristic speed c: Along a line
element of length ∆s = n∆r and within the time interval ∆t = ∆s/c, the change of the distribution
function of particles entering at one end (s, t) and emerging at the other end (s+∆s, t+∆t) results
from interactions (absorptions, emissions and scatterings) of the particles with an ambient medium
as given by the “collision term” B. Introducing the “emissivity” η̃ and the opacity χ (which is the
inverse of the mean free path), the collision term can be written as (scattering processes can be
treated as absorptions with subsequent emissions)

B :=
1
c

(
df

dt

)coll.

≡ η̃ − χf . (2.3)

Specific intensity and its angular moments

Introducing the monochromatic specific intensity

I :=
( ε

hc

)3
c · f , (2.4)

and the emissivity

η :=
( ε

hc

)3
c · η̃ , (2.5)

the Boltzmann equation (2.2) reads

1
c

∂

∂t
I + n∇rI = S ≡ η − χ I , (2.6)

where ε is the energy of the radiation. Rewriting the momentum-space part of a phase-space volume
element as (dΩ denotes the solid angle element)

d3p = ε2/c3dεdΩ , (2.7)

the quantities I(t, r, ε,n)dΩ dεnr/|r|dAdt and ε−1I(t, r, ε,n)dΩ dεnr/|r|dAdt can be inter-
preted as the amount of energy and particle number, respectively, which, during the time dt is
carried by radiation within the frequency interval h−1[ε, ε + dε] through the surface element dA
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the geometric
quantities used for the definition of the spe-
cific intensity I: dA is the area of a sur-
face element with an outwardly directed
normal r/|r|. The coordinate Θ measures
the angle between r and the direction n of
a beam of radiation which is propagating
into the solid angle dΩ.

(with the outwardly directed normal r/|r|) into the solid angle dΩ about the direction n (see
Fig. 2.1). The source term S := (ε/hc)3 c · B ≡ η − χ I is interpreted as the amount of radiation
energy in a unit frequency interval contained within the unit solid angle around the direction n
that is exchanged with a material element of unit volume per unit time interval.

Angular moments of the monochromatic specific intensity are defined as the following integrals
over all angular directions

J(t, r, ε) :=
1
4π

∫
dΩ I(t, r, ε,n) =

c

4π
E(t, r, ε) , (2.8)

Hi(t, r, ε) :=
1
4π

∫
dΩ niI(t, r, ε,n) =

1
4π

Fi(t, r, ε) , (2.9)

Kij(t, r, ε) :=
1
4π

∫
dΩ ninjI(t, r, ε,n) =

c

4π
Pij(t, r, ε) , (2.10)

...

where E denotes the (monochromatic) radiation energy-density, F the density of the (monochro-
matic) energy flux (the momentum density is given by 1/c2F ), and Pij are the components of the
stress tensor P. Moments of higher order do not admit an immediate physical interpretation.

Moment equations

Forming angular moments of the Boltzmann equation (2.6) one obtains the hierarchical set of
monochromatic moment equations:

1
c

∂

∂t
J + ∇ ·H = S(0) (0th-order moment equation) , (2.11)

1
c

∂

∂t
H + ∇ · K = S(1) (1st-order moment equation) , (2.12)

...
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with the corresponding source terms being defined as

S(0)(t, r, ε) :=
1
4π

∫
dΩ S(t, r, ε,n) ,

S(1)(t, r, ε) :=
1
4π

∫
dΩ nS(t, r, ε,n) .

... (2.13)

As a result of the angular integrations, the system of moment equations is of reduced dimensionality
compared to the original radiative transfer equation. Based on this simplification and the fact
that the (lowest order) equations admit a very straightforward physical interpretation (namely
as transport equations for radiation energy and momentum), the moment equations are of prime
importance for radiative transfer theory and its applications.

For practical calculations, the infinite system (2.11, 2.12, . . . ) has to be truncated at some finite
level nmax and an appropriate closure relation has to be provided, which allows one to eliminate one
of the nmax + 1 radiation moments (usually the moment of order nmax + 1 is reexpressed in terms
of the moments of order ≤ nmax). In general, this again requires the solution of the Boltzmann
equation of radiative transfer, and one is tempted to suspect that employing the system of moment
equations does not provide much of a gain compared to solving the original Boltzmann equation.
However, for reasons that will become evident in the next chapter, this is not the case, and focussing
on the moment equations has indeed proven to be extremely useful, in particular when it comes to
numerical applications.

Spherical symmetry

In order to further reduce the dimensionality of the radiative transfer problem, we will henceforth
assume that the spatial variation of all quantities can be described by only one coordinate. In this
case, it can be shown that in addition to this spatial coordinate r, the time t and the frequency
h−1ε, the specific intensity depends only on one angular coordinate Θ. In spherical coordinates,
Θ is measured as the angle between the radial direction r (with r := |r|) and the direction of
propagation n of the radiation (see Fig. 2.1):

µ := cos Θ :=
r · n

r
. (2.14)

Spherical symmetry furthermore implies that the energy flux points into the radial direction

F = 4π
r

r
H , (2.15)

and that the only relevant quantity of the stress tensor is the 33-component, which is identified
with the scalar “radiation pressure”

P =
4π
c

K33 ≡ 4π
c

K . (2.16)

The scalar components of the monochromatic moments are defined as

{J,H,K,L, . . . } =
1
2

∫ +1

−1
Idµ µ{0,1,2,3,...} . (2.17)
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Introducing the normalized moments of order k, (k ∈ IN0)

m(k) :=
1
2

∫ +1
−1 dµ Iµk

1
2

∫ +1
−1 dµ I

, (2.18)

the following relations can easily be verified, given the non-negativity of the specific intensity:

|m(k)| ≤ 1 , (2.19)
0 ≤ m(2k+2) ≤ m(2k) , (2.20)
|m(2k+1)| ≤ m(2k) . (2.21)

Analogous expressions hold for the moments also in the more general case, when no special sym-
metry is assumed to be present. In particular, we note the important inequalities

|F | ≤ cE ,

Pij ≤ E , (2.22)

which state that the velocity of the energy flux is bounded by the speed of light and that the
radiation pressure does not exceed the energy density.

Finally, in spherical symmetry the Boltzmann equation (2.6) for the specific intensity and its
first two moment equations read

1
c

∂

∂t
I + µ

∂

∂r
I +

1− µ2

r

∂

∂µ
I = S , (2.23)

with I = I(t, r, ε, µ) and S = S(t, r, ε, µ), and

1
c

∂

∂t
J +

1
r2

∂

∂r
(r2 H) = S(0) , (2.24)

1
c

∂

∂t
H +

1
r2

∂

∂r
(r2 K) +

K − J

r
= S(1) , (2.25)

with J = J(t, r, ε), H = H(t, r, ε), K = K(t, r, ε), and

S(k)(t, r, ε) :=
1
2

∫ +1

−1
dµ µkS(t, r, ε, µ) . (2.26)

Limiting cases of the Boltzmann equation

Two well known limiting cases of the Boltzmann equation are obtained in vacuum and in the regime
where the rate of interactions of radiation with the medium is sufficiently large so that the mean
free path of radiation is very small.

Diffusion approximation: If the mean free path of radiation is small compared to the scales
of spatial variations of the specific intensity (i. e. the medium is “optically thick”), the radiation
field can be assumed to be only weakly anisotropic. In this case the radiative transfer equation
simplifies considerably (the following description is based on Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983, Appendix
I).
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For the ease of explanation we specify a particular form of the emissivity and the opacity.
If the interaction of radiation and matter proceeds via isotropic emission and absorption, and
isoenergetic scattering with a differential cross section which is proportional to the cosine of the
scattering angle, the emissivity and the opacity can be written as1 (the dependence of the quantities
on the coordinates t and ε is suppressed)

η(r, µ) = κaIeq(r) + κ(0)
s (r)J(r) + κ(1)

s (r)µH(r) , (2.27)

and

χ(r, µ) = κa(r) + κ(0)
s (r) , (2.28)

where Ieq is the specific intensity of radiation, which is in local thermodynamical equilibrium with
the matter (cf. Appendix A.1.2). In the quasisteady limit the first moment equation (equ. 2.25) in
spherical coordinates (assuming spherical symmetry) reads2

∂

∂r
K +

3K − J

r
= −χtrH , (2.29)

where the transport opacity (i. e. the inverse mean free path for momentum exchange of radiation
with the matter)

χtr = κa + κ(0)
s − κ

(1)
s

3
(2.30)

has been introduced. For weakly anisotropic radiation one finds K = 1/3 · J to first order and
therefore

H = − 1
3χtr

∂J

∂r
. (2.31)

When equ. (2.31) is inserted into the zeroth moment equation (equ. 2.24) the diffusion equation

1
c

∂

∂t
J − 1

r2

∂

∂r
(r2 1

3χtr

∂

∂r
J) = S(0) (2.32)

is obtained. If the radiation field is stationary (i. e. ∂t J ≡ 0), eqns. (2.31, 2.32) imply the important
relation

∂

∂r
(r2 H) = 0 , (2.33)

which states that the (monochromatic) luminosity L := (4πr)2 H is conserved if radiation and
matter are in local thermodynamical equilibrium (S(0) ≡ 0 in this case; cf. Appendix A.1.1).

1For all radiation-matter (or neutrino-matter) interaction processes considered in the course of this work the
opacity and emissivity can be written in the form of eqns. (2.27, 2.28), with the exception of inelastic neutrino-
electron scattering (cf. Appendix A.2.5), whose contribution to the transport opacity can be written in a similar way
(see Cernohorsky 1994)

2The term c−1∂tH can be estimated to be smaller than χtrH by the ratio of the mean free path of the radiation
and the typical scales of spatial variations of the radiation field (e. g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984). By definition of
the diffusion regime this ratio is small compared to unity. Yet, H does not necessarily have to be assumed to be
time-independent provided that changes of the background medium (and hence χtr) and J occur on sufficiently long
time scales.
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Wave limit: In vacuum (η ≡ χ ≡ 0; the medium is “optically thin”) the transport equation
(in spherical symmetry and employing spherical coordinates) admits the particular solution of a
monochromatic spherical wave. For the angular moments of this solution one finds J ≡ H ≡
K ≡ . . . , and therefore the first two moment equations (eqns. 2.24, 2.25) lead to the familiar wave
equation in spherical coordinates

1
c2

∂2

∂t2
J − 1

r2

∂2

∂r2
(r2 J) = 0 . (2.34)

2.1.2 Radiative transfer in moving media

It has proven particularly useful in (numerical) radiation hydrodynamics to measure the physical
properties of the radiation field like specific intensity I, frequency h−1ε, angle of propagation µ,
source terms S, etc. with respect to a frame which is locally comoving with the fluid. Since by
definition of this so-called “comoving frame” (also “Lagrangian frame” or “local proper frame”),
matter is instantaneously at rest everywhere, common microscopic derivations for describing the
interaction between matter and radiation (i. e. opacities and emissivities) apply in this frame and
generally also yield the most simple expressions3. Though in principle appropriate transformation
laws may be used (and have been used) to obtain opacities and emissivities in any other than the
comoving frame the physical content of the resulting expressions is often obscured by this procedure
and the actual computations pose severe numerical difficulties (see e. g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984,
§99).

Usage of the comoving frame, however, comes not without cost: Thus far we have tacitly
assumed that the equations of radiative transfer are set up in an inertial frame of reference. Since
a set of frames each moving with a velocity that is in general not constant in space and time is
not inertial, one cannot expect equ. (2.2) to apply also in the comoving frame. For example, the
equality ṗ ≡ 0 which enters the inertial frame radiative transfer equation (2.2) is explicitly violated
in non-inertial frames by definition. Therefore, when written down in the comoving frame, one has
to expect additional terms to appear in the Boltzmann equation. The resulting equations and a
sketch of their derivation will be presented in the subsequent sections.

At this point it is important to note that the frame of reference, where physical quantities
are measured, has to be carefully distinguished from the employed coordinates which are used to
simply label events in spacetime. Although a specific choice of coordinates always provides also
a “natural” way to define a corresponding frame (the so-called “induced basis” or “holonomic
frame” whose basis vectors are tangents to the coordinate lines), one is not necessarily bound to
this correspondence (one might, for example, employ spherical coordinates for the three-dimensional
Euclidean space, yet use Cartesian components to describe vectors). If one, e. g., choses Lagrangian
coordinates to label events in the spacetime manifold4, the corresponding induced basis is the
“comoving frame” as defined previously. However, one is in principle free to use Eulerian coordinates
instead to label events, yet keep the comoving frame to measure physical quantities. The linear
map which transforms between the induced basis (“Eulerian frame”) and the comoving frame can
be deduced from the transformation of the corresponding coordinates.

3e. g. the emissivity η(t, r, ε, µ) of thermal radiation is isotropic only in the local rest frame of the medium:
η = η(t, r, ε)

4In the specific context of radiative transfer, the situation is slightly more complicated when concepts from
differential geometry are invoked since the distribution function is not defined simply on the spacetime manifold itself
but on six-dimensional phase space described as the tangent bundle over the manifold (see the Appendix of Lindquist
1966, for a more formal discussion).
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2.1.3 Comoving frame radiative transfer equations

Based on the treatise of Mihalas & Mihalas (1984, see also Mihalas 1998), we give a brief summary
of the two “classical” lines of derivation of the comoving frame radiative transfer equations. As
usual, we restrict ourselves to the case of a spherically symmetric medium.

Note that whereas all physical quantities have been tacitly assumed to be measured in the
Eulerian frame up to here, they are always assumed to be measured in the comoving frame from
now on without altering the notation. When referring to quantities that are defined in frames of
reference other than the comoving frame hints will be given at the appropriate position.

Special relativistic derivation

Mihalas (1980) has given a derivation that works within the framework of special relativity. One
starts from the inertial frame equation of transfer in Eulerian coordinates (cf. equ. 2.23), utilizes
the Lorentz invariance of the quantities I/ε3 and S/ε2, and invokes appropriate transformation
rules to rewrite all quantities in the comoving frame, which is related to the inertial frame by local
Lorentz transformations.

Frequencies and angles in the comoving frame are, for example, obtained by applying a stan-
dard Lorentz transformation to the radiation four-momentum ε/c (1,n)T in the inertial frame. The
tedious part of the derivation comprises the rewriting of all partial derivatives with respect to space-
time coordinates that are taken at fixed inertial frame energy and angle of propagation (equ. 2.23)
in terms of derivatives with fixed comoving frame energy and angle of propagation. In applying the
appropriate chain rules, partial derivatives with respect to energy and angle of propagation enter
the equation, which have not been present in the inertial frame equation (equ. 2.23). These terms
account e. g. for the effects of redshift (or blueshift) and angular aberration of radiation traveling
between frames that are in relative motion with respect to each other.

The resulting special relativistic comoving frame transfer equation for the specific intensity to-
gether with the moment equations of zeroth and first order are denoted in Mihalas (1980, eqns. 2.12,
2.14, 2.15). Here, we write down only the corresponding equations after they have been reduced to
order O(β), where β := v/c denotes the ratio of the fluid velocity and the speed of light:
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Here and in the following we frequently suppress functional dependences like I ≡ I(t, r, ε, µ),
S ≡ S(t, r, ε, µ), J ≡ J(t, r, ε), S(0) ≡ S(0)(t, r, ε), β ≡ β(t, r), . . . in our notation. Note that in
(eqns. 2.35–2.37) all physical quantities, in particular also the collision integrals and their angular
moments are assumed to be measured in the comoving frame but the choice of coordinates (r, t)
is Eulerian. With the simple replacement ∂/∂t + v∂/∂r → D/Dt, Lagrangian coordinates can be
used.

For future reference we also write down the transformations (correct to order O(β)) which allow
to relate the frequency-integrated moments in the comoving (“Lagrangian”) and in the inertial
(“Eulerian”) frame of reference (indicated by the “Eul”-superscript).

JEul = J +2βH ,

HEul = H+β(J + K) ,

KEul = K+2βH . (2.38)

The transformation (2.38) can easily be deduced from a Lorentz-transformation of the radiation
stress-energy tensor (e. g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984). In principle also relations for monochromatic
moments can be derived by transforming the specific intensity I, the angle cosine µ and the energy
ε, which, however, leads to much more complicated expressions.

General relativistic derivation

For completeness, we briefly outline another conceptually different approach to the derivation of
the comoving frame transport equation that has earlier been adopted by Castor (1972). It allows
us to introduce the equations of general relativistic radiative transfer.

Lindquist (1966) has derived a covariant transfer equation and has specialized it for particles of
zero rest mass interacting with a spherically symmetric medium supplemented with the comoving
frame metric (r is a Lagrangian coordinate)

ds2 = −e2Φ(t,r)c2dt2 + e2Λ(t,r)dr2 + R(t, r)2dΩ2 . (2.39)
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The “Lindquist-equation” and its moment equations of zeroth and first order — noted here for
future reference — read5:
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with

U :=
1
c

∂R

∂t
. (2.43)

Note that in (eqns. 2.40–2.42), the time derivative ∂/∂t has to be taken at fixed Lagrangian coor-
dinate r.

In general, the metric functions Φ(t, r),Λ(t, r), R(t, r), and Γ(t, r) := e−Λ∂rR have to be com-
puted numerically from the Einstein field equations. When working to order O(v/c) and in a flat
spacetime, it is however possible to express these functions analytically in terms of only the ve-
locity field and its first time-derivative (“fluid acceleration”) by relating the metric in the inertial
frame and the “Lindquist-metric” (equ. 2.39) adopted for the comoving-frame with local Lorentz
transformations. The result is a special relativistic, comoving frame transfer equation correct to
order O(v/c), which is equivalent to equ. (2.35). Details of the derivation can be found in Castor
(1972).

The two “classical” approaches outlined above are both specific in their choice of coordinates:
Whereas the derivation of the special relativistic equations (Mihalas 1980) employs Eulerian spheri-
cal coordinates from the beginning, the general relativistic approach due to Castor (1972) is bound

5In writing equations (2.40–2.42) in a “conservative” form, we have tacitly assumed the backreaction of the
radiation field on the metric functions to be negligible.
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to the usage of Lagrangian coordinates. Only in the nonrelativistic O(v/c)-limit one can safely
employ other coordinates (e. g. by making the replacement ∂/∂t + v∂/∂r → D/Dt), yet keep the
physical quantities being defined in the comoving frame.

For this reason it is not possible to derive a special relativistic transfer equation by simply
taking the “flat space limit” (i. e. eΦ → 1,Γ → 1, R → r) of the Lindquist equation (2.40)6. The
reason for this is simple: The Lorentz metric in comoving coordinates is in general not diagonal
and hence cannot be reexpressed in terms of the Lindquist metric (equ. 2.39), if the comoving
and Eulerian coordinates are related by an arbitrary velocity field (in the O(v/c)-limit, the non-
diagonal terms in the Lorentz metric in comoving coordinates vanish). Although we will not deal
with highly relativistic flows in this work, it is worthwhile to note that the stated principle lack of
generality was overcome by Riffert (1986), who has derived a comoving frame transfer equation,
which is based on the covariant transport equation of Lindquist (1966), but can be specialized to
an arbitrary choice of coordinates.

2.1.4 Characteristics and formal solution

Powerful (numerical) solution strategies for the Boltzmann equation are based on its so-called
“formal solution”. We consider the Boltzmann equation in Cartesian coordinates for a static
background medium at first. If the emissivity and opacity are known functions of t, r, ε and n,
the radiative transfer equation (2.2) is a first order linear partial differential equation which can be
solved by the method of characteristics. The characteristic equations of equ. (2.2) read (see, e. g.
Körner 1992)

dt

dα
= c−1 , (2.44)

dr

dα
= n , (2.45)

dI
dα

= η − χI . (2.46)

The first two equations define the characteristic curves of the Boltzmann equation (2.2), which are
obviously straight (light-) rays in spacetime. The partial differential equation (2.2) simplifies to
the ordinary differential equation (2.46), which can be readily integrated to give

I(t, r; ε,n) =
∫

ds η(t− s/c, r − ns; ε,n) · e−τ(t− s/c, r −ns; ε,n) , (2.47)

where we have introduced the optical depth

τ(t− s/c, r − ns; ε,n) =
∫ s

0
ds′ χ(t− s′/c, r − ns′; ε,n) . (2.48)

In order to match initial and boundary conditions imposed on I at t = 0 and at the boundary
surface, respectively, the integration in equ. (2.47) is restricted to s ∈ [0,min(ct, |r − rb|)] where
rb denotes the point of intersection of the ray r − ns with the boundary surface. See Mihalas &
Mihalas (1984, §79) for details.

Equation (2.47) admits a straightforward physical interpretation: At a given point (t, r) in
spacetime the specific intensity of radiation with a given frequency h−1ε and direction of propagation

6Instead, the static limit (equ. 2.23) is recovered by such a procedure.
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n is determined by the sum of all radiation quanta of the same frequency which have been emitted
along the ray r − ns into the direction n at retarded times t − s/c, exponentially attenuated by
the optical depth τ the radiation has encountered during the travel. Equation (2.47) is called a
“formal solution”7 of the Boltzmann equation, since in general the emissivity η and the opacity χ
are not known as a function of the spacetime coordinates, but depend on the desired solution itself
(e. g. the contribution of isotropic, elastic scattering to the emissivity reads η = κs/(4π)

∫
dΩ I).

Nevertheless, the existence of a formal solution allows to construct efficient numerical schemes for
solving the Boltzmann equation like the variable Eddington factor method which will be introduced
in the next chapter.

Though in principle, the method of characteristics can also be applied to the Boltzmann equation
expressed in other coordinates and/or frames of reference, the equations defining the characteristics
tend to become more complicated and in general cannot be solved analytically. Thus, general
quadrature solutions like equ. (2.47) were known only for a few specific cases (e.g. for the Boltzmann
equation in spherical coordinates assuming a spherically symmetric, static background medium,
see Yorke 1980; Körner 1992). Only recently it was realized (Baschek, Efimov, Von Waldenfels,
& Wehrse 1997) that a general quadrature solution for the Boltzmann equation in any coordinate
system and also in the local rest frame of relativistically moving observers can easily be given
without referring to the explicit form of the Boltzmann equation in these coordinates. Instead of
trying to solve the characteristic equations of the Boltzmann equation expressed in the specific
coordinates under consideration, the Cartesian coordinates which appear in the known quadrature
solution equ. (2.47) are simply rewritten in terms of the new coordinates. Of course, Lorentz-
invariant quantities like I/ε3, η/ε2, and χε have to be used in the case of relativistically moving
observers. See Baschek et al. (1997) for details and some instructive examples.

2.1.5 Specifics of neutrino transport

Up to now we have not specified the physical properties of the particular radiation quanta under
consideration. Results have been mainly drawn from the extensive literature about radiative trans-
fer with photons and use has sometimes implicitly been made of the special physical properties
of photons being bosons with vanishing rest mass. We now briefly discuss the applicability of
the results stated so far to the special case of neutrino transport in core-collapse supernovae (see
Schinder & Shapiro 1986, for a concise summary).

Throughout this work, we make the standard assumption that neutrinos are massless Fermions
within the standard model of electroweak interaction theory, which gives rise to a number of
differences between photon- and neutrino transport:

Neutrinos come as particles and antiparticles in three different flavours each of which is capa-
ble of carrying energy, momentum and the corresponding lepton number. Obviously a transport
equation like equ. (2.2) has to be solved for each neutrino species in principle and it has to be
ensured that in a numerical scheme the individual lepton numbers, i. e. the number of charged
leptons plus the number of the corresponding neutrinos, is conserved individually for each of the
three lepton flavours. In the light of the overwhelming evidence for a finite rest mass of neutrinos
that has been accumulated over the past few years, an additional remark is in order: According

7In the following we will use the term “formal solution” in the more general sense of a solution of the Boltzmann
equation, which assumes that the emissivity and the opacity are known functions of the momentum-space coordinates.
This “formal solution” does not necessarily have to be obtained by solving eqns. (2.44–2.48).
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to experimental and theoretical upper limits (see e. g. Mohapatra & Pal 1991; Raffelt 1996) the
neutrino rest masses are still tiny (e. g. mνe . 10 eV) compared to the scale of neutrino energies
that is relevant in core-collapse supernovae (〈ενe〉 ' 10 MeV). Hence, the neutrino rest mass is
obviously irrelevant for the dynamics and thus for our purposes the left hand side of the Boltzmann
equation (equ. 2.2) is well suited for describing the evolution of the neutrino distribution function.
Neutrino oscillations in a supernova core are also unimportant if the mass differences and mixing
angles are such that solar and atmospheric neutrino anomalies are explained (Hannestad, Janka,
Sigl, & Raffelt 2000).

As far as the interaction of radiation with matter is concerned, we have not been specific yet.
Neutrino opacities and emissivities will be discussed in detail in Appendix A. Here it suffices to
note that for Fermi-Dirac particles like neutrinos “stimulated absorption” (or “blocking”) is the
analogue of what is known as “stimulated emission” of Bosonic radiation.

2.2 Hydrodynamics

Usually, the equations of hydrodynamics for an ideal fluid are derived as conservation laws for
mass (particle number8), momentum and energy (see e. g. Landau & Lifschitz 1991). In the
present context it is instructive to briefly recall the basic assumptions and fundamental steps of
the derivation of the equations of hydrodynamics from statistical mechanics (see e. g. Mihalas &
Mihalas 1984, §30) and compare to the case of radiative transfer.

2.2.1 Basic considerations

As opposed to “radiation” the mean free paths between interactions of particles in a “gas” or
a “fluid” are by definition much smaller than the length scales of interest of the system under
consideration. It is therefore possible to introduce the concept of a “fluid element”, which is still
much smaller in linear extent than the size of the system, yet it contains a number of particles that
is sufficiently large to introduce mean quantities on a macroscopic scale like a mean mass density,
mean momentum density, mean internal energy density etc. These mean quantities are treated as
continuous functions of the space coordinates, without referring explicitly to the physical state of
individual particles which constite the fluid elements.

Mathematically, the properties of a fluid element are described by moments of a particle distri-
bution function over momentum space. For example the mass density ρ and the momentum density
ρv are given by ρ (t, r) =

∫
mf(t, r,p)d3p , and ρv (t, r) =

∫
muf(t, r,p)d3p , respectively, with

m being the mass of an individual particle and mu its momentum. In order to obtain dynamical
equations for the evolution of the mean quantities, one constructs moments of the Boltzmann equa-
tion over momentum space, which leads to the hierarchical set of Maxwell-Boltzmann transport
equations. The familiar equations of hydrodynamics are recovered, when this system is truncated
on the level of the second moment. The Maxwell-Boltzmann transport equation for the moment
of zeroth order leads to the equation of continuity, first order gives the Euler equation and second
order the energy equation.

8If nuclear reactions are present, baryon number (nB denotes the baryon number density) rather than rest mass
(ρ0 is the rest mass density) is to be employed as the conserved quantity. With “mass (density)” we mean the number
density of baryons times the atomic mass unit mu = 1.66 × 10−24 g in the following (ρ := nBmu). mu is not to be
confused with the mean baryonic mass m̄B defined by ρ0 ≡ nBm̄B. The latter relation is exact, but m̄B depends on
the composition (cf. Müller 1998, Chap. 4.3).
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For an ideal fluid characterized by the mass density ρ, the Cartesian components of the ve-
locity vector (v1, v2, v3)T, the internal energy density ρe and the gas pressure p, the equations of
hydrodynamics in Cartesian coordinates finally read (sum over i implied):

∂tρ + ∂i(ρvi) = 0 , (2.49)
∂t(ρvk) + ∂i(ρvivk + δikp) + ρ∂kΦ = QMk , (2.50)

∂t(ρe +
1
2
ρv2) + ∂i({ρe +

1
2
ρv2 + p}vi) + ρvi∂iΦ = QE + viQMi , (2.51)

where Φ denotes an external potential (e. g. the gravitational potential of the fluid) and QMk

and QE are additional source terms that cannot be written in general as gradients of a potential
(e. g. the momentum and energy exchange of the fluid with a radiation field). δik is the Kronecker
symbol.

Comparison to radiative transfer

Similar to the moment equations of radiative transfer, a closure relation (“equation of state”) has
to be provided for the equations of hydrodynamics in order to express the stress tensor (which, for
inviscid fluids is given by the isotropic pressure p) in terms of the moments ρ and ρe.

Since by definition of the hydrodynamic approximation the mean free paths of individual fluid
particles are very small compared to the characteristic length scales of the flow and nuclear reactions
proceed suffiently rapidly so that the hydrodynamic variables change adiabatically on the reation
time scale, the fluid, as opposed to radiation, can be assumed to be in local thermodynamical
equilibrium. Hence the particle distribution function of the fluid particles is isotropic and its
functional dependence on the energy of the particles is known (e. g. for non-interacting particles
the equilibrium distribution is given by a Fermi-Dirac or a Bose-Einstein distribution depending on
the statistics the fluid particles obey). Thus the moments p, ρ and ρe can readily be calculated as a
function of the local values of the parameters of the equilibrium distribution (i. e. the temperature
T and the chemical potential µ) which gives the desired closure relation. Different from radiative
transfer it is therefore not necessary to explicitly solve for the distribution function in order to
construct closure relations.

As a side remark we note that it was attempted to construct equation of state-like closure
relations also for the moment equations of radiative transfer involving only local values of the lowest
order moments (typically ≤ 2) of the distribution function. A classical example is the “Eddington
approximation” K = 1/3J which assumes the distribution function to be isotropic. The latter is
true if the mean free path for radiation is very short compared to the typical length scales of the
system. However, the assumptions taken for constructing closure relations that are solely based
on the local radiation moments usually impose additional constraints on the most general solution
of the transfer equation (cf. Körner 1992; Körner & Janka 1992; Smit, Cernohorsky, & Dullemond
1997). Hence, solutions obtained with these so-called “moment closure” methods have to be tested
against the general transport solution (see e.g Smit, van den Horn, & Bludman 2000).

2.2.2 Multicomponent flows

Advection of mass fractions

In general a fluid does not consist of only a single species of particles but will be a mixture of various
chemical components, each of which contributes individually e. g. to the gas pressure. In such cases
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where the thermodynamic variables depend on the composition, which in turn changes with time
due to nuclear reactions and — unless the coordinate system is chosen to be comoving with the
fluid — due to the advection of the particles with the fluid flow (diffusive processes are neglected
here), the individual species have to be treated separately in the equations of hydrodynamics: Each
of the Ns (nuclear) species is characterized by a partial mass density ρj = ρXj , j ∈ {1, . . . , Ns} for
which an advection equation similar to the equation of continuity holds (sum over i implied):

∂t(ρXj) + ∂i(ρXj vi) = QNj . (2.52)

Xj is called the “mass fraction”9 of the j-th species, with
∑Ns

j=1 Xj = 1. The source term QNj

accounts for local changes in the chemical composition (e. g. due to nuclear reactions).

Nuclear statistical equilibrium

If the fluid is locally in nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE; i. e. nuclear reactions proceed suffi-
ciently rapidly so that reactive equilibrium is established instantaneously compared to hydrodynam-
ical time scales), the number of independent quantities required to define the hydrodynamic state
reduces substantially. For an electrically neutral fluid in NSE, all local thermodynamic variables
can be computed from only three independent quantities, e. g., the mass density, the net electron
fraction Ye (i. e. the number density of electrons minus positrons divided by the number density of
baryons) and temperature (see e. g. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983, Sect. 2.1). Instead of solving the
system (2.52), it suffices in this case to supplement the equations of hydrodynamics (2.49–2.51) by
a single advection equation for the electron-fraction (sum over i implied):

∂t(ρYe) + ∂i(ρYe vi) = QN . (2.53)

The NSE composition {Xj}j=1...Ns , which, for example is required to calculate interaction rates for
neutrinos, can be computed from the Saha equations (see e. g. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).

2.3 Radiation hydrodynamics

2.3.1 Coupling hydrodynamics to radiative transfer

From a naive point of view the coupling of the equations of hydrodynamics to the radiative transfer
equations appears to be a straightforward exercise: The source terms appearing on the rhs. of
the monochromatic moment equations (2.36, 2.37) were defined as the rate of net-energy and
net-momentum exchange (per unit frequency interval and unit volume) between the fluid and
the radiation field. By conservation of total energy (i. e. energy of the fluid plus radiation) and
momentum (i. e. momentum of the fluid plus radiation), the fluid’s energy density and momentum
density has to change by exactly the opposite amount of changes for the radiation. Summing over
all frequencies the source terms are therefore10

QE = −4π
∫ ∞

0
dε S(0)(ε) , QMi = −4π

c

∫ ∞

0
dε S

(1)
i (ε) . (2.54)

9According to our convention (see the footnote on page 23) the “mass fraction” is defined as Xj = muAj nj/ρj =
Aj nj/nB, where nj is the number density of the nuclear species j with atomic number Aj .

10In order to sort out the proportionality factors, recall that the radiation energy density is 4π/c
∫∞
0

dε J and the
momentum density is 4π/c2

∫∞
0

dεH .
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For neutrino transport, there is an additional conserved quantity, namely the total (electron11) lep-
ton number (i. e., there is a continuity equation for the number density of electrons minus positrons
in the fluid ne = m−1

u ρYe plus the number density of electron neutrinos minus electron antineu-
trinos 4π/c

∫∞
0 dε ε−1J). Thus, the net source term (electron neutrinos minus antineutrinos) that

enters the continuity equation for the net electron number (electrons minus positrons; equ. 2.53)
must read:

QN = −4πmu

∫ ∞

0
dε ε−1S(0)(ε) . (2.55)

While the arguments stated above obviously hold as they stand in the absence of fluid velocities,
it is not so clear in which frame of reference the source terms have to be evaluated, if the radiating
fluid is moving. In this case it has proven to be essential to perform a rigorous analysis within the
framework of relativity, starting from the covariant conservation laws for the fluid stress-energy
tensor in the presence of a radiation four-force (see e. g. Castor 1972). Only then, the reduction to
a particular order of approximation in (v/c) may be safely carried out.

To order O(v/c), and in a comoving frame of reference (not to be confused with the employed
coordinates, which are chosen to be Eulerian spherical coordinates here; cf. Sect 2.1.2) the momen-
tum, energy and electron fraction equations adopt their familiar Newtonian form (cf. eqns. 2.50,
2.51; adding v times equ. (2.56) and equ. (2.57), equation (2.51) can be recovered.)

∂

∂t
(ρv) +

1
r2

∂

∂r
(r2ρv v) +

∂

∂r
p = QM , (2.56)

∂

∂t
(ρe) +

1
r2

∂

∂r
(r2(ρe + p) v) = QE , (2.57)

∂

∂t
(ρYe) +

1
r2

∂

∂r
(r2ρYe v) = QN , (2.58)

where we have assumed spherical symmetry to apply and have omitted terms that are due to the
gravitational potential for simplicity. As an essential result of the relativistic analysis the radiation
source terms QE, QM and QN as defined in eqns. (2.54, 2.55) have to be necessarily evaluated in
the comoving frame, which in particular requires that the radiation field quantities entering12 S(0)

and S(1) are calculated in, or transformed to the comoving frame (see Castor 1972).
While there is obviously no difference to order O(v/c) between the inertial and the comoving

frame equations of hydrodynamics, the analysis of Castor (1972) shows that the frame dependent
terms manifest themselves already at this order of approximation in the equations of radiative
transfer and in particular in the source terms entering the equations of hydrodynamics. Moreover,
as we shall see in the next section, even if the velocities are very small compared to the speed of
light, a careful distinction between different frames of reference is essential in order to obtain an
accurate and physically consistent description of the coupled system of fluid and radiation.

11Here it is assumed for simplicity that muon and tau lepton numbers vanish.
12In purely absorbing media, characterized by the absorption opacity κa, the energy exchange is for example given

by QE = −4π
∫∞
0

dε κa(b− J) where b := (ε/hc)3 c · feq is the isotropic intensity of radiation which is in local ther-
modynamical equilibrium with the medium. The corresponding momentum exchange reads QM = 4π/c

∫∞
0

dε κaH .
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2.3.2 Conservation properties

Energy conservation

By spectral integration of the monochromatic radiation moment equations (2.36, 2.37) the following
equations for the total radiation energy density E := 4π/c

∫∞
0 dε J(ε)

∂

∂t
E +

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2(F + vE)

)
+

v

r
(E − P ) +

∂v

∂r
P = −QE (2.59)

(“first law of thermodynamics for the radiation field”), and for the total radiation flux density
F := 4π

∫∞
0 dεH(ε)

(v
∂

∂t
+ v2 ∂

∂r
)F + v

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2P

)
+

v

r
(P − E) + 2v

(
∂v

∂r
+

v

r

)
F = −vQM (2.60)

are obtained, where the latter equation has been multiplied by the velocity. Neglecting radiation
terms that are of order O(v2/c2)13 and adding both equations (2.59) and (2.60) to the total energy
equation for the fluid (v·(2.56)+(2.57); “first law of thermodynamics for the fluid”)

∂

∂t
(ρe +

1
2
ρv2) +

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2(ρe + p +

1
2
ρv2) v

)
= QE + vQM , (2.61)

we obtain a conservation law for the total energy density (i. e. the energy density of the fluid plus
radiation)

∂

∂t
(ρe +

1
2
ρv2 + EEul) +

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2{(ρe + p +

1
2
ρv2)v + FEul}

)
= 0 . (2.62)

We have introduced the Eulerian frame energy flux density FEul = F + v(E + P ) (cf. equ. 2.38)
and have used ∂tE

Eul = ∂tE + O(v2/c2). Again, source terms that are due to the gravitational
potential, nuclear energy generation, etc. have been omitted for simplicity. Equation (2.62) is
sometimes referred to as the “first law of thermodynamics for the radiating fluid” (e. g. Mihalas
1998).

Particle number conservation

Similarly, by spectral integration of ε−1 times the monochromatic radiation moment equation (2.36)
we obtain a conservation law for the number density N := 4π/c

∫∞
0 dεJ (ε) (with J := J/ε) of

particles (F := 4π
∫∞
0 dεH, with H := H/ε denotes the number flux density)

∂

∂t
N +

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2(F + vN )

)
= −QN , (2.63)

which, by adding to equ. (2.53) leads to a conservation law for the total electron lepton number

∂

∂t
(ne +NEul) +

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2{nev + FEul}

)
= 0 . (2.64)

To order O(v/c), the Eulerian frame number flux density is given by FEul = F+vN (to be deduced
likewise equ. 2.38).

13Note that c−1|F | ≤ E.
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Importance of O(v/c)-terms

In obtaining the energy conservation laws we have distinguished between the inertial and the co-
moving frame radiation quantities and have made use of appropriate transformations between those
frames of reference. If one fails to make this distinction — e. g. by ignoring all velocity dependent
terms in the equations of radiative transfer (in effect one erroneously makes the identifications
F ≡ FEul, E ≡ EEul, etc. ) — the different forms of energy conservation (i. e. eqns. 2.61 and 2.62)
are obviously no longer consistent with each other (unless static situations, i. e. v ≡ 0 also in the
equations of hydrodynamics, are considered).

Moreover, Castor (1972, see also Mihalas & Mihalas 1984, §96 or Stone, Mihalas, & Norman
1992 for a comprehensive analysis) has shown, that choosing any one of the mutually inconsistent
energy equations (equ. 2.61 or equ. 2.62) can give rise to serious errors in the energy balance
in either the optically thick or the optically thin regime, if the radiation field is intense. By
dimensional arguments it can be demonstrated that whereas one of the limiting cases can always
be reproduced correctly without taking into account the velocity dependent terms in the radiative
transfer equation, the solution in the other regime can actually get dominated by the velocity
dependent terms of order O(v/c). For example, if one decides to use equ. (2.61), a sufficiently
accurate treatment of the optically thin regions is achieved14, but in the diffusive regime the velocity
dependent terms not properly accounted for can be larger than the net absorption-emission term,
which is clearly unacceptable (Castor 1972). If, instead, equ. (2.62) is employed, the difficulty is
reversed and errors arise in regions which are almost transparent to radiation. For both cases the
size of errors that result, e. g. in the determination of the temperature of the fluid, can be estimated
to be of the order of P/p, the ratio of the radiation pressure to the gas pressure (Castor 1972). For
the radiation momentum equation, the situation is less critical (e. g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984; Dorfi
1998), since the velocity dependent terms enter the total energy balance only at order O(v2/c2).

To summarize, if a radiating fluid flow spans both the optically thick and the optically thin
regime, certain velocity dependent terms of O(v/c) are essential to keep in the radiative transfer
equations, even if v � c. Otherwise, besides logical inconsistencies, errors, e. g. in the determination
of the temperature of the fluid can arise, which do not vanish with order O(v/c) of the velocity
but with P/p, the ratio of the radiation pressure to the gas pressure. This can be unacceptable if
P/p is not small.

Gravity and total energy conservation

The Newtonian potential of a fluid is governed by Poisson’s equation

∇2Φ = 4πGρ , (2.65)

with the well known solution

Φ(t, r) = −G

∫
d3r′ ρ(t, r′)

|r′ − r| . (2.66)

Integrating the total energy equation (equ. 2.51) over the computational domain and neglecting
boundary terms, we are able to verify the conservation of total energy in the form

∂t(Etot
int + Etot

kin + Etot
rad + Etot

pot) = 0 , (2.67)

14The neglect of the internal energy of the radiation and the work done by radiation pressure in equ. (2.61) is not
serious in this case, since by definition of the optically thin regime, radiation is only weakly coupled to the fluid.
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with the internal energy Etot
int :=

∫
d3r′ ρe, the kinetic energy Etot

kin := 1/2
∫

d3r′ ρv2, the radiation
energy in the Eulerian frame Etot

rad :=
∫

d3r′ EEul and the gravitational potential energy Etot
pot :=

1/2
∫

d3r′ ρΦ. Note that in deriving equ. (2.67) one explicitly refers to the specific definition of the
potential (equ. 2.66)15.

15Straightforward manipulations lead to the equation ∂t(E
tot
int + Etot

kin + Etot
rad + Etot

pot) = 1/2
∫

d3r (ρ∂tΦ − Φ∂tρ).
The rhs. vanishes with Φ according to equ. (2.66).
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Chapter 3

Numerical Radiation Hydrodynamics

This chapter deals with the numerical implementation of the equations of radiation hydrodynamics
introduced in Chapter 2. We proceed within the general framework of an operator splitting ap-
proach (see e. g. LeVeque 1998, for a mathematical analysis), which allows us to largely decouple
the algorithms for solving the equations of radiation hydrodynamics into a hydrodynamics part and
a radiative transfer part. Note that also numerical methods for a combined treatment of radiation
hydrodynamics problems have been developed (e. g. Dai & Woodward 1998, 2000; Lowrie, Morel, &
Hittinger 1999; Dorfi 1999). These methods, however, solve less ambitious problems (i. e., assuming
the radiative transport to be either purely diffusive or solely by free streaming, and/or prescribing
the frequency dependence of the radiation by some “gray” approximation, etc.) compared to those
considered in this work.

First, in Section 3.1, a few remarks are made on our methods for solving the equations of
hydrodynamics and on the equation of state we used. Then, in Section 3.2, our newly developed
scheme for treating the neutrino transport is described in detail. Subsequently, in Section 3.3,
some important aspects of the coupling of the hydrodynamics code to the method for neutrino
transport are discussed. In Section 3.4 a generalization of the method that allows to compute
neutrino transport in multi-dimensional supernova simulations is sketched.

3.1 Hydrodynamics and equation of state

3.1.1 The PROMETHEUS code

For the integration of the equations of hydrodynamics we utilize the Newtonian finite-volume hydro-
dynamics code PROMETHEUS1 developed by Bruce Fryxell and Ewald Müller (Fryxell, Müller, &
Arnett 1989). PROMETHEUS is a direct Eulerian, time-explicit implementation of the Piecewise
Parabolic Method (PPM) of Colella & Woodward (1984). The method falls into the class of the
so-called (high-order2) Godunov methods. There is an extensive literature about Godunov schemes
in general, PPM and a number of its implementations in particular, as well as a large number of
applications to various physical and astrophysical problems. For an introduction to the basic con-
cepts of Godunov methods and for further references, see e. g. LeVeque (1998); Müller (1998). An
interesting historical perspective was recently given by the inventor of these schemes (Godunov

1PROgram for Multi-dimensional Eulerian Thermonuclear Hydrodynamics with Explicit Upwind Second-Order
Differencing

2PPM achieves second-order accuracy in space and time for the homogeneous equations of hydrodynamics.
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1999). Of the numerous advantages Godunov schemes have over more conventional finite difference
methods for tackling partial differential equations we mention only a few important ones: Godunov
schemes exactly reproduce the nature of the equations of hydrodynamics being conservation laws
for mass, momentum and energy. By employing Riemann-solvers, the nonlinearity in the equations
is explicitly taken into account. Thus, such kind of schemes are particularly well suited to follow
discontinuities in the fluid flow like shocks or composition interfaces. Multidimensional problems
are another area of application, where high-order Godunov schemes are superior to most of the
other competing numerical methods as far as computational efficiency and numerical accuracy is
concerned (cf. Carpenter, Droegemeier, Woodward, & Hane 1989, for some illustrative examples).

The variant of PROMETHEUS used in our radiation hydrodynamics code was kindly provided
to us by Keil (1997). The code allows us to include general relativistic corrections to the Newtonian
gravitational potential. In addition, we have augmented the program by a simplified version of the
“Consistent Multifluid Advection”-method (CMA) proposed by Plewa & Müller (1999).

3.1.2 Equation of state

The equation of state (EoS for short) due to Lattimer & Swesty (1991) is a mean-field EoS for
describing hot and dense nuclear matter. It is based on the finite temperature compressible liquid-
drop model of Lattimer, Pethick, Ravenhall, & Lamb (1985). Matter is described as a mixture of
electrons, positrons, photons, free neutrons and protons, alpha-particles and a single “representa-
tive” species of heavy nuclei. The different forms of matter are assumed to be in equilibrium with
respect to strong and electromagnetic interactions. Leptons and photons are described as ideal rela-
tivistic Fermi and Bose gases, respectively. The seven nuclear parameters that enter the equation of
state (cf. Lattimer & Swesty 1991, Sect. 2.2) are the saturation density of symmetric nuclear matter
(ns = 0.155 fm−3), the binding energy of saturated, symmetric nuclear matter (B = 16 MeV), the
incompressibility modulus of bulk nuclear matter (Ks = 180 MeV), the symmetry energy parame-
ter of bulk nuclear matter (SV = 29.3 MeV), the nucleon effective mass for saturated, symmetric
matter (m∗/m = 1), the surface tension of symmetric nuclear matter (σs = 1.15 MeV fm−3), and
the surface symmetry energy parameter (Ss = 45.8 MeV).

Since the Lattimer & Swesty-EoS assumes matter to be in nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE)
it is applicable only for sufficiently high temperatures and densities. A more general equation of
state, which consistently extends to lower temperatures and densities being not available, we have
supplemented the Lattimer & Swesty-EoS with an equation of state for an ideal baryon gas and
an ideal gas of electrons, positrons and photons provided by Janka (1999). The latter includes
Coulomb lattice corrections for the pressure, energy density, entropy, and adiabatic index.

In general, the NSE regime is bounded from below by a complicated hyperplane in (ρ, T, Ye)-
space. For our purposes we have found it sufficient to put the transition between the two regimes
(and thus equations of state) at a fixed value of the density ρ: If the density of a fluid element fulfils
the condition ρ > ρ0 = 6×107 g cm−3 , the temperature in a supernova simulation always happens
to be large enough (T & 0.5 MeV) to guarantee NSE to be valid, and hence, the Lattimer-Swesty
EoS can be used under these circumstances. If the density drops below the value ρ0, the non-NSE
equation of state is invoked. Since both equations of state employ similar physical approximations
for densities within the range 107–108 g cm−3 , the transition between both equations of state
occuring across the (T, Ye)-plane at ρ0 = 6 × 107 g cm−3 is sufficiently smooth, as far as e. g. the
pressure, internal energy density and chemical potentials as a function of density are concerned.
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Freeze-out of the chemical composition

With the chemical composition, however, a delicate technical complication arises: The equation of
state of Lattimer & Swesty (1991) describes the composition of the matter by a mixture of nucleons,
α-particles and a heavy nucleus with (non-integer!) mass and charge numbers (A,Z), which is
considered to be representative of a mixture of nuclear species that coexist at given (ρ, T, Ye).
Assuming NSE conditions, the corresponding number densities of the nuclear constituents and
the mass- and charge-number of the respresentative heavy nucleus are given as a function of the
local values of the density, temperature and electron fraction. Now imagine some fluid element,
which e. g. expands and cools adiabatically. Due to the decreasing density and temperature, nuclear
reactions proceed less and less frequently within this fluid element, until at some point they cease on
the dynamical or other relevant time scales and no more changes in the chemical composition occur.
The composition is said to have ”frozen out”. In our approximation, this is assumed to happen
instantaneously, when the density drops below the value ρ0 = 6×107 g cm−3 . In a hydrodynamics
scheme one would simply like to fix the values nn(ρ0), . . . , n(A(ρ0),Z(ρ0))(ρ0), A(ρ0), Z(ρ0) of the
corresponding quantities at freeze-out, until that particular fluid element possibly reenters the
NSE regime at some later time. Such a procedure can be implemented straightforwardly only into
a Lagrangian hydrodynamics scheme where one may simply ”label” a fluid element with the values
(A,Z) describing the properties of its current representative heavy nucleus.

When, on the contrary, Eulerian (or any other than Lagrangian) coordinates are used, the
situation gets more complicated: The chemical composition as measured at a fixed position in
space changes not only due to nuclear reactions but also due to advection of particles with the fluid
flow. Thus, an additional partial differential equation must be solved for each individual nuclear
species (cf. equ. 2.52), which in turn requires introducing a set of species {(Ak, Zk)}k=1,...,Ns to
be predefined at the beginning of the calculation. In order to be able to account for all different
mixtures of nuclear species one should include neutrons (k = 1), protons (k = 2), α-particles
(k = 3) and a number of suitably selected heavy nuclei (k = 4, . . . , Ns).

Now let us consider a grid cell in which the density drops below ρ0. In analogy to the La-
grangian case we would then like to fix the composition of the fluid element (and not of the
grid cell!) which is associated with that grid cell at this instant of time. In order to do so, we
have to first describe the freeze-out composition nn(ρ0), . . . , n(A(ρ0),Z(ρ0))(ρ0) by the predefined
set of species {(Ak, Zk)}k=1,...,Ns which are subsequently advected across the computational do-
main by the homogeneous advection equations (2.52). This appears to be a trivial task, as far
as neutrons, protons and α-particles are concerned. For the representative heavy nucleus, how-
ever, the exact value (A(ρ0), Z(ρ0)) is very likely not present within the set {(Ak, Zk)}k=4,...,Ns .
If we were simply selecting the pair (Aj , Zj) which is, by some measure closest to (A(ρ0), Z(ρ0)),
charge neutrality and baryon number conservation would obviously be violated, unless by chance
(A(ρ0), Z(ρ0)) = (Aj , Zj) for some j.

In order to avoid this problem, we employ the following alternative procedure, which is applied
at every timestep to every3 grid cell of the computational domain, where NSE holds: We first
associate the representative heavy nucleus (A,Z) as computed in NSE, with the particular species

3Note, however that the single purpose of this global mapping procedure is to allow us describing
the potential freeze-out of the NSE composition. If NSE conditions hold, the “mapped composition”
nn, np, nα, n(A4,Z4), . . . , n(ANs ,ZNs )

neither enters the equation of state nor is it used to calculate neutrino opaci-
ties.
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(Aj , Zj) ∈ {(Ak, Zk)}k=4...Ns that simultaneously fulfils the conditions

Aj − Zj ≥ A− Z ,

Zj ≤ Z ,

|Aj −A| ≤ |Ak −A| ∀k ∈ {4, . . . , Ns} . (3.1)

For given values of nn, nα (taken identical to their values in NSE) and Ye, the quantities np and
n(Aj ,Zj) can be calculated by invoking charge neutrality and baryon number conservation. It can
be shown that the first two conditions in equ. (3.1) guarantee that np ≥ 0 and n(Aj ,Zj) ≥ 0 hold.
The third condition in equ. (3.1) ensures that the closest (by baryon number) nucleus (Aj , Zj) in
the set {(Ak, Zk)}k=4,...,Ns gets selected. In order to uniquely determine (Aj , Zj), no isobars must
be present in the set {(Ak, Zk)}k=4,...,Ns .

Thermodynamic consistency of the numerical use of the EoS ?

Both the Lattimer & Swesty-EoS and the non-baryonic part of the low-density equation of state
are stored in tabular form for our calculations. Intermediate values are obtained by trilinear
interpolation in log ρ, log T , Ye and bilinear interpolation in log(ρYe), log T , respectively.

It was claimed by Swesty (1996) that a more sophisticated interpolation scheme might be
necessary to guarantee “thermodynamic consistency” of the interpolated quantities taken from a
tabular EoS, unless the grid spacing of the table is sufficiently fine. In particular, Swesty (1996)
suspects the appearance of “unphysical entropy production or loss in otherwise adiabatic flows”,
which, if present, would seriously affect the results of core-collapse simulations.

In order to exclude this possibility for our tabular equation of state, we have performed the
following simple test calculation (cf. Swesty 1996, §4): In the absence of heat production or loss,
the first law of thermodynamics reads

de + p d
(

1
n

)
= 0 , (3.2)

where e denotes the internal energy per nucleon, n the number density of nucleons and p the
pressure of the fluid. According to equ. (3.2), the entropy per nucleon s does not change under
adiabatic compression or expansion of a particular fluid element (since the left hand side of equ. 3.2
equals Tds in this case).

The adiabatic compression of a single fluid parcel with some initial entropy per baryon s0 is
simulated by solving a time-implicit discretized version of equ. (3.2)

en+1 − en + pn+1

(
1

nn+1
− 1

nn

)
= 0 , (3.3)

coupled to the equation of state which relates the pressure and the energy per baryon to the
temperature (the electron fraction Ye is kept fixed throughout the calculation):

pn+1 = pn+1(nn+1, T n+1, Ye), en+1 = en+1(nn+1, T n+1, Ye) . (3.4)

We prescribe the relative compression ratio as 1% per timestep, (i. e. nn+1 = 1.01nn), and evolve
the coupled system of equations (3.3, and 3.4) in time. By monitoring the time evolution of the
entropy per baryon sn+1 = sn+1(nn+1, T n+1, Ye), we can check the compatibility of the use of an
interpolated EoS-table with equ. (3.2).
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The described test calculation was performed for several combinations of values for Ye and s0

that are typically encountered in core-collapse simulations. After approximately 1000 timesteps
or a total compression ratio of 104 we find the deviations from adiabaticity to be negligible
(maxn |sn − s0|/s0 < 10−3). In fact, the adiabaticity of the evolution was much more seriously
affected, when the accuracy of the numerical integration of equ. (3.2) was degraded (e. g. by allow-
ing for relative compression ratios significantly larger than 1%). We conclude that our tabulations
of both equations of state are sufficiently finely spaced to guarantee thermodynamic consistency in
the desired sense, without employing more sophisticated (and computationally more expensive) in-
terpolation procedures. The Lattimer & Swesty-EoS has 180 and 120 logarithmically spaced entries
for 5×107 g cm−3 ≤ ρ ≤ 3×1015 g cm−3 and 0.1 MeV ≤ T ≤ 80 MeV, respectively and 50 equally
spaced entries for 0.001 ≤ Ye ≤ 0.6. The lepton and photon EoS table due to Janka (1999) has 441
entries for 10−10 g cm−3 ≤ ρYe ≤ 1012 g cm−3 and 141 entries for 8.6×10−6 MeV ≤ T ≤ 86 MeV.

3.2 Radiative transfer

In this section we first briefly outline some of the general properties of the variable Eddington
factor method that is used to solve the neutrino transport. Because the particular advantages of
this approach might not be obvious, we try to elaborate a little on its motivation. Subsequently,
the finite difference equations constituting the algorithm are presented in detail.

3.2.1 Variable Eddington factor method

In the presence of scattering, the collision integral appearing on the rhs. of the Boltzmann equation
contains also angular moments of the specific intensity (cf. eqns. A.1, A.23), which makes the Boltz-
mann equation an integro-partial differential equation. For various reasons, this type of equation is
in general much more complicated to solve than an “ordinary” partial differential equation. Here
we will only point out the fundamental technical difficulties encountered in the numerical solution
of the Boltzmann equation as an integro-partial differential equation that are related to this specific
property. As the most simple example let us consider one-dimensional radiative transfer in a sta-
tic, spherically symmetric background medium, which interacts with radiation solely via isotropic,
elastic scattering. The transfer equation in this case reads (cf. eqns. A.1, A.33):

1
c

∂

∂t
I + µ

∂

∂r
I +

1− µ2

r

∂

∂µ
I = κs · (J − I) . (3.5)

In a straightforward finite-difference representation (used e. g. by the SN-method) of equ. (3.5), the
integral

J :=
1
2

∫ +1

−1
dµ I ≈

K∑
k=1

wkIk , (3.6)

appearing on the right hand side of equ. (3.5) is approximated by an appropriate numerical quadra-
ture formula which is characterized by the set of weights {wk}k=1,...,K and the set of discrete angles
{µk}k=1,...,K , where the distribution function is defined. Contrary to the finite difference approxi-
mation of the gradient ∂/∂µ, which typically couples a particular grid point of the {µk}-mesh to
only a few neighbouring points (typically two), the quadrature formula approximating the integral∫ +1
−1 dµ introduces a simultaneous coupling of all K angular grid-points in the set {µk}k=1,...,K .
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When equ. (3.5) is solved by an implicit method, which, as we shall see below turns out to be
necessary in radiative transfer calculations, this requires the inversion of large (blocked) matrices
that would be simple band-matrices in the absence of the integral term. For this reason, even on
current supercomputers only a relatively small number of angular grid-points (typically K . 10)
can be afforded to cover the angular range −1 ≤ µ ≤ 1 (see e. g. Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993b,c;
Mezzacappa & Messer 1999). Especially far from a central source, where the radiation is strongly
peaked4 about the forward direction µ = 1, this is apparently insufficient to resolve the radiation
field properly (cf. Yamada et al. 1999).

Two alternative methods that circumvent the direct discretization of the integral terms by an iter-
ative procedure have been routinely employed in radiative transfer calculations: In the most simple
approach, called ”Lambda iteration”, the radiation moments entering the rhs. of the Boltzmann
equation are assumed to be known at first.

Starting from an initial guess for the radiation intensity, moments are calculated (using equ. 3.6)
and equ. (3.5) can be solved as an “ordinary” partial differential equation. This results in an
improved estimate for the radiation field which in turn is used to recalculate moments and the
rhs. of equ. (3.5), and so on. This procedure is iterated to convergence. However, it can be
demonstrated by physical arguments (see e. g. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984, §83) that the rate of
convergence is very slow, if scattering dominates the collision integral of the Boltzmann equation.
Under such conditions hundreds of iteration steps can be necessary in order to achieve convergence.
This prohibitively large number can be substantially reduced by applying the so-called ”Accelerated
Lambda Iteration” technique (ALI), but depending on the problem and the specifics of the employed
method, still several tens of iteration steps have to be performed. Since in supernova cores the
neutrino opacity for muon and tau neutrinos is dominated by scattering, ”Lambda iteration” of
the Boltzmann equation appears not a method of first choice for neutrino transport.

The second class of iterative methods that are known (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984, §83) not
to suffer from the aforementioned problems employ an iteration between the radiation moment
equations of zeroth and first order, and some (a priori unspecified) procedure to calculate the
”variable Eddington factor” that is required to close the system of moment equations. If the variable
Eddington factor is computed from a formal solution of the Boltzmann equation (i. e. emissivities
and opacities are assumed to be known; cf. Sect. 2.1.4), the converged solution of the coupled
equations is equivalent to a direct solution of the Boltzmann-equation itself. The iteration starts
with a formal solution of the Boltzmann equation where an estimate of the moments of the radiation
intensity (taken e. g. from the solution of the previous timestep) is used in the source terms (i. e. in
the rhs. of equ. 3.5). From this formal solution, the Eddington factor can be computed, which allows
one to solve the system of moment equations, which in turn provides an improved estimate for the
moments of the radiation intensity that enter the rhs. of the Boltzmann equation. Typically, only
a few iteration steps are required to achieve convergence in the numerical sense. The advantage
of this method derives mainly5 from two, mutually interconnected facts: Firstly, by focussing on
the solution of the moment equations, the dimensionality of the problem is reduced. This also
appears to be the more natural approach, since it is in general only the moments of the radiation
field that enter the equations of radiation hydrodynamics. Secondly, very efficient methods for

4I(d, µ) = 0 for −1 ≤ µ <
√

1−R2/d2. R is the radius of the central source and d its distance to the observer
(cf. Sect. 4.1.2).

5In addition, in the course of implementing and testing the entire numerical scheme one can make use of the
advantage that major parts of the algorithm can be logically decoupled from each other.
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computing a formal solution of the Boltzmann equation have been developed in the past. Even
an appropriately approximated Boltzmann equation is in most cases sufficient to compute closure
relations (Eddington factors) that still guarantee excellent accuracy of the solution of the moment
equations (see e. g. the discussion in Mihalas 1998, §98). In addition, when the formal solution is
computed on a so called “tangent ray grid” (see below), even strongly forwardly peaked radiation
fields can be resolved remarkably well. The use of a tangent ray grid also reduces the dimensionality
of the Boltzmann problem in spherical coordinates.

In the following sections we describe the algorithms we have implemented in order to solve
the system of moment equations and the Boltzmann equation iteratively by a variable Eddington
factor method. Many of the ideas have been borrowed from the fundamental treatise of Mihalas
& Mihalas (1984). We have also profited considerably from a radiative transfer code for static
background media developed by Körner (1992). Burrows, Young, Pinto, Eastman, & Thompson
(2000) have recently proposed a method which seems to employ concepts similar to those adopted
by our algorithm. In order to shorten the notation, we describe only the version of the algorithm
with Newtonian gravity. The implementation of the general relativistic variant of the algorithm
has been done along exactly the same lines and a detailed description would merely require the
introduction of a wealth of decorations with terms containing “eφ” and “Γ”. We describe two
versions of the program. One employs a numerical grid that is fixed in space (Eulerian grid), the
other uses coordinates that follow the fluid flow (Lagrangian grid). Note that in both cases physical
quantities are measured in the comoving (Lagrangian) frame of reference.

3.2.2 Multi-group formulation of the moment equations

Model equations

We start from the monochromatic moment equations (eqns. 2.36 and 2.37) coupled to the equation
for the specific internal energy (i. e. internal energy per unit mass) and electron fraction of the
stellar medium whose updates due to neutrino source terms are done in an operator-split step.
As pointed out by Castor (1972) and Mihalas & Mihalas (1984), it is essential to retain all O(β)
terms in the radiation energy equation (equ. 2.36) whereas the velocity-dependent terms may be
dropped in the momentum equation (equ. 2.37). See Sect. (2.3.2) for details. With these additional
approximations our model equations read in the comoving frame of reference:
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fKν − 1
r

Jν = S
(1)
E ν

, ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e, . . . } , (3.8)

δ

δt
e = −4π

ρ

∫
dε

∑
ν∈{νe,ν̄e,...}

S
(0)
E ν

(ε) , (3.9)

δ

δt
Ye = −4πmu

ρ

∫
dε

(
S

(0)
N νe

(ε)− S
(0)
N ν̄e

(ε)
)

. (3.10)
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where we have suppressed the functional dependences Jν = Jν(t, r, ε),Hν = Hν(t, r, ε), fKν =
fKν(t, r, ε), . . . , β = β(t, r). S

(0)
E ν

(t, r, ε), and S
(1)
E ν

(t, r, ε) describe the exchange of energy and mo-
mentum with the stellar medium (cf. eqns. 2.54,2.56, 2.57). Note that our definition of the ν-
subscript (“neutrino type”) is different from the literature about photon transport, where the
ν-subscript (“frequency”) usually is used to label monochromatic quantities. The derivative δ/δt in
(eqns. 3.9, 3.10) indicates that the change of the specific internal energy and the electron fraction
of the medium due to neutrinos is calculated in an operator-split way6. Dt = ∂t + v∂r denotes the
Lagrangian derivative.

Note that by virtue of introducing the “Eddington factors” (see sect. 3.2.3 for their actual
computation)

fHν(t, r, ε) =
Hν

Jν
, fKν(t, r, ε) =

Kν

Jν
(3.11)

the system of moment equations has been closed.

In order to construct a conservative numerical scheme for the system of moment equations, we have
to integrate equations (3.7 and 3.8) over a zone of the numerical (r, ε)-mesh.

Spatial discretization

After the moment equations (3.7 and 3.8) have been integrated over a zone ∆V of the radial mesh
one wants to write evolution equations for the zone-integrated quantities

∫
∆V Jν dV and

∫
∆V Hν dV .

However, for a moving spatial grid one has to take into account that the volume ∆V of a grid cell
is time-dependent and therefore the operators Dt and

∫
∆V dV cannot simply be interchanged. In

the special case of a Lagrangian grid (i. e. the velocity of the numerical grid is set equal to the fluid
velocity) the “moving grid transport theorem” reads (see e. g. Müller 1991)

Dt

∫
∆V

(ξdV ) =
∫

∆V
(∂tξ) dV +

∫
∆V

div(ξv) dV , (3.12)

with ξ ≡ ξ(r, t). Using the definition of the Lagrangian derivative Dt = ∂t + vgrad we obtain from
equ. (3.12): ∫

∆V
(Dtξ) dV = Dt

∫
∆V

ξdV −
∫

∆V
(ξdivv) dV . (3.13)

Equation (3.13) finally allows one to rewrite the the zone-integrated moment equations as evolution
equations for the zone-integrated moments. With a Eulerian grid we simply write the Lagrangian
derivative in eqns. (3.7 and 3.8) as Dt = ∂t + vgrad and may then safely interchange the operators
∂t and

∫
∆V dV :∫

∆V
(Dtξ) dV = ∂t

∫
∆V

(ξdV )−
∫

∆V
(ξdivv) dV +

∫
∆V

div(ξv) dV . (3.14)

Again, equation (3.14) allows to rewrite the the zone-integrated moment equations as evolution
equations for the zone-integrated moments, but now on a Eulerian grid.

6For example, the full problem ∂t(ρYe) + 1/r2∂r (r2ρYe v) = QN (equ. 2.58) is split into the equations ∂t(ρYe) +
1/r2∂r (r2ρYe v) = 0 and δt Ye = QN/ρ, which are solved in two subsequent and independent steps.
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In order to apply Gauss’ theorem we make the approximation∫
∆V

ξdivv dV ≈ ξ̄

∫
∆V

divv dV = ξ̄

∮
d(∆V )

v dA , (3.15)

where ξ̄ is some suitably chosen zone average value of ξ.
The computational domain rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax is covered by Nr + 1 radial zones. As the zone

centre ri+1/2 we define the volume-weighted mean of the zone interfaces ri and ri+1:

ri+1/2 :=
(

1
2
· (r3

i + r3
i+1)

)1/3

, i = 0, . . . , Nr . (3.16)

The volume of a cell is given by

∆V i+1/2 :=
4π
3

(r3
i+1 − r3

i ) . (3.17)

“Density-like” quantities like Ji+1/2, Ki+1/2, fKi+1/2 are defined on zone centres, whereas the “flux-
like” quantity Hi is defined on the interfaces of radial zones. “Miscentred” quantities like e. g. Ji

or Hi+1/2 are in general calculated from the nearest values (Ji−1/2 and Ji+1/2, or Hi and Hi+1,
respectively) by linear interpolation.

Spectral discretization

The spectral range 0 ≤ ε ≤ εmax is covered by a discrete energy grid consisting of Nε energy “bins”,
where the centres of these energy bins are given in terms of the interface values as

εj+1/2 :=
1
2
· (εj + εj+1), j = 0, . . . , Nε − 1 . (3.18)

The width of an energy bin is given by

∆εj+1/2 := εj+1 − εj . (3.19)

The radiation moments are defined as average values within energy bins:

Xj+1/2 :=
1

∆εj+1/2
·
∫ εj+1

εj

dεX(ε) . (3.20)

Here and in the following the symbol X stands for one of the moments J or H (and also J := J/ε
or H := H/ε).

Time differencing

If one were to solve the radiation moment equations (3.7, 3.8) numerically by a time-explicit method,
the CFL7 stability criterion (see e. g. LeVeque 1992) would impose limits on the numerical timestep,
which are set by the characteristic speed of spatial advection c and by the advection velocity in

7named after Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy.
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energy space ' ε v/r (for a von Neumann stability analysis of the wave equation see e. g. Press,
Teukolsky, Vetterling, & Flannery 1992, Chap. 19):

∆t ≤ min{∆r

c
,

∆ε

c ε β/r
} , (3.21)

where ∆r and ∆ε are the zone widths of the radial and the energy grid, respectively. Assuming
typical values for the model dependent quantities ∆ε/ε ' 0.1 and β . 0.1 one finds for equ. (3.21)
that the timestep limit set by the spatial advection is more restrictive by a factor of the grid
resolution ∆r/r. In any case the maximum size of the timestep allowed by equ. (3.21) is much
smaller (roughly by the ratio of the sound speed and the speed of light) than the limit set by
hydrodynamics. Moreover, the source terms introduce a characteristic time scale of

∆t =
1
cχ

=
∆r

c∆τ
, (3.22)

which would pose an upper limit on the numerical timestep which, e. g. in the opaque interior of a
protoneutron star, where the optical depth ∆τ of individual grid cells cannot be avoided to be large
in practical calculations can be smaller than the minimum of equ. (3.21) by orders of magnitude.
The source terms are said to be “stiff” for this reason.

The above considerations suggest that in order to avoid the restrictive CFL condition and to
efficiently cover the different time scales of the problem, a time-implicit finite differencing must be
employed for the transport equations (3.7, 3.8). It is also very important that the source terms S

(0)
E

and S
(0)
N are coupled implicitly to the equations (3.9, 3.10) which describe the exchange of internal

energy and electron fraction with the stellar medium.

Finite-differenced moment equations

Applying the aforementioned procedures (see eqns. 3.14, 3.15, 3.20) to the moment equations (3.7,
3.8), we obtain for each neutrino species ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e, νµ, . . . } the finite differenced moment equations.
On a Eulerian grid they read:

Jn+1
i+1/2,j+1/2,ν − Jn

i+1/2,j+1/2,ν

ctn+1 − ctn
+

4π
∆Vi+1/2

(r2
i+1H

n+1
i+1,j+1/2,ν − r2

i H
n+1
i,j+1/2,ν)

+
4π

∆Vi+1/2
(r2

i+1βi+1 J
n+1/2
u(i+1),j+1/2,ν − r2

i βiJ
n+1/2
u(i),j+1/2,ν)

− 1
∆εj+1/2

{
εj+1wi+1/2,j+1,ν Jn+1

i+1/2,j+1,ν − εjwi+1/2,j,ν Jn+1
i+1/2,j,ν

}
+

[
β

r

]
i+1/2

(1− fK)i+1/2,j+1/2,ν Jn+1
i+1/2,j+1/2,ν

+
[
∂β

∂r

]
i+1/2

fKi+1/2,j+1/2,ν Jn+1
i+1/2,j+1/2,ν

+
1
c

[
∂β

∂t

]
i+1/2

fHi+1/2,j+1/2,ν Jn+1
i+1/2,j+1/2,ν = S

(0)
E

n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,ν ,

(3.23)
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Hn+1
i,j+1/2,ν −Hn

i,j+1/2,ν

ctn+1 − ctn
+

4π
∆Vi

(r2
i+1/2(fKJ)n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,ν − r2
i−1/2(fKJ)n+1

i−1/2,j+1/2,ν)

+
4π
∆Vi

(r2
i+1/2βi+1/2 H

n+1/2
u(i+1/2),j+1/2,ν − r2

i−1/2βi−1/2H
n+1/2
u(i−1/2),j+1/2,ν)

− 4π
∆Vi

Hn+1
i,j+1/2,ν(r

2
i+1/2βi+1/2 − r2

i−1/2βi−1/2)

+
4π
∆Vi

Jn+1
i,j+1/2,ν(fK − 1)i,j+1/2,ν · 0.5 (r2

i+1/2 − r2
i−1/2) = S

(1)
E

n+1

i,j+1/2,ν .

(3.24)

Since the radiation moments are defined on a staggered mesh, the finite-difference equations are
second-order accurate in space. The differencing is fully implicit in time (“backward Euler”) and
hence first-order accuracy in time is achieved. As an exception the advection terms8 appearing in
the second line of equ. (3.23) and equ. (3.24) are treated with higher accuracy in time:

Xn+1/2 := (1− ζ)Xn + ζXn+1 . (3.25)

For stability reasons, the interpolation parameter ζ = 0.51 was chosen slightly larger than 0.5,
which makes the treatment “almost” second-order accurate in time (see e. g. Dorfi 1998). Different
from the general treatment of “miscentred” quantities the interface values Ji and Hi+1/2 needed in
the advection terms were replaced by the upwind values Ju(i) and Hu(i+1/2) where the corresponding
indices are defined by

u(i) :=

{
i− 1/2 for βi > 0
i + 1/2 else .

(3.26)

The “flux” in energy space across the boundaries between energy zones appearing in the third line
of equ. (3.23) is given in terms of the advection velocity

wi+1/2,j,ν :=
[
β

r

]
i+1/2

(1− fK)i+1/2,j,ν +
[
∂β

∂r

]
i+1/2

fKi+1/2,j,ν +
1
c

[
∂β

∂t

]
i+1/2

fHi+1/2,j,ν , (3.27)

and the interface value Ji,j,ν which is defined as the geometrical mean of Ji,j−1/2,ν and Ji,j+1/2,ν .

Boundary conditions

For the solution of the moment equations (3.7, 3.8), boundary conditions have to be specified at r =
rmin, r = rmax, ε = 0 and ε = εmax. For the radial domain the boundary conditions are iteratively
obtained from the solution of the Boltzmann equation (see below for the boundary conditions
employed there), which has the advantage that in the moment equations no assumptions have to
be made about the angular distribution of the specific intensity at the boundaries. Specifically, at
the outer boundary the flux factor fHν(t, r = rmax, ε) and at the inner boundary the first moment
H(t, r = rmin, ε) — both obtained from the solution of the Boltzmann equation in the current
iteration step — are used to eliminate Hn+1

0,j+1/2,ν and Jn+1
Nr+1/2,j+1/2,ν from eqns. (3.23) and (3.24),

respectively.
At ε = 0 the flux in energy space vanishes and hence we simply set ε0wi+1/2,0,ν Jn+1

i+1/2,0,ν = 0 in

equ. (3.23). At the upper boundary of the spectrum the flux in energy space εNεwi+1/2,Nε,ν Jn+1
i+1/2,Nε,ν

is obtained by a geometrical extrapolation of the moments Ji+1/2,Nε−2,ν and Ji+1/2,Nε−1,ν and by
a linear extrapolation of the advection velocity using wi+1/2,Nε−2,ν and wi+1/2,Nε−1,ν .

8When a Lagrangian grid with rn+1 = rn + (tn+1 − tn)cβn is used, the advection terms vanish identically.
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Finite differenced source term

The finite differenced versions of the operator-splitted source terms for the energy and lepton
number equations of the medium (eqns. 3.9, 3.10) read:

en+1
i+1/2 − en

i+1/2

tn+1 − tn
=− 4π

ρi+1/2

Nε−1∑
j=0

∑
ν∈{νe,ν̄e,...}

S
(0)
E

n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,ν , (3.28)

Ye
n+1
i+1/2 − Ye

n
i+1/2

tn+1 − tn
=− 4πmu

ρi+1/2

Nε−1∑
j=0

(
S

(0)
N

n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,νe
− S

(0)
N

n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,ν̄e

)
. (3.29)

Lepton number conservation

The derivative with respect to the radiation energy ∂/∂ε which appears in the finite differenced
(monochromatic) neutrino energy equation (equ. 3.23) has been written in a conservative form.
When a summation over all energy bins is performed in equ. (3.23), the terms containing fluxes
across the boundaries of the energy bins telescope and an appropriate finite differenced version of
the total (i. e. spectrally integrated) neutrino energy equation is recovered exactly (cf. equ. 2.59).
This essential property does however not hold automatically also for the neutrino number den-
sity N := 4π/c

∫∞
0 dεJ (ε) ≡ 4π/c

∫∞
0 dε J(ε)/ε, when the naive definition Ji+1/2,j+1/2,ν :=

Ji+1/2,j+1/2,ν/εj+1/2 is adopted. By inserting the latter definition into equ. (3.23) and summing
over all energy bins, it can easily be verified that the corresponding fluxes across the boundaries
of energy bins do not cancel and hence the algorithm would not guarantee the conservation of the
total lepton number (cf. eqns. 2.63, 2.64).

In order to avoid this problem, we first write down the moment equations for the specific
”number-intensity” I/ε and recast them into a conservative form, which results in a system similar
to equations (3.23) and (3.24). Introducing Ji+1/2,j+1/2,ν (and Hi+1/2,j+1/2,ν) as new indepen-
dent variables for the (monochromatic) neutrino number density (and number flux density), this
system can be easily discretized conservatively. It is solved together with equations (3.23, 3.24,
3.28, 3.29). Note that treating the monochromatic energy density and the monochromatic number
density as independent variables does not violate the constraint J (ε) ≡ J(ε)/ε, since the quanti-
ties Ji+1/2,j+1/2,ν and Ji+1/2,j+1/2,ν are to be interpreted as average values within the energy bin
[εj , εj+1], rather than functions to be evaluated at εj+1/2 (cf. equ. 3.20).

Numerical solution

For given Eddington factors fKi+1/2,j+1/2,ν and fHi,j+1/2,ν and flow field βi+1/2, the nonlinear
system of equations (eqns. 3.23, 3.24, their counterparts for the radiation number moments, and
eqns. 3.28, 3.29) is solved numerically by Newton-Raphson iteration (e.g Press et al. 1992). This
requires the inversion of the block-pentadiagonal system9

∑
ν′∈{νe,ν̄e,...}

Nε−1∑
j′=0

(
A

(0)
i,jj′νν′ δXi−1,j′ν′ + A

(1)
i,jj′νν′ δXi−1/2,j′ν′

+A
(2)
i,jj′νν′ δXi,j′ν′ + A

(3)
i,jj′νν′ δXi+1/2,j′ν′ + A

(4)
i,jj′νν′ δXi+3/2,j′ν′

)
= Ri,j,ν ,

(3.30)

9If a Lagrangian grid is used, the system reduces to a block-tridiagonal form because A(0) = A(4) ≡ 0.
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with

i = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . , Nr − 1/2, Nr ,

j = 0, . . . , Nε − 1 ,

ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e, . . . } ,

where δX is the vector of Newton corrections, and A
(a)
i are the non-zero (2NεNν +2)× (2NεNν +2)

sub-matrices of the Jacobian. All partial derivatives with respect to the radiation moments can
be calculated analytically, whereas the derivatives with respect to electron fraction and specific
internal energy have to be computed numerically by finite differences.

3.2.3 Formal solution of the Boltzmann equation

In order to provide the closure relations (the “variable Eddington factor”) for the truncated system
of moment equations, we compute a formal solution of the Boltzmann equation, i. e. we assume
that the emissivity η and the opacity χ entering the rhs. of equ. (2.23) are known functions of the
coordinates t, r, ε and µ (in practice, a guess is given by the solution of the moment equations in
every iteration step).

Model equations

Following Mihalas & Mihalas (1984) we start with the modified Boltzmann equation on a La-
grangian coordinate grid

1
c

D
Dt

I + µ
∂

∂r
I +

1− µ2

r

∂

∂µ
I +

[
(3− µ2)

β

r
+ (1 + µ2)

∂β

∂r
+ µ

2
c

∂β

∂t

]
I = SE , (3.31)

where, compared to the original O(β)-Boltzmann equation (2.35), some of the velocity dependent
terms have been omitted. Equation (3.31) neglects the impact of relativistic Doppler shift and
aberration on the spectral distribution of the specific intensity. All the omitted terms are however
of order O(β) or higher order in β. For computing only normalised moments to be used as a closure
relation for the moment equations this appears to be a reasonable approximation. In Chapter 4 we
shall give empirical support for this statement.
The model equation (3.31) has the following properties:

• When equ. (3.31) is integrated over angle, the O(β)-moment equations can be recovered.

• Hence, the velocity dependent rate of work done by the radiation pressure is correctly ac-
counted for.

• The characteristic curves of equ. (3.31) are straight rays, which allows to employ efficient
algorithms for the numerical solution as known from radiative transfer on static media.

In summary, the model equation (3.31) seems to provide a reasonable approximation for computing
the closure relations, it is consistent with the moment equations and it can be solved efficiently
on a tangent ray grid: Making the change of variables (cf. Yorke 1980; Mihalas & Mihalas 1984;
Körner 1992; Baschek et al. 1997)

(r, µ) 7→ (s := µr, p := r
√

1− µ2), µ ≥ 0 , (3.32)
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and introducing the symmetric and antisymmetric averages of the specific intensity

j(t, s, p) :=
1
2
(I(µ) + I(−µ)

)
, µ ≥ 0 , (3.33)

h(t, s, p) :=
1
2
(I(µ)− I(−µ)

)
, µ ≥ 0 , (3.34)

and the source terms

sE(t, s, p) :=
1
2
(
SE(µ) + SE(−µ)

)
, µ ≥ 0 , (3.35)

uE(t, s, p) :=
1
2
(
SE(µ)− SE(−µ)

)
, µ ≥ 0 , (3.36)

equ. (3.31) can be split into the two equations

1
c

D
Dt

j +
∂

∂s
h +

(
3
β

r
+

∂β

∂r

)
j + µ2

(
∂β

∂r
− β

r

)
j + µ

2
c

∂β

∂t
h = sE , (3.37)

1
c

D
Dt

h +
∂

∂s
j = uE . (3.38)

When the integrations
∫ 1
0 dµ and

∫ 1
0 dµ µ are performed for equ. (3.37) and equ. (3.38), respectively,

the moment equations (3.7, 3.8) are recovered exactly. Note that in order to preserve this property
for eqns. (3.38 and 3.8) the velocity dependent terms were neglected in deriving equ. (3.38) from
equ. (3.31) (cf. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984, §98).

Upon introducing the new variables (equ. 3.32), the dimensionality of the original model equa-
tion was reduced by one in the sense that the two-dimensional partial differential equation (PDE)
(equ. 3.31) was transformed to a set of one-dimensional PDEs (eqns. 3.37, 3.38), which depend on
the second coordinate only in a parametric way10. This property greatly simplifies the numerical
solution of the system.

Finite-difference equations

The equations (3.37, 3.38) are discretized on a so-called “tangent ray grid” (for an illustration, see
Fig. 3.1), whose geometry is an immediate consequence of the transformation of variables given
by equ. (3.32). A “tangent ray” k is defined by its “impact parameter” pk = rk at µ = 0. The
coordinate s serves to measure the pathlength along the ray. On each tangent ray k, a staggered
numerical mesh is introduced for the coordinate s. The zone boundaries (centres) of this mesh are
given by the ray’s intersections with the zone boundaries (centres) of the radial grid (cf. Fig. 3.1).
With the ”flux-like” variable h being defined on the zone boundaries sik and the ”density-like”
variable j being defined on the zone centres si+1/2,k, the finite-differenced equations (3.37, 3.38)

10By this means we recover the genuinely “one-dimensional” character of the PDE (equ. 2.2), in which the angle
of propagation is only a parameter (cf. Baschek et al. 1997).
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Figure 3.1: Basic geometry of the tangent ray grid.
Each intersection of a radial shell ri (solid circles)
with a tangent ray defined by its “impact parame-
ter” pk (straight lines) defines an angular grid point
µik = cos(Θik) =

√
1− p2

k/r2
i . These points also

mark the zone boundaries of a finite-difference grid
for the s-coordinate which is set up along each ray.
The centres of this mesh are located at the inter-
sections of the tangent rays with the centres of the
radial grid (dashed circles). Spherical symmetry im-
plies that for each radial shell i the set of angular
grid points µik describes the angular distribution of
the specific intensity at the radial position ri. The
grid automatically accounts for an increased angular
resolution at large radii and small angles.

finally can be written in the form (k = K0, . . . , Nr; ik = k, . . . ,Nr)11

jn+1
ik+1/2,k − j̃n

ik+1/2,k

ctn+1 − ctn
+

hn+1
ik+1,k − hn+1

ik,k

sn+1
ik+1,k − sn+1

ik,k

+ An+1
ik+1/2,k

jn+1
ik+1/2,k

+ Bn+1
ik+1/2,k

hn+1
ik+1/2,k

= 0 , (3.39)

hn+1
ik ,k − h̃n

ik ,k

ctn+1 − ctn
+

jn+1
ik+1/2,k − jn+1

ik−1/2,k

sn+1
ik+1/2,k − sn+1

ik−1/2,k

+ An+1
ik ,k jn+1

ik,k + Bn+1
ik,k hn+1

ik ,k = 0 , (3.40)

where the coefficients A and B are combinations of the velocity and angle-dependent terms and
the source terms appearing in eqns. (3.37, 3.38). The definition of j̃ and h̃ will be given later, for
the moment one may ignore the tilde symbol.

Boundary conditions

For the solution of the model Boltzmann equation (3.31), boundary conditions have to be provided,
which specify the radiation intensities I+(t, rmin, µ) := I(t, rmin, µ ≥ 0) and I−(t, rmax,−µ) :=
I(t, rmax, µ ≤ 0) at the inner (r = rmin) and at the outer boundary (r = rmax), respectively. By
virtue of the definitions (3.33, 3.34) the boundary conditions imply a relation between j and h at
the inner and at the outer boundary.

On the tangent ray grid boundary conditions must be specified for each ray k at sk,k and at
sNr,k . At the inner boundary (ik = 0; k = K0, . . . , 0 and sn+1

−1/2,k := sn+1
0,k in equ. 3.40) we set

jn+1
−1/2,k := I+

0,k − hn+1
0,k , (3.41)

11If an inner boundary condition at some finite radius rmin > 0 is used, a number of “core rays” k = K0, K0 +
1, . . . ,−1 (−K0 ∈ IN) which penetrate the innermost radial shell (pk ≤ rmin) can be defined in order to describe the
angular distribution of the radiation at the inner boundary. For details see e. g. Yorke (1980); Körner (1992); Dorfi
(1998).
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with I+
0,k := I(t, rmin, µ0,k). For the remaining rays (k = 1, . . . , Nr), equ. (3.34) implies

hn+1
k,k = 0 , (3.42)

since µk,k = 0. At the outer boundary (setting ik = Nr; k = K0, . . . , Nr and sn+1
Nr+1/2,k := sn+1

Nr,k
in

equ. 3.40) we have

jn+1
Nr+1/2,k := I−Nr,k

+ hn+1
Nr,k

, (3.43)

with I−Nr,k
:= I(t, r = rmax,−µNr,k).

In the course of this work we use the specific inner boundary conditions I+(t, rmin, µ) = I0+µ I1,
which is valid at large optical depth (the parameter I1 can e. g. be determined by an equilibrium
diffusion approximation) or I+(t, 0,+1) = I−(t, 0,−1), which, if rmin = 0 is required by spherical
symmetry. In all simulations we have assumed that no radiation is entering the computational
domain through the outer boundary, which means that I−(t, rmax,−µ) = 0.

Numerical solution

By virtue of the approximations leading to the model Boltzmann equation (3.31) and upon intro-
ducing a tangent ray grid, the system (3.39, 3.40) together with the boundary conditions (3.41–3.43)
can be solved independently for each impact parameter pk, and — because pair processes are ne-
glected — each type of neutrino (for simplicity we have dropped the index ν in our notation), and
— because Doppler shift is neglected — each neutrino energy εj (index j also suppressed).

For the same reasons as given in Sect. 3.2.2 we have employed fully implicit (“backward Euler”)
time differencing, which, according to eqns. (3.39, 3.40) requires the separate solution of Nk×Nε×Nν

(Nk := Nr −K0 + 1 ≥ Nr is the number of tangent rays) tridiagonal linear systems of dimension
≤ Nr. On vector machines, this can be done very efficiently by employing a vectorization over the
index k (Fischer 1998). The other indices labeling the type of neutrino and the neutrino energy in
principle would also allow for vectorization (or parallel computation).

Once the numerical solution for j and h has been obtained, the monochromatic moments and
thus the Eddington factors fH = H/J and fK = K/J can be computed using the numerical
quadrature formulae

J(ri) =
∫ 1

0
dµ j(ri, µ) ≈

i∑
k=K0

jikaik ,

H(ri)=
∫ 1

0
dµ µh(ri, µ) ≈

i∑
k=K0

hikbik ,

K(ri)=
∫ 1

0
dµ µ2j(ri, µ)≈

i∑
k=K0

jikcik . (3.44)

Explicit expressions for the quadrature weights aik, bik and cik can be found in Yorke (1980).

Unless the velocity field vanishes identically (in this case j̃ ≡ j and h̃ ≡ h in eqns. 3.39 and
3.40, respectively), an additional complication arises, since the partial derivative D/Dt has to be
performed not only at fixed Lagrangian coordinate (the index i in our case) but also for a fixed
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a: Lagrangian grid
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b: Eulerian grid
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Figure 3.2: A moving tangent ray grid at the old (tn) and new (tn+1 = tn + ∆t) time level (filled circles; note that
for simplicity we have drawn a special case in panel a assuming vi′ = 0, which for i′ < i implies pi′ = const.). The
filled circles mark the positions where the quantities j and h are known from the solution of the previous timestep.
For v 6≡ 0 these positions do not coincide with the locations (rold

i , µn+1
ik ), where initial values of the radiation field

are required for computing the current timestep (open circles). The latter positions are subject to the requirement
that the D/Dt operator has to be evaluated at fixed Lagrangian and angular coordinate (Lines of constant angle
cosines µ = const. are drawn as dashed lines.). Thus, in the case of a Lagrangian grid (panel a) an interpolation in
the angular coordinate is required, whereas for a Eulerian grid (panel b) also an interpolation in radius has to be
performed. See the text for further details.

value of the angle cosine µ. The angular grid {µn
ik} which is attached to the radius rn

i , however,
moves as the radial position rn

i changes with time. As a consequence, the values of h at the old
time level used e. g. in equ. (3.40) are12 h̃n

ik := h(tn, rn
i , µn+1

ik ) and not hn
ik := h(tn, rn

i , µn
ik), the

solution computed in the previous timestep (cf. Mihalas & Mihalas 1984, §98). At the beginning
of the timestep we therefore have to interpolate the radiation field for each fixed radial index i from
the {µn

ik}-grid onto the {µn+1
ik }-grid (cf. Fig. 3.2a).

If a Eulerian grid is used for the radial discretization, the situation is slightly more complex:
The (model) Boltzmann equation (3.31) in Eulerian coordinates cannot be decoupled into a set of
one-dimensional PDEs by employing the transformation (equ. 3.32). On the tangent ray grid the
v∂r-term which originates from making the replacement Dt = ∂t + v∂r in equ. (3.31) would couple
grid points of different tangent rays. Therefore we would like to solve the Boltzmann equation in its
Lagrangian form as given by equ. (3.31), yet we do not want advance the numerical coordinate grid
with the fluid flow. This can be accomplished in two similar ways. One might perform a numerical
timestep on a Lagrangian grid as described previously and afterwards, by interpolation “re-map”
the solution back onto the Eulerian grid which remains fixed in space throughout the calculation.
Alternatively one can, at the beginning of the timestep, “pre-map” the specific intensity onto a
Lagrangian grid, which is chosen such that it coincides with the Eulerian grid after the timestep
has been completed and no more interpolation is necessary at the end of the timestep. We have

12Analogous expressions hold for j̃.
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implemented the latter of the two variants, since the corresponding algorithm is more similar to the
one used in the (genuinely) Lagrangian grid version of our program (Fig. 3.2a). Accordingly, at the
beginning of each timestep we calculate for each radial coordinate ri of the Eulerian grid the radius
of the corresponding Lagrangian shell at the old time level, which is given by rold

i := ri − vi∆t,
first. The values h̃n which are required on the resulting {µold

ik }-mesh are obtained from hn by a
bilinear interpolation using the four nearest neighbours of the {µik}-mesh (cf. Fig. 3.2b).

3.3 Details of coupling radiative transfer and hydrodynamics

3.3.1 Schedule of updates

As we have briefly mentioned previously, the complete update of the hydrodynamic and radia-
tion variables is decoupled into a number of subsequent independent steps (“operator splitting”):
Starting from the hydrodynamic state (ρn, en, Ye

n, vn) at the old time level tn, the time-explicit
PPM-algorithm first computes a solution of the equations of hydrodynamics without any source
terms. From the updated density, the gravitational potential can be calculated by equ. (2.66) and
finally the gravitational source terms are applied to the total energy equation and the momentum
equation (cf. eqns. 2.50, 2.51). This completes the “hydrodynamic” sub-step whose size ∆tHyd is
determined by the CFL-condition (see e. g. LeVeque 1992). Performing in total Nn

Hyd hydrodynamic
sub-steps, where Nn

Hyd ∈ IN is computed as the largest integer that fulfils the condition13

Nn
Hyd∑

in=1

∆tinHyd ≤ ∆tmax
RT , (3.45)

where ∆tmax
RT is the maximum allowed size for the radiative transfer timestep, the hydrodynamic

state is updated from time level tn to the new time level tn+1 given by

tn+1 = tn + ∆tn = tn +
Nn

Hyd∑
in=1

∆tinHyd . (3.46)

The partially updated (due to hydrodynamical advection and gravitation) state (ρn+1, e∗, Ye
∗, v∗∗)

is then mapped onto the radiative transfer grid (see equ. 3.48 for a definition of v∗∗). During the
implicit transport timestep of size ∆tn, the radiative transfer equations coupled to the operator-
splitted electron fraction and internal energy equations (eqns. 3.7 – 3.10) are solved, which enables
the calculation of the energy and lepton number source terms (en+1−e∗)/∆tn and (Ye

n+1−Ye
∗)/∆tn

which are defined on the grid where the transport is solved. Note that since the transport grid in
general does not coincide with the hydrodynamics grid, the fully updated specific internal energy
en+1 and electron fraction Ye

n+1 cannot readily be used to describe the new hydrodynamic state.
Instead of simply interpolating the quantities en+1 and Ye

n+1 back onto the hydrodynamics grid,
we first map the source terms by a conservative procedure (see below). Only then the updates for

13Usually the timestep of the implicit transport scheme is larger than the hydrodynamic timestep, since for an
implicit method the timestep is limited by accuracy rather than stability considerations: Typically, we allow for
relative changes of 10% for the monochromatic radiation moments. In addition we limit the number Nn

Hyd by the
requirement that during the timestep ∆tn the relative changes of the density, temperature, internal energy density
and electron fraction must not exceed values of 2%, 10%, 5% and 5%, respectively.
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the electron number density and the total energy density is performed on the hydrodynamics grid
according to

(ρe +
1
2
ρv2)n+1 = ρn+1(e +

1
2
ρv2)∗ + (QE + vQM)n+1 ·∆tn ,

(ρYe)n+1 = ρn+1Ye
∗ + Qn+1

N ·∆tn . (3.47)

For updating the medium’s momentum density (the velocity, say, since the mass density is not
changed in the transport step) due to the momentum exchange with the neutrinos we employ the
following predictor-corrector method (see e. g. Press et al. 1992): At the beginning of the transport
timestep, an estimate of the velocity at the intermediate time tn + 0.5∆tn is computed using the
corresponding source term from the previous timestep:

ρn+1v∗∗ = ρn+1v∗ + Qn
M · 0.5∆tn . (3.48)

The velocity v∗∗ ≡ β · c enters the transport equations. After the transport timestep has been
completed, the new source term is used to correct the estimate v∗∗ according to:

ρn+1vn+1 = ρn+1v∗∗ + (Qn+1
M − 0.5 ·Qn

M) ·∆tn . (3.49)

3.3.2 Conservative mapping algorithm

The numerical algorithms for the independent numerical solution of the equations of hydrodynam-
ics and the neutrino transport equations are formulated in a conservative way. This, however,
is not sufficient to guarantee the conservation of total energy (i. e. internal, kinetic and gravita-
tional potential energies of the fluid plus the total neutrino energy), momentum and lepton number
(i. e. the number of electron neutrinos and electrons minus the number of positrons and electron
antineutrinos), if both systems are discretized on different numerical grids. In this case we addi-
tionally have to make sure that the radiation source terms that enter both systems with opposite
signs cancel exactly after spatial integration over the grids has been performed. This property
should hold also “locally”, i. e. the numerical integrals over any subvolume of the computational
domain that is covered by the two different grids should also cancel. In the following we describe
the algorithm that fulfils both requirements by construction. It is used to map the source terms as
defined on the transport grid (unprimed symbols in the following) into the corresponding quantities
−(QE +v QM), −QM, and −QN, which are defined on the grid where the equations of hydrodynam-
ics are solved (primed symbols). Although it is not explicitly demanded by conservation arguments
we use the same procedure also in the other direction for mapping the hydrodynamic variables onto
the transport grid.

In describing the mapping procedure we refer to a “density” ρ (which, in practice stands for the
source terms S

(0)
N , S

(0)
E +βS

(1)
E , and S

(1)
E , and also for the electron number density m−1

u ρYe, the fluid
energy density ρe and momentum density ρvi, the source terms (en+1−e∗)/∆tn, (Ye

n+1−Y ∗
e )/∆tn,

etc.) of a quantity m =
∫

ρdV (called “mass” here), which has to be conserved by the mapping.

Case A {∆V ′} ⊂ {∆V }: We first consider the special case of a cell {∆V ′} which is a subset of
the cell {∆V }: In order to assign a suitable average value ρ′ := ∆m′/∆V ′ to the former, we have
to calculate the integral

∆m′ :=
∫

∆V ′
ρdV ′ , (3.50)
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which requires the prescription of the functional form of the density ρ within the original zone
{∆V }. One possibility would be to use one of the reconstruction algorithms used in (high-order)
Godunov schemes like e. g. PPM (see Dai & Woodward 1996, for an approach of this kind). Yet
we take a simpler approach and use the linear function

ρ(r) = ρc
i+1/2 + δρi+1/2 · (r − ri+1/2), ri ≤ r ≤ ri+1 , (3.51)

with the two parameters ρc
i+1/2 and δρi+1/2. The parameter δρi+1/2 is computed as a “monotonized

slope”, which is basically given by the harmonic mean of the left and right-handed difference
approximation to the local gradient using the three adjacent original data {ρi−1/2, ρi+1/2, ρi+3/2}
(for details see e. g. Ruffert 1992, and references cited therein). Unless cartesian coordinates are
used, the zone centre value ρc

i+1/2 := ρ(ri+1/2) is in general not identical with the (known) average
value ρi+1/2. In spherical coordinates, for example, ρc

i+1/2 has to be computed using the definition
of the average value ρi+1/2:

ρi+1/2∆Vi+1/2 = 4π
∫ ri+1

ri

(
ρc

i+1/2 + δρi+1/2 · (r − ri+1/2)
)
r2 dr . (3.52)

The slope δρi+1/2 has been calculated previously. Once the two parameters ρc
i+1/2 and δρi+1/2 have

been determined, the conservatively “interpolated” value ρ′ can be computed by evaluating the
integral (3.50) over the cell {∆V ′}.

Case B {∆V } ⊂ {∆V ′}: If, on the other hand, the cell {∆V } is completely overlapped by
{∆V ′}, the contribution of the cell {∆V } to the total mass contained within {∆V ′} is simply given
by ρ∆V .

General Case: By dividing {∆V ′} into suitable subvolumes, the general case of an arbitrary
relative orientation of both grids can always be reduced to combinations of the two special situations
(Case A and Case B) described above. The conservatively “interpolated” value ρ′ is then obtained
by adding up the contributions of the individual subvolumes of {∆V ′} to the total mass ∆m′

contained within {∆V ′} and by dividing by the total volume ∆V ′.

3.4 Approximate multi-dimensional neutrino transport

In the introduction we have pointed out the significance of convective phenomena for the explosion
mechanism of core-collapse supernovae. Here we describe a generalization of the variable Eddington
factor method to develop an approximation of multi-dimensional neutrino transport, which can be
considered to be adequate for studying the effects of neutrinos in multi-dimensional hydrodynamical
simulations.

Basic considerations

Due to the high dimensionality of the transport problem (in general the specific intensity depends
on three spatial coordinates, two angles of propagation14, the energy of the neutrinos and time),

14One can easily convince oneself that two angles are required even if the spatial variations are restricted to only
two dimensions.
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simulating genuinely three-dimensional, time-dependent neutrino transport appears to be not fea-
sible at present. Therefore one has to think about reasonable approximations.

Approximate treatment of neutrino transport in multi-dimensional hydrodynamic supernova
simulations can make use of the assumption that no global deviations from spherical symmetry
are present in regions of the star where neutrinos are tightly coupled to the stellar medium (which
obviously excludes the treatment of rotationally deformed stars). From multi-dimensional hydro-
dynamical simulations of convective processes in the supernova core we know that

(1) inside the opaque protoneutron star deviations of the thermodynamical quantities from spher-
ical symmetry due to convection are only of the order of a few percent (Keil 1997). Moreover,
the time scale of the local fluctuations is short compared to the neutrino diffusion time
scale. Hence, on the neutrino diffusion time scale no persistent local gradients in lateral and
azimuthal directions are present in the stellar medium, which allows one to disregard the
neutrino transport into these directions as a first approximation which is at least correct in
the temporal average.

(2) between the neutrinospheres and the stalled hydrodynamic shock convective overturn occurs
and thus deviations from spherical symmetry are present on larger angular scales (Herant et al.
1992, 1994; Burrows et al. 1995; Janka & Müller 1996; Müller & Janka 1997; Mezzacappa
et al. 1998b; Kifonidis et al. 2000), but the neutrinos are only marginally coupled to the stellar
medium in these regions, and transport in the lateral directions does therefore not play a role
here.

As a first — but, as we shall see, unacceptable — approximation one might consider to apply a given
one-dimensional transport scheme to compute the transport on a spherically symmetric “image”
of the star, which is obtained at each timestep by averaging the multi-dimensional hydrodynamical
stellar model over angles. One would then use the transport result to calculate the local exchange
of energy and lepton number with the stellar medium at each position in the star. However, in
order to reproduce local thermodynamical equilibrium (i. e. heating balances cooling) inside the
opaque protoneutron star where the neutrino emission and absorption rates are extremely large,
the specific intensity must be able to adjust to the local conditions with high accuracy, which is
obviously not the case in the simple angle-averaged treatment. Even worse, the conservation of total
energy (i. e. the energy of the stellar fluid plus neutrinos) and lepton number cannot be fulfilled
because the treatment of the source terms in the multi-dimensional hydrodynamical equations and
in the neutrino transport equations is not symmetric. We conclude that even if the deviations
from spherical symmetry are small one must treat the coupling between neutrinos and stellar fluid
“locally”, which means that the dependence of the neutrino energy and momentum density on the
position in the star must be taken into account.

Strategy

A better approach for an approximate multi-dimensional neutrino transport is the following: Under
the circumstances spelled out at the beginning of this section the specific intensity I(t, r, ϑ, φ; ε,n)
can be assumed to depend only weakly on longitude φ and latitude ϑ of the background medium.
Hence, like in the spherically symmetric case, the dependence of the specific intensity on the
direction of propagation n can be described by only one angle µ := n · r/|r|. The flux is thus
approximated as F = 4πr/|r| · H(t, r, ϑ, φ; ε) and the scalar P = 4π/c · K(t, r, ϑ, φ; ε) suffices to
define the radiation stress tensor.
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In the moment equations (eqns. 2.11, 2.12), gradients in the ϑ- and the φ-direction, which
describe the transport of energy and neutrino number into these lateral and azimuthal directions,
are neglected, yet the parametric dependence of the (scalar) moments on the coordinates ϑ and
φ is retained and the radial transport is computed using the moment equations independently
in each angular zone of the stellar model. Since for each latitude ϑ and longitude φ the moment
equations (eqns. 3.7, 3.8) are solved in this case together with the operator-splitted electron fraction
and internal energy equations (eqns. 3.9, 3.10), radiative equilibrium can be attained correctly and
conservation of energy can be fulfilled. In order to obtain closure relations for the moment equations
the variable Eddington factor method as described for a spherically symmetric background medium
(see the previous sections) is applied to an angularly averaged “image” of the star (i. e. ξ(t, r) :=
(4π)−1

∫ +1
−1 d cos ϑ

∫ 2π
0 dφ ξ(t, r, ϑ, φ), with ξ ∈ {ρ, T, Ye, β, . . . }). Note that the variable Eddington

factor as a normalised moment of the neutrino distribution should not show significant variation
with the angular coordinates of the star. Notice also that in contrast to the strictly one-dimensional
transport rejected in the discussion above, the treatment suggested now solves the neutrino energy
and moment equations for the radial transport in each angular zone of the star, and only for closing
these sets of moment equations a single universal variable Eddington factor is used.

Computational efficiency

Let ∆tCPU
1D be the computation time required for calculating a timestep of the full one-dimensional

transport problem and let nIt ∈ IN be the number of steps that are necessary for the iteration
between the moment equations and the Boltzmann equation to converge. If nϑ,φ := nϑ · nφ is the
total number of angular zones that resolve the background star the computation time for calculating
one timestep of the multi-dimensional problem with our method is

∆tCPU = ∆tCPU
1D +

nϑ,φ

nIt
·∆tCPU

1D =
(
1 +

nϑ,φ

nIt

)
·∆tCPU

1D . (3.53)

Note that the iteration procedure (nIt > 1) has to be performed only once, namely on the angularly
averaged “image” of the background medium. With typical values15 of nIt = 3 . . . 10 and large
values of nϑ,φ (' 100) the computational effort for solving the multi-dimensional problem goes like

∆tCPU ≈ (0.1 . . . 0.3)nϑ,φ ·∆tCPU
1D , (3.54)

to be compared with ∆tCPU = nϑ,φ ·∆tCPU
1D , which would result for a straightforward application

of the one-dimensional method to a number of nϑ,φ angular zones.

15When comparing with the numbers nIt = 2 . . . 5 that shall be quoted in Sect. 4.3 one has to take into account
that in the test problems considered there no variations of the background medium are present.



Chapter 4

Radiative Transfer Problems

In a few cases, where a particularly simple radial dependence of the emissivity and the opacity is
adopted, stationary solutions of the Boltzmann equation of radiative transfer could be calculated
analytically or were computed semi-analytically or numerically to high accuracy. These problems
provide ideal test cases for our new numerical implementation of the equations of radiative transfer
introduced in the previous chapter. We impose suitably chosen initial and boundary conditions
and solve the time-dependent radiative transfer equations numerically, until a stationary state is
reached. The stationary state radiation field can then be compared to reference solutions. Besides
evaluating the accuracy and efficiency of the method, some clues can be obtained about the degree
of its robustness, e. g. by varying the initial conditions or the boundary conditions. In addition,
some of the test problems can serve to illustrate important physical aspects of radiative transfer.

Section 4.1 deals with radiative transfer problems using static background models, i. e. solutions
of the Boltzmann equation in the form of equ. (2.23) are examined. Potential differences between
numerical results and the reference solutions must necessarily be attributed to deficiencies in the
numerics, caused e. g. by truncation errors. In Section 4.2, we calculate radiative transfer in the co-
moving frame to order O(v/c) in moving (yet stationary) atmospheres. The O(v/c)-approximation
is tested by comparing to solutions of the fully relativistic transfer equation. We also compare
results from a comoving frame simulation with those obtained in a Eulerian frame of reference.
The problems discussed in this chapter do neither refer to specific properties of neutrinos nor will
the equations of radiation hydrodynamics, i. e. the coupling of the radiative transfer equation to
the equations of hydrodynamics, be tested. Both aspects are addressed in Chapter 5.

4.1 Radiative transfer on a static background

We first consider the simplest class of radiative transfer problems, namely those where the “back-
ground medium” is assumed to be static, i. e. the radial profiles of the emissivity and opacity do
not change with time and the velocity and acceleration vanish everywhere and at all times. As
usual, the background medium is assumed to be spherically symmetric.

4.1.1 Propagation of a light pulse

Here, we compare two different algorithms for computing the formal solution of the time-dependent
Boltzmann equation concerning their ability to correctly propagate a pulse of radiation across
some radial distance. One method is based on a finite differenced Boltzmann equation (Mihalas
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& Klein 1982). It is used to calculate the variable Eddington factor in our transport code (see
Sect. 3.2.3). The other method makes use of the general quadrature solution along characteristics
of the Boltzmann equation (Yorke 1980; Körner 1992; Baschek et al. 1997). For convenience, we
set c ≡ 1 in this section.

Model

As a physical model we may envisage a central point source emitting radiation into a spherical,
static and homogeneous atmosphere bounded by two spheres of radius r0 and R > r0. The only
interaction of radiation with the atmosphere is due to absorption (S = −κa I). The central source
is active during the time interval −r0 ≤ t < ∞. Initially (t = 0), there is no radiation inside the
atmosphere.

By symmetry, the specific intensity vanishes for all but the radial direction of propagation. It is
therefore sufficient to follow the propagation of the light pulse along a single radial (characteristic)
ray. The dependence of the specific intensity on the angle can thus conveniently be suppressed in
the notation, writing

I+(t, s) := δ(µ − 1) · I(t, s, µ) ,

I−(t, s) := δ(µ + 1) · I(t, s, µ) , (4.1)

with s := r − r0. The equations to be solved are (cf. equ. 2.23)

∂tI+(t, s) + ∂sI+(t, s) = −κaI+(t, s) , (4.2)
∂tI−(t, s)− ∂sI−(t, s) = −κaI−(t, s) , (4.3)

subject to the boundary conditions I+(t, 0) = I0 (for t ≥ 0) and I−(t, smax) = 0, and the initial
condition I±(0, s) = 0 (for 0 < s < smax := R − r0). The analytical (weak) solution can easily be
verified to read:

I−(t, s) ≡ 0, and I+(t, s) =

{
I0 · exp(−κa s) for s ≤ t,

0 else.
(4.4)

Results

Employing the Boltzmann solver based on the finite difference method (Mihalas & Klein 1982, see
Chap. 3 for our implementation), we have computed two models with atmospheres spanning the
range 0 < s ≤ 200. The equidistant radial grid was given a resolution of ∆s = 1. Model “VAC”
assumes a vacuum atmosphere (κa ≡ 0), whereas the absorbing atmosphere of model “ABS” is
characterized by κa ≡ 0.01, resulting in a total optical depth of τ = 2. Figure 4.1 shows our results
for I+ at the time t = 100, together with the analytical solution (equ. 4.4). We define the position
of the numerically broadened light front as the radius, where the mean of the true pre and postfront
value of the intensity is reached. In all cases one recognizes that the mean propagation speed is
correctly reproduced, with some tiny decrease of accuracy visible for very large timesteps. The shape
of the light front, however, deviates from the true solution. One observes an artificial precursor
together with a reduced intensity behind the front, both effects resulting in a spatial broadening of
the front. A clear trend towards larger diffusive broadening with increasing timesteps can be seen
from Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1. This phenomenon was also observed by Mihalas & Klein (1982), who
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a b

Figure 4.1: Outwardly directed specific intensity I+ computed by our Boltzmann solver as a function of position
s at time t = 100 for different values of the timestep (thin lines) together with the analytical solution (bold line).
Panel a shows model “VAC” with no absorption, panel b shows the absorbing case model “ABS”.

reported very similar results from their test problems. For timesteps ∆t significantly smaller than
the radial zone width, a case not discussed by Mihalas & Klein (1982), we observe some spurious
postfront oscillations (see also Mihalas & Weaver 1982, §5). Their maximum amplitude, however,
does not grow with time which is in agreement with a local von Neumann stability analysis for
the fully implicit implementation of the equations (see e. g. Mihalas & Klein 1982). However, it
might be necessary to introduce some artificial diffusivity (see e. g. Blinnikov, Eastman, Bartunov,
Popolitov, & Woosley 1998, Appendix A) in order to damp the oscillations, if present in practical
applications (the remedy suggested by Mihalas & Weaver (1982) was not helpful in the test cases
considered here).

Following Yorke (1980), we define the width δs of the front by the number of grid points (or
the radial distance) for which I+ lies between 0.1 and 0.9 times its true postfront value. Table 4.1
summarizes our results for the width of the front and compares them to simulations done with an
implementation of the method of characteristics (Yorke 1980; Körner 1992). The latter method
has the advantage to exactly reproduce the analytical solution without any smearing of the front,
if the light front is advanced by exactly one grid cell per timestep. Though the ability to reproduce
the exact solution appears to be a very appealing property of the method of characteristics, the
necessary condition ∆t = ∆x can hardly ever be accomplished in realistic simulations. The simple
reason is that in typical astrophysical simulations the radial resolution can be varying over several
orders of magnitude, whereas in most of the numerical schemes a global value for the timestep has to
be prescribed. Moreover, when doing radiation hydrodynamical simulations one is usually interested
in resolving time scales different from those given by the speed of propagation of light fronts and
typical zone widths. Accordingly, timesteps which can be very different from the optimum for
light front propagation are used in real applications. Our finite difference method thus seems to
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model VAC model ABS
∆t/∆s # δs (FD) δs (CH) δs (FD) δs (CH)

0.02 5000 6 25 6 26
0.1 1000 8 – 8 –
0.5 200 18 16 16 20
1.0 100 26 1 22 1
2.0 50 37 26 29 26

10.0 10 80 – 55 –

Table 4.1: Width of the light front δs (see the text for a definition) as a function of the timestep ∆t (or the number
of timesteps # required for the light front to reach s = 100) computed with two different numerical methods: Our
code employs the finite difference method (“FD”) as proposed by Mihalas & Klein (1982). It is compared with a
method of characteristics (“CH”; Yorke 1980). Numbers obtained with the latter method are taken directly from
Yorke (1980, Tables 1,2). They were, in addition, confirmed by an implementation of this numerical scheme by
Körner (1992).

be preferable to the methods of characteristics as far as the resolution of the pulse is concerned
(cf. Table 4.1).

4.1.2 Homogeneous sphere

The “homogeneous sphere” is a test problem frequently employed for radiative transfer calculations
(e. g. Bruenn 1985; Schinder & Bludman 1989; Smit et al. 1997). Physically, one can think of a
static, homogeneous and isothermal sphere are radius R radiating into vacuum. Inside the sphere,
the only interaction of radiation with the background medium is isotropic absorption and thermal
emission of radiation. Despite its simplification, the model covers some important numerical as well
as physical issues that are typically met in practical applications: Probably any finite difference
method is challenged by the discontinuity at the surface of the sphere. Moreover, for an optically
thick sphere, the sudden transition from radiation diffusion inside the sphere to free streaming into
the ambient vacuum — a similar but less extreme situation arises in the neutrino heating region
of a core-collapse supernova — is a major source of error in many of the approximate radiative
transfer methods like e. g. flux-limited diffusion.

Model

The model is defined by setting S = κa(b − I) with b = const., κa = const. for 0 ≤ r ≤ R, and
κa = b ≡ 0 for r > R. The boundary conditions are:

I(r = 0, µ = 1) = I(r = 0, µ = −1), (“symmetry”)
I(r = Rmax, µ) = 0, −1 ≤ µ ≤ 0, (“no incoming radiation”) (4.5)

Since for this choice of parameters, the right hand side of the Boltzmann equation contains no terms
that depend explicitly on the angular moments of the radiation field, the solution of equ. (2.23)
can be obtained by computing a formal solution. The result for the stationary state is (see e. g.
Smit et al. 1997)

I(r, µ) = b(1− e−κa s(r,µ)) (4.6)
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with the abbreviations

s(r, µ) :=


rµ + Rg(r, µ) if r < R, −1 ≤ µ ≤ +1,

2Rg(r, µ) if r ≥ R,
√

1− (R
r )2 ≤ µ ≤ +1,

0 else,

(4.7)

where g(r, µ) :=
√

1− (
r

R
)2(1− µ2). (4.8)

The solution (4.6–4.8) depends on only three physical parameters, namely the radial position rela-
tive to the radius of the sphere, r/R, its total optical depth τ = κaR, and the equilibrium intensity
b. The latter merely acts as a scale factor for the solution.

Results

The radial grid consists of 213 radial zones covering the range between r = 0 and r = Rmax ≈ 12R.
Approximately 200 zones were distributed logarithmically between r ≈ 0.0006Rmax and r = Rmax,
about two thirds of which were spent to resolve the sphere. Initially we set I ≈ 0 everywhere and
evolve the radiation field until a stationary state is reached.

In Fig. 4.2 we display the stationary state solutions for two models, one with τ = b = 4
(Fig. 4.2a,c,e) and another with τ = b = 26 (Fig. 4.2b,d,f), representative of a sphere with low and
high opacity, respectively. In general, the results of our numerical solution agree very well with
the true solution. The Eddington factor K/J (as obtained from the solution of the Boltzmann
equation) and the flux factor H/J (as obtained from the solution of the moment equations) both
show remarkable agreement with the analytical solution. Inside the opaque sphere the flux factor
follows the analytical solution over many orders of magnitude (Fig. 4.2e,f). In both models, the
transition to free streaming is reproduced very accurately (Fig. 4.2c–f). The latter property is
usually only poorly reproduced by flux-limited diffusion methods (see e. g. Bruenn 1985; Smit
et al. 1997). Also the forward peaking of the radiation field far from the surface of the sphere
(cf. eqns. 4.6–4.8) is accounted for excellently by our method: At r = Rmax, the tangent ray
geometry of our grid yields approx. 150 angular grid points to resolve the radiation field from the
central source which appears at an angular size of only Θ ≈ 5◦ (cos Θ ≈ 0.996). These numbers
have to be compared with calculations employing the discrete angles (SN) method: In dynamical
neutrino transport calculations, typically only 10 angular grid points can be afforded at most to
cover the range 0 ≤ cos Θ ≤ 1.

Although we have used a geometrical radial zoning for our tangent ray grid, we do not find any
systematic effects caused by a “bias” in angular binning as claimed by Burrows et al. (2000). Far
from a central source, they claim Eddington factors and flux factors that asymptote to between
0.96 and 0.98 instead of 1.0 in this case. For example we find values of K/J = 0.996602 and
H/J = 0.999361 for the Eddington factor and the flux factor at r = Rmax (in the model with
τ = 4), to be compared with K/J = 0.996636 and H/J = 0.998626 obtained from the analytical
solution (eqns. 4.6–4.8).

For the mean intensity J we observe a systematic trend towards larger deviations from the
true solution for spheres with larger total optical depth τ . In our “low opacity” case (τ = 4, see
Fig. 4.2a), there is hardly any difference visible whereas in the “high opacity” case (τ = 26, see
Fig. 4.2b) the numerical solution slightly overestimates the true solution in a small region beneath
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Figure 4.2: Numerical (bold dotted and dash-dotted lines) and analytic (thin solid lines) stationary state solutions
vs. radius (normalized to the radius Rmax of the outer boundary) of homogeneous sphere problem with “low” (τ = 4,
left column, panels a, c, e) and “high” opacity (τ = 26, right column, panels b, d, f). Panels a and b show the
zeroth moment of the specific intensity. In panels c and d the Eddington factor K/J (dotted) and the flux factor
H/J (dash-dotted) are displayed. The latter quantity is shown in panels e and f on a logarithmic scale. The thin
vertical line marks the surface R of the homogeneous sphere.
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the surface of the sphere and underestimates it in the ambient vacuum region. The effect is more
pronounced for even larger values of the optical depth.

The reason for this is the opacity jump bounding the radiating sphere from the vacuum, which,
provided the opacity inside is large, accounts for an almost sudden transition from the opaque
interior of the sphere to transparency outside when the surface of the sphere is approached. This
transition to transparency, described by the decrease in the optical depth (here: τ(r) = κa (R− r),
if r < R; τ(r) = 0, elsewhere) from τ & 1 to τ = 0 occurs in a boundary layer which is located
beneath the surface of the sphere. In our “high opacity” case, this layer is geometrically much
more thin compared to the “low opacity” case and thus the resulting larger radial gradients of the
radiation field are numerically less well resolved (we use the same radial grid in both cases). In
fact, in the “low opacity” case a number radial zones each of which is optically thin (∆τ ≈ 0.15)
are able to properly resolve the transition from τ & 1 to τ = 0, whereas in the “high opacity” case
this occurs within a single zone of the numerical grid (∆τ ≈ 2.3) and hence cannot be modeled
correctly. This explains the better quality of the numerical results for the less opaque spheres. The
problem is suspected to be common to all finite difference methods. It might be partly overcome
by using a higher spatial resolution in the vicinity of large opacity or emissivity jumps and/or
higher-order difference schemes.

Since due to the absence of scattering, the solution of the homogeneous sphere problem is
already given by the formal solution of the Boltzmann equation, the model allows us to test the
algorithm for solving the Boltzmann equation independently from the numerical solution of the
moment equations. Because no information from the solution of the moment equations is required
for solving the Boltzmann equation, no iteration between both parts is necessary. For the stationary
state solution we find that the moments obtained by numerical integration of the intensities as
computed by the Boltzmann solver are consistent with the moments directly computed by the
moment equations to within an accuracy of less than a percent.

4.1.3 Static scattering atmospheres

Hummer & Rybicki (1971) have published stationary state solutions for the spherical analogue of
the classical Milne problem. The model comprises a static, spherically symmetric, pure scattering
atmosphere of some radius Rmax, with a central point source that is emitting radiation with a
constant luminosity L0. Due to the presence of scattering, the problem defies solution by simply
computing the formal solution of the Boltzmann equation.

Model

The opacity of the atmosphere is assumed to be solely due to isotropic scattering with a simple
power-law dependence on radius1:

χ(t, r) ≡ κs(r) = r−n, 0 < r ≤ Rmax, (n > 1) . (4.9)

The emissivity vanishes within the atmosphere (η ≡ 0) and no radiation is entering from outside
(I(t, Rmax, µ) = 0, for −1 ≤ µ < 0).

For a number of atmospheres defined by various combinations of the parameters n ∈ {1.5, 2, 3},
Rmax = 0.1 . . . 100 and L0 = (4π)2, Hummer & Rybicki (1971) have computed numerically the

1By a redefinition of the unit of length we have set the scale factor α > 0 which is present in the original form
κs(r, t) = αr−n to unity (cf. Hummer & Rybicki 1971, Equ. 1.1).
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zeroth moment J and the Eddington factor K/J of the stationary state solution as a function of
radius. They claim values of less than a percent for the accuracy of these results. The stationary
state solution for the first moment H as a function of radius can easily be obtained analytically
from the zeroth order moment equation (2.24):

H(r) =
L0

(4π)2
1
r2

. (4.10)

This means that the luminosity is conserved (L(r) := 4πr2 · 4πH(r) = L0). Hummer & Rybicki
(1971) also give useful asymptotic expressions applicable to regions of very low and very high optical
depth, respectively.

Results

The idealized concept of a central point source with given luminosity L0 is in practice modeled
by imposing a suitable inner boundary condition at some finite radius Rmin which bounds the
atmosphere from below. Since all atmospheres with a scattering opacity according to Equ. (4.9)
become optically thick at sufficiently small radius, it is reasonable to employ a diffusion ansatz for
the radiation field at the inner boundary:

I(t, Rmin, µ) = I0 + µI1 . (4.11)

In our program, only the quantity

h(t, Rmin, µ) :=
1
2

(I(t, Rmin, µ)− I(t, Rmin,−µ)
)

= µI1 (4.12)

needs to be specified. Using equ. (4.10), and H =
∫ 1
0 dµ µh (cf. equ. 3.44) the parameter I1 is

easily verified to be I1 = 3H(Rmin) = 3L0/(4πRmin)2.

We have computed stationary state solutions for the two sets of parameter combinations

• n = 1.5, Rmin = 0.001, Rmax ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 100}, and

• n = 2, Rmin = 0.01, Rmax ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 20}.
The total optical depth reached at r = Rmin is larger than 55 for all of the models of the former
class (n = 1.5) and larger than 90 for all of the models with n = 2. Hence, the inner boundary is
placed at a radius which is sufficiently small to justify the usage of the boundary condition (4.11).

In the (n = 1.5)-models the standard radial grid consisted of 200 logarithmically distributed
zones with some extra resolution near the surface of the atmosphere, whereas we have used 250
equidistant radial zones for the (n = 2)-models. Additional tests with 500 radial grid points have
been performed for some selected models. No significant changes in the results were observed.
Figures 4.3a–c show a number of examples of our tests together with the results of Hummer &
Rybicki (1971). The agreement is excellent. In all models we are able to recover the analytical
solution given by equ. (4.10) to within a relative accuracy of at least 10−4 throughout the entire
atmosphere.

In order to test the sensitivity of the results to the particular choice (equ. 4.11) adopted for
the angular dependence of the specific intensity at the inner boundary, we have calculated a model
assuming the “wrong” inner boundary condition

I(t, Rmin, µ) = δ(µ− 1) · Iin (4.13)
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a b

c d

Figure 4.3: Stationary state solutions for selected radiation quantities as a function of radius obtained with our
radiative transfer code (solid lines) compared to the reference solutions (crosses) and asymptotic solutions (dashed
lines) of Hummer & Rybicki (1971). Panel a: mean intensity J (times r2) for the combination of model parameters
(n = 2, Rmin = 0.01, Rmax = 0.1); Panel b: mean intensity J for (n = 2, Rmin = 0.01, Rmax = 10); Panel c: r2J for
models with (n = 3/2, Rmin = 0.001, Rmax ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 100}). The small arrows indicate the radial position, where
τ = 1 is reached in each atmosphere; Panel d: Eddington factor K/J for the model with the “wrong” inner boundary
condition and the model parameters (n = 2, Rmin = 0.01, Rmax = 10).

instead. The parameter Iin is chosen such that L(Rmin) = L0. This inner boundary condition
would model a centrally “hollowed” atmosphere, which is irradiated from below by the central
point source. Figure 4.3d shows the stationary state Eddington factor as a function of radius for
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this model. The numerical solution notably deviates from the reference solution only within a
few of the innermost radial zones. Note that already at the centre of the innermost zone of our
numerical grid (at r = 0.05) the Eddington factor has dropped from the boundary value 1.0 to a
value which is accurate to within less than 10 percent. It is the large opacity at small radii that
immediately forces any radiation field entering from below to adopt an almost isotropic angular
pattern which is consistent with the “true” inner boundary condition (equ. 4.11).

4.1.4 Radiative transfer in general relativity

Schinder & Bludman (1989) treated the previously discussed radiative transfer problems of the
homogeneous sphere (Sect. 4.1.2) and the static scattering atmospheres (Sect. 4.1.3) in the presence
of strong gravitational fields. They numerically computed stationary state solutions for the general
relativistic equations of radiative transfer for a static background medium and compared the results
to the weak field limit. On a static background (∂tR = ∂tΛ ≡ 0), the general relativistic moment
equations (2.41, 2.42) simplify to

1
c

∂

∂t
J +

Γ
R2

∂

∂R
(R2HeΦ)− ε Γ

∂eΦ

∂R
· ∂H

∂ε
= eΦ S(0) ,

1
c

∂

∂t
H +

Γ
R2

∂

∂R
(R2KeΦ)− ε Γ

∂eΦ

∂R
· ∂K

∂ε

+ eΦΓ
K − J

R
+ Γ

∂eΦ

∂R
(J −K) = −eΦ S(1) . (4.14)

Following Schinder & Bludman (1989), we apply the following change of coordinates

(R, ε) 7→ (R, ε∞ := eΦε) , (4.15)

which induces the transformation

∂

∂R

∣∣∣∣
ε

=
∂

∂R

∣∣∣∣
ε∞

+ ε ∂ReΦ · ∂

∂ε∞

∣∣∣∣
R

,

∂

∂ε

∣∣∣∣
R

= eΦ · ∂

∂ε∞

∣∣∣∣
R

(4.16)

for the partial derivatives. The advantage of introducing the new coordinates is that the moment
equations (4.14) simplify considerably since they decouple in energy space2:

1
c
∂tJ +

Γ
R2

∂

∂R
(R2HeΦ) = eΦ S(0) (4.17)

1
c
∂tH +

Γ
R2

∂

∂R
(R2KeΦ) + eΦΓ

K − J

R
+ Γ

∂eΦ

∂R
(J −K) = −eΦ S(1) (4.18)

Hence, all radiation quantities depend only parametrically on ε∞.
2Even more importantly, the Boltzmann equation itself simplifies in the sense that it allows for constructing a

tangent ray scheme which is of the same dimensionality as in the absence of general relativistic effects (cf. Schinder
& Bludman 1989, §II b). Since the method used by Schinder & Bludman (1989) can only be applied in the special
case of a static background, we have not attempted to implement a fully general relativistic tangent ray scheme based
on the coordinate change (equ. 4.15).
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Model

Here, we are mainly interested in the question what effect the physical approximations that nec-
essarily enter our tangent ray scheme for computing the Eddington factor have on the stationary
state solution of the general relativistic moment equations (which, in the static case can obviously
be solved by our method without any additional approximations to the general form of these equa-
tions). Different from the general relativistic homogeneous sphere, Schinder & Bludman (1989)
find for the scattering atmospheres significant deviations of the general relativistic Eddington fac-
tor from its values in the weak-field case. The scattering atmosphere thus appears to be an ideal
test case for our purposes.

Following Schinder & Bludman (1989), we employ the parameters Rmax = 10 and n = 2. The
variation of the metric functions eΦ and Γ as a function of radius is depicted in Fig. 4.4a. All
other model parameters like boundary conditions and initial conditions, etc. are the same as in the
“weak-field”-case (see Sect. 4.1.3). As we have already mentioned, we have made no attempt to
adjust our tangent ray scheme for calculating the Eddington factor to the properties of the present
problem, i. e. as usual the characteristics are assumed to be straight rays. Gravitational redshift
and ray bending are not included in this part of the algorithm. The only general relativistic effects
that are accounted for in the formal solution of the Boltzmann equation are the contraction of rods
and the gravitational time dilation.

Results

The stationary state Eddington factor as computed by our program is displayed as a function of
radius in Fig. 4.4c. Comparing our result to the corresponding “weak-field” case (eΦ = Γ ≡ 1)
we find differences of the order of only a few percent (the “weak-field” case is not plotted in
Fig. 4.4c !), which indicates that the contraction of rods and time dilation, which are the only
general relativistic effects implemented in our tangent ray scheme, are of minor importance for the
Eddington factor. Most of the differences relative to the relativistically correct results (diamonds
in Fig. 4.4c), must therefore be attributed to general relativistic ray bending and, less important,
gravitational redshift, which are not correctly accounted for in our calculations. The deviation of
the characteristic curves from straight rays is indeed significant, as can be seen from Schinder &
Bludman (1989, Fig. 9).

The analytical stationary-state solution for the radiation flux density, which is easily verified3

to read R2eΦH(R, ε∞) = C(ε∞), (with C(ε∞) ∈ IR), is reproduced to within an accuracy of 10−7.
This, of course, was to be expected for the scattering atmosphere, since in the stationary state, the
solution H(r) is solely determined by the zeroth moment equation (4.17), with no reference to the
(incorrect) Eddington factor.

More remarkably, the quality of our solution for the mean intensity J(r), whose governing equa-
tion in the stationary state (equ. 4.18) is directly influenced by the Eddington factor, appears to
be rather good. As can be seen from Fig. 4.4b, the trends set by general relativity are reproduced
correctly throughout the entire atmosphere. The quantitative agreement appears to be quite sat-
isfactory as well. In judging the accuracy of our results one has to keep in mind that the model
computed here is a rather extreme case in two respects: Firstly, the deviations of the metric func-
tions eΦ and Γ from unity (see Fig. 4.4a) are much larger than those encountered in supernova

3Note that the more familiar result R2e2ΦH(R) = const. only holds for the total (i. e. energy integrated) “flux
density” H(R) :=

∫
H(R, ε) dε = e−Φ

∫
H(R, ε∞) dε∞.
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a

Figure 4.4: Metric functions Γ (dashed line) and
eφ (solid line) of the background model (panel a)
and stationary state solutions for selected radi-
ation quantities (b, c) as a function of radius.
Panel b shows the zeroth moment J (solid line)
and first moment H (dashed line) of the specific
intensity normalized to the non-relativistic solu-
tion together with the reference solutions of Schin-
der & Bludman (1989, Figs. 14 & 15; J : trian-
gles; H : diamonds). Error bars indicate the es-
timated errors made in reading off the reference
solutions from the plots of Schinder & Bludman
(1989). The Eddington factor vs. radius is shown
as a solid line in panel c together with the solution
of Schinder & Bludman (1989, Fig. 13; diamonds).

b c

simulations. Typically, the maximum deviation from unity amounts to only 0.2 for both eΦ and
Γ. Secondly, as stated in the beginning, the effect of a non-flat spacetime on the radiation field
was observed by Schinder & Bludman (1989) to be much larger for the purely scattering model
discussed here than in the purely absorbing case. In real applications we expect to meet situations
that are somewhere inbetween these two extremes.
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4.2 Radiative transfer in stationary background media

In this section we consider radiative transfer problems in moving, yet stationary background media,
which means that in addition to time-independent radial profiles of the opacity and emissivity, a
time-independent velocity field as a function of radius is prescribed. Stationary-state solutions for
the radiation field are expected to exist is such cases and have been computed to high accuracy for
some test problems including differentially moving relativistic atmospheres. By comparison with
relativistic calculations, we are not only able to test our implementation of the velocity dependent
terms but also judge the quality of the employed O(v/c)-approximation of special relativistic effects
in the equations of radiative transfer. Upon introducing a non-vanishing velocity field a particular
frame has to be specified, where physical quantities are measured. In all cases considered in this
work, the latter is chosen to be the Lagrangian or comoving frame of reference. This has to
be distinguished from the (numerical) coordinate grid that is used to simply label the events in
spacetime (cf. Sect. 2.1.2). Although the transformation between different coordinate grids is trivial
from an analytic point of view (e. g. the simple replacement ∂/∂t+v∂/∂r → D/Dt transforms from
Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates), the numerical treatment can be involved (cf. our algorithm for
computing a formal solution of the radiative transfer equation in Eulerian coordinates, Sect. 3.2.3).
Therefore we present test results obtained with two different versions of our radiative-transfer code,
one which uses Lagrangian coordinates and another which employs a Eulerian coordinate grid.

4.2.1 Differentially expanding gray scattering atmospheres

Mihalas (1980) has published stationary-state solutions for the same type of purely scattering
atmospheres as introduced in the previous sections. In addition to the static case, a number of
model atmospheres expanding differentially with relativistic velocities were considered.

Model

According to the functional form of the dependence of the expansion velocity (v ≡ c β) on radius

β(r) = βmax

(
r − rmin

rmax − rmin

)m

, with m ∈ {1, 2} , (4.19)

two classes of atmospheres are studied as test problems. The case m = 1 is referred to as the “linear
velocity law”, the case m = 2 is called “quadratic velocity law”. Different models are labeled by
the parameter 0 ≤ βmax < 1, which is the maximum expansion velocity in units of c reached at the
surface of the atmosphere (r = rmax).

The scattering opacity of the expanding atmospheres is the same as for the static scattering
atmospheres discussed previously in Section 4.1.3 except for the unit of length, which, for the ease
of comparison, is here chosen identical to the work of Mihalas (1980). The latter investigation
employs

χ(t, r, ε) ≡ κs(r) = αr−2, rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax (4.20)

and uses the parameters rmin = 1, rmax = 11 and α = 10.989, which correspond to the atmosphere
with rmax = 1 in the units of Hummer & Rybicki (1971) who use α = 1. According to equ. (4.20),
an optical depth of unity is reached at a radius of r ≈ 5.5. Since the opacity does not depend on the
frequency of the radiation, the atmospheres are referred to as “gray”. In this case, the ∂/∂ε-terms
appearing in the comoving-frame Boltzmann equation vanish.
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Figure 4.5: Stationary-state angular mean J (times r2) of the specific intensity as measured in the comoving frame
of reference as a function of radius for the gray scattering atmospheres expanding according to the linear (model
“LVL”; panel a) and the quadratic (model “QVL”; panel b) velocity law (solid lines). The thin vertical line marks
the upper boundary of the atmospheres. Different line styles of the curves correspond to the parameter βmax which
gives the maximum expansion velocity in units of c reached at the surface (r = 11) of a model atmosphere. The thin
solid curve corresponds to the static case. Reference solutions (symbols) are taken from Mihalas (1980, Fig. 2).

Results

For our simulations we use a numerical grid with 200 radial points, which were initially distributed
logarithmically between rmin and rmax. Following Mihalas (1980) as closely as possible we impose
the boundary conditions

I(t, rmin, µ) = 11 + 3µ, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1
I(t, R(t), µ) = 0, −1 ≤ µ ≤ 0, R(t) = rmax + βmax ct (4.21)

to mimic radiation from a central point source with a luminosity L0 = (4π)2 irradiating the at-
mosphere. No radiation is entering at r = rmax from outside. As an initial condition (t = 0) we
used the stationary state solution of the corresponding static atmosphere (see Sect. 4.1.3). The
examples presented here were obtained using a Lagrangian coordinate grid4. Our calculations
were terminated when the radiation field (as measured in the comoving frame of reference) showed
no more substantial temporal variations at any given radial position. We refer to our results as
“stationary-state solutions” in this sense. We have also tested the Eulerian grid version of the code
with a less extensive set of models. The results are practically identical.

We compare our stationary-state solutions with results obtained by Mihalas (1980). In the
latter investigation a numerical method for solving the stationary radiative transfer equation that
is accurate to all orders in v/c was used. We therefore do not only test the correct numerical

4Grid points leaving the atmosphere at rmax into “vacuum” were given the velocity β = βmax and the opacity
χ = 0.
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implementation of the O(v/c) equations (2.35, 2.36, 2.37), but we can also get a handle on the
quality of the O(v/c)-approximation to the special relativistic transfer equation.

We first briefly state some of the general features of the solutions as discussed in detail by
Mihalas (1980): At any given radius, the value of J , which is proportional to the radiation en-
ergy density measured by a comoving observer, decreases with increasing expansion velocity (cf.
Fig. 4.5). This is understood physically in terms of the effects of the redshift and a smaller rate of
arrival (relativistic time dilation) of photons emitted by a rapidly receding source. This trend is
more pronounced for the linear velocity law, since, for the same surface velocity βmax it accounts
for larger velocities deeper inside the atmosphere as compared to the quadratic velocity law. Thus,
the aforementioned effects begin to occur deeper inside and therefore manifest themselves more
strongly throughout the entire atmosphere. For the same value of βmax, the curves for the linear
velocity law thus eventually fall below the solutions obtained with the quadratic velocity law as
one moves towards the outer boundary of the model envelope.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.5, all general trends stated above are reproduced correctly by our
implementation of the O(v/c) equations. The accuracy to which the fully relativistic solutions are
recovered even for βmax = 0.5 is remarkable.

4.2.2 Differentially expanding nongray isothermal atmospheres

Mihalas (1980) has computed stationary state solutions also for relativistically expanding nongray
atmospheres, i. e. the opacity (and emissivity) depend explicitly on the radiation frequency and
the full frequency dependence of the comoving frame Boltzmann equation has to be retained. The
atmospheres were assumed to be stationary, isothermal and emit a purely thermal continuum of
radiation, i. e. no radial or temporal variations of the source function are present and the opacity
is solely due to absorption and emission.

Model

Introducing the dimensionless frequency ξ = ε/T (the temperature T is measured in units of the
Boltzmann constant kB , the emissivity reads

η(ξ) = κa(ξ) b(ξ) = κa(ξ)
ξ3

exp(ξ)− 1
. (4.22)

The absorption opacity χ = κa was given a step-like functional dependence on frequency, character-
ized by the frequency ξ0 where the step is located and some characteristic width ∆ which accounts
for a continuous variation of κa across the step:

χ(r, ξ) ≡ κa(r, ξ) =

{
χ1(r) exp[−(ξ − ξ0)2/∆2] + χ2(r) (1 − exp[−(ξ − ξ0)2/∆2]), for ξ ≤ ξ0,
χ1(r), for ξ > ξ0,

(4.23)

with

χ1(r) :=
10α
r2

and χ2(r) :=
α

r2
, α := 10.9989 . (4.24)

Thus, the optical depth at a given radius is about 10 times smaller for “low-frequency” radiation
(ξ < ξ0) as compared to radiation with “high” frequency (ξ > ξ0). Following Mihalas (1980), we
consider the two examples:
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Figure 4.6: Frequency integrated angular mean of the comoving frame intensity (
∫∞
0

dξ J(ξ)) as a function of
radius for our O(v/c) stationary state solutions (lines). The thin vertical line marks the upper boundary of the
atmospheres. Short arrows point to the position where an optical depth (which is calculated for ξ < ξ0) of unity is
reached. Reference solutions (symbols) obtained with a fully relativistic code have been taken from Mihalas (1980,
Figs. 3 and 5), where the read-off error is approximately given by the size of the symbols. The maximum velocity
βmax of each atmosphere is indicated by different line styles and symbols, respectively. In panel a results for model (1)
with the opacity step located at ξ0 = 10 (∆ = 0.25) are depicted. Panel b shows results for model (2) with ξ0 = 3
(∆ = 0.2).

(1) ξ0 = 10, ∆ = 0.25,

(2) ξ0 = 3, ∆ = 0.2.

In the former case the frequency ξ0, where the opacity jump is located, is considerably larger than
the frequency of the maximum of the Planck function (ξmax = 2.82), whereas it is very close to the
maximum in the latter case.

The radial extent of the atmospheres was chosen to be 0 ≤ r ≤ 11 in both cases. For all models
the “linear velocity law” (m = 1, cf. equ. 4.19) for prescribing the expansion velocity as a function
of radius was used. The results presented below were obtained using a Eulerian coordinate grid.
Very similar results hold for the version which employs a Lagrangian grid.

Results

We have used 200 logarithmically distributed radial zones for the radial range 1 ≤ r ≤ 11,
supplemented by a few additional zones5 which were distributed between 0 ≤ r < 1. Bound-
ary conditions were chosen as usual: Spherical symmetry at the origin of coordinates requires

5These zones were not present in the calculations of Mihalas (1980). However, due to a sufficiently high optical
depth at r . 1 for all frequencies, the additional “boundary zones” (we set their velocity to zero) do not influence
the radiation field at r > 1.
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Figure 4.7: Spectral distribution of the angular mean J of the comoving frame intensity for our stationary state
solutions of the O(v/c) radiative transfer equation (bold lines). Spectra are displayed for the radial positions cor-
responding to an optical depth (which is calculated for ξ < ξ0) of unity and for the surface of the atmosphere. For
comparison, the equilibrium intensity (Planck function) at an optical depth of unity is plotted as a thin line. The
maximum velocity (βmax) of each expanding atmosphere is indicated by different line styles. Panel a shows results
for model (1), where the opacity step (short arrow in the plots) is located at ξ0 = 10 (∆ = 0.25). Panel b shows
model (2) with ξ0 = 3 (∆ = 0.2). Our results may be compared to Mihalas (1980, Figs. 4 and 6).

I(t, r = 0, µ = 1) = I(t, r = 0, µ = −1), and demanding that no radiation is entering through the
surface of the envelopes translates to the condition I(t, r = 11, µ ≤ 0) = 0.

The energy grid consisted of 21 bins (very similar results have been obtained using 8 and 12
bins, instead) of equal width covering the range 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 12 for model (1) and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 8 for
model (2), respectively.

Details about the stationary-state solutions and their physical interpretation can be found in
Mihalas (1980, §IV). We again briefly summarize some of the main results (cf. Mihalas 1980,
Figs. 3–6). For model (1), profiles of the total (i.e spectrally integrated) mean intensity depend
on the surface expansion velocities in a way that is very similar to the gray case discussed in the
previous section, whereas model (2) shows a significantly different behaviour in this respect. This
can be understood by noting that for model (1) the opacity as a function of frequency is constant
throughout the major part of the emission spectrum and hence the envelope can be regarded as
effectively gray. The monotonic decrease of the integrated mean intensity with increasing velocity
(cf. Mihalas 1980, Fig. 3) can therefore be explained by the same arguments that were given for
the gray case before. Inspection of the spectral distribution of the mean intensity confirms this
interpretation (Mihalas 1980, Fig. 4).

For model (2) on the other hand, the opacity jump is located close to the spectral maximum
of the Planck function and therefore effects due the spectral variation of the opacity have to
be included in the analysis. Nevertheless, since the inner parts of the envelope are opaque for
photons of all frequencies, one observes the same trends for the mean intensity as a function of
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expansion velocity there as noted for the effectively gray model (1). Approaching the surface, the
envelope becomes optically thin first to the “low frequency” part of the spectrum, i. e. radiation
with frequency ξ < ξ0. Radiation in this part of the spectrum consequently decouples from local
conditions at greater distance from the surface and therefore gets radially more diluted than does
high-frequency radiation. Since in model (2), the “low frequency”-part (ξ < ξ0) of the emission
spectrum (cf. equ. 4.22), contains significantly less contribution to the total intensity as compared
to model (1), the frequency integrated mean intensity at the surface is larger in model (2) than
it is in model (1). When expansion is allowed radiation of any given frequency received by the
observer at the surface had a higher frequency in the local rest frame of the medium further inside.
Thus on its way towards the surface a larger fraction of the radiation remains within the spectral
range exposed to high opacity, as compared to the static case. In effect, the opacity step has been
redshifted. Therefore the coupling of the radiation to the background medium is more efficient for
larger expansion velocities and, as a consequence, the mean intensity at the surface is enhanced
(cf. Mihalas 1980, Figs. 5, 6). In both expanding models one notices that the influence of the sharp
opacity jump on the spectra becomes superposed by redshift effects.

In our test calculations we are able to reproduce all qualitative trends found by Mihalas (1980).
The quantitative agreement for the zeroth angular moment J of the specific intensity is within the
order of a few percent (see Fig. 4.6), even for the case of βmax = 0.5. This, as previously stated,
does not only prove the accuracy of our numerical implementation, but even more importantly also
justifies the physical approximations inherent to the underlying finite difference equations. Note
that in applications of our code to supernova calculations, one expects velocities that are not in
excess of v ≈ 0.2c.

A rigorous comparison of the spectral distribution of the angular mean J of the intensity
as calculated by our radiative transfer code (cf. Fig. 4.7) with the results of Mihalas (1980) is
difficult, since he shows only results for the static case and the rather extreme case βmax = 0.8.
The latter atmosphere obviously cannot be modeled reasonably with our O(β)-code. Nevertheless,
by inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 of Mihalas (1980) one can infer that a continuous and monotonic
trend with increasing expansion velocity exists which maps the (βmax = 0)-spectrum into the
(βmax = 0.8)-spectrum. Under this assumption we can claim that the shapes of our spectra as
displayed in Fig. 4.7a show the correct dependence on the expansion velocity. The assumption of a
monotonic trend is somewhat more questionable for model (2) (cf. Mihalas 1980, Figs. 5, 6), but it
appears to be present at least within the range 0 ≤ βmax . 0.3. This trend is seen for our spectra
(cf. Fig. 4.7b).

4.2.3 Frame dependence

Problem

We have formulated and discretized the equations of radiative transfer in the comoving frame
of reference, mainly for the reason that the interaction of radiation with matter is treated most
easily in this local rest frame of the material. When transformed e. g. to the Eulerian frame,
the interaction terms appearing on the right hand side of the transfer equation can get painfully
complicated when both frames are connected by a non-uniform velocity field. However, the Eulerian
frame is an inertial frame of reference and thus the left hand side of the transfer equation attains
its most simple form, since the velocity field does not appear. For this reason, the comoving frame
approach may be criticized, since in the absence of interaction between radiation and matter, the
dependence of the solution on the velocity field might be “misleading, since it is solely a result of
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choosing a moving reference frame” (Lowrie et al. 1999).
From a physical point of view we do not consider these points to be in favour of any of the

approaches, since all physical quantities, once calculated correctly, can be transformed between
different frames by application of appropriate Lorentz transformations. Yet we have to demonstrate
that our particular numerical implementation of the comoving frame equations indeed shows the
correct transformation properties (to order O(v/c)). Potential sources for unphysical artifacts
caused by the choice of a moving reference frame might be the omission of O(v/c)-terms in the
model Boltzmann equation (3.31) as well as errors due to the discretization of the equations.

Results

We show results taken from a neutrino transport calculation using a thermally and hydrodynam-
ically frozen post-bounce model of the supernova calculation by Bruenn (1993). The background
model is characterized as some hot and dense inner core at rest with a radius of r ≈ 110 km,
where the neutrinos are tightly coupled to the medium and thus are distributed according to local
thermodynamical conditions. This inner core is surrounded by a differentially contracting outer
atmosphere, which is nearly transparent to the radiation. Velocities in the outer atmosphere range
from v(r = 140km) ≈ −0.12c to v(r = 250km) ≈ −0.08c.

Figure 4.8 shows the components E and F of the stress-energy tensor (scaled by r2 c). Due to the
large inwardly directed velocities in the outer atmosphere, the radiation emanating from the inner
source is received blueshifted by the observers which are locally comoving with the atmospheric
flow-field (see the bold lines in Fig. 4.8). When the stress-energy tensor is transformed to the
Eulerian frame, this effect obviously disappears (thin lines in Fig. 4.8). Comparing this to the
stress-energy tensor that has been obtained by solving the transport equations in the Eulerian
frame directly (dashed lines in Fig. 4.8), good agreement is found both for the energy and the flux
density in the moving atmosphere, which demonstrates that no unphysical frame dependence is
present.

Figure 4.8 contains an interesting side-result: In our Eulerian frame (“reference”)-calculation,
we have simply ignored all velocity-dependent terms and have in effect solved the radiative transfer
equation for static media (cf. equ. 2.23). By ignoring the velocity dependent transformation of the
source terms one however does in general not solve a truely Eulerian (nor a Lagrangian) transfer
equation6, even if the velocities are very small compared to the speed of light (cf. Mihalas & Mihalas
1984). This is illustrated by Fig. 4.8b, where in the inner core of the star (r . 100 km) one notices
significant deviations of the flux obtained from the incorrect transport equation for static media
from the true Eulerian flux FEul (which according to equ. (2.38) is the sum of the diffusive flux
F and the advected flux v(E + P )), although matter is nearly at rest, there. This is due to the
fact that at great optical depth, where E � F/c and P � F/c, the advected flux v(E + P ) is of
considerable magnitude compared to F , even if v � c. One also notices from Figure 4.8 that in the
opaque interior, the true comoving frame flux (and radiation energy density) are well reproduced
by ignoring all velocity dependent terms in the radiation moment equations. If, and only if the
radiation flux and energy density obtained from such a static transfer calculation are interpreted as
comoving frame quantities they may be used together with a total energy equation in the form of
equ. (2.62) in the optically thick regime (cf. Sect. 2.3.2). Also in the transparent regime, the true

6This does not affect the arguments given above, since in the outer parts of the core, where we have assumed our
“reference” calculation to be truely Eulerian, the opacities and emissivities are extremely small and therefore their
transformation can be safely neglected.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the stationary state solutions of the comoving frame transfer equations (bold lines) after
being transformed to the Eulerian frame (thin lines) with a reference calculation performed in the Eulerian frame
from the beginning (dashed lines). Panel a shows the total energy density of neutrinos (times r2 c), panel b displays
the total energy flux density (times r2).

comoving frame flux would be obtained by a static calculation if the velocities were small compared
to c. However, according to the analysis given in Sect. 2.3.2, using equ. (2.62) in the optically thin
regime would give incorrect results, provided the radiation pressure was a substantial fraction of
the gas pressure. This once more underlines the necessity to carefully distinguish between different
frames of reference in radiative transfer calculations.

4.3 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have discussed applications of our newly developed radiative transfer code to
a number of idealized test problems. The first class of problems encompassing a variety of static
model atmospheres served to demonstrate that the angular part of the phase-space dependence of
the distribution function can be handled with excellent accuracy by the variable Eddington factor
method. Also the remaining phase-space coordinate, namely radiation frequency, is accounted
for appropriately as was demonstrated by a second class of tests involving (mildly relativistically)
moving, yet stationary model atmospheres. Two kinds of approximations that enter our equations
could be justified empirically: First we employ an O(v/c)-approximation to the special relativistic,
comoving frame radiative transfer equation. For our purposes this approximation has proven to
give accurate and physically consistent results. Second, omitting some of the velocity dependent
terms for determining the Eddington factor turned out not to be harmful to the overall accuracy
with which the system of radiation moment equations is solved.

At the same time, the method works very efficiently. Only a few iterations (typically 1–5)
between the formal solution of the Boltzmann equation and the system of moment equations,
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which is of reduced dimensionality compared to the Boltzmann equation, are necessary to achieve
convergence. Computing the formal solution in order to obtain an accurate Eddington factor
requires only about 10%–20% of the total computer time.
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Chapter 5

Stellar Core Collapse and the
Supernova Explosion Mechanism

In the following we employ our newly developed neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics method to
study the gravitational collapse of stellar iron cores and address the neutrino-mediated “delayed”
explosion mechanism of Type II supernovae. We focus on the particular role of neutrino transport,
which is known to be of crucial importance, especially for the delayed mechanism, but has not been
treated in a satisfactory manner yet. Although known to be important for the explosion, we will not
consider multi-dimensional processes such as convection. All models presented in this chapter will
assume the star to be spherically symmetric. We do also not take into account modifications of the
“standard” microphysics (i. e. the thermodynamic equation of state and neutrino opacities) used
here and in other work (e. g. Bruenn 1985; Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993b,c; Bruenn 1993; Bruenn
et al. 1995; Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997). Currently, modifications of the neutrino opacities are
discussed to become important for stellar matter at nuclear densities (see e. g. Janka 2000, for a
recent review and pointers to the literature). The inclusion of these new aspects in the microphysics
and also the consideration of multi-dimensional effects in our simulations will be subject of a future
step.

The particular purpose of the neutrino-radiation hydrodynamical supernova simulations to be
presented here is twofold. First, it remains to be demonstrated that also in dynamical situations
involving the complicated (though “standard”) microphysics of neutrino-matter interactions, our
method is able to solve the equations of radiation hydrodynamics with sufficient numerical accuracy.
The collapse phase of a Type II supernova is a good test problem for this purpose, since it is a
theoretically well studied phenomenon. Only one group (Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993b,c) has so
far published dynamical core-collapse simulations employing the Boltzmann equation (solved by
an SN-method) for the neutrino transport. Our calculations, presented in Chap. 5.1 may serve as
an independent verification of these studies. Second, by extending our simulations into the post-
bounce phase (Chap. 5.2), we are able to address the study of an accurate neutrino transport for
the delayed explosion mechanism (Rampp & Janka 2000).

5.1 Stellar core-collapse

We have already outlined the basic features of the core-collapse scenario in the introduction
(Chap. 1). Here, we elaborate more on processes that have been shown to be decisive for the
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Figure 5.1: Chemical composition of two different stellar models for supernova progenitor stars. Panel a shows
the mass-fractions X of different elements and the electron fraction Ye for the innermost 5 M� of the stellar model
“s15s7b2” with a total main-sequence mass of 15 M�. It is representative of stars with relatively small iron cores
which are considered in this work. For comparison panel b shows the same quantities for the 25 M� model “s25s7b8”
which has a substantially larger iron core. The data for both stellar models were kindly provided by Woosley (1999)
and Heger (2000).

post-bounce evolution of the core as well as for the delayed supernova explosion mechanism. This
is preceded by a brief summary of the fundamental physical picture as suggested by contemporary
core-collapse models. The following discussion is largely based on the works of Shapiro & Teukolsky
(1983); Bruenn (1985); Müller (1990); Mönchmeyer (1993); Suzuki (1994).

5.1.1 Physics of stellar core-collapse

Basic assumptions and approximations

We know from the theory of stellar evolution that in the deep interiors of massive stars (M & 8 M�)
nuclear burning can proceed under hydrostatic conditions up to silicon burning, leaving a central
core mainly made of iron group nuclei. Lighter elements like silicon, oxygen, neon and magnesium,
helium and hydrogen dominate the composition in distinct layers which surround the iron core in
an “onion-shell like” structure (see e. g. the textbooks of Clayton 1983; Kippenhahn & Weigert
1990). As an example for the progenitor’s structure, Fig. 5.1 shows the chemical composition of
two different stellar models, one of a 15 M� star which is representative of a star with a small iron
core, as compared to a 25 M� star having a larger iron core. For our exploratory simulations, we
will focus on the former class of progenitor models, since a small iron core is thought to be most
favorable for obtaining a successful supernova explosion.

Central densities and temperatures in the iron core are typically ρc ≈ 1010 g cm−3 and Tc ≈
1010 K, respectively. The electron fraction (i. e. the number of electrons per baryon) amounts
to Ye ≈ 0.43. The central entropy per baryon is of the order of s ≈ 1kB. Under such conditions,
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reactions mediated by strong and electromagnetic interactions proceed sufficiently rapid to establish
equilibrium on the hydrodynamical time scale of the core (tHyd ' 100 ms), which implies that
nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) holds (cf. Sect. 2.2.2).

On hydrodynamical time scales diffusive energy transport by photons and heat conduction by
electrons can be neglected due to the extremely short mean free paths of these particles. Also
the viscosity of the core matter is unimportant (Flowers & Itoh 1976). Hence, the core matter
including photons may be well approximated as an ideal fluid whose evolution is governed by
the equations of hydrodynamics (2.49–2.51). In the course of this work we adopt an additional
simplifying assumption, namely we assume that the star is spherically symmetric. We will also not
take into account general relativistic corrections to the Newtonian equations of hydrodynamics.

Weak interactions and neutrino transport

For densities ρ . 1012 g cm−3 , the mean free paths of neutrinos are comparable to the radius of
the iron core (R ≈ 1000 km). Hence, weak interactions cannot be assumed to be in equilibrium and
transport processes by neutrinos must be taken into account explicitly by solving the equations of
neutrino transport (cf. Chap. 2).

Under the conditions met in the iron core, only electron neutrinos are present in appreciable
number for the following reasons: For ρYe & 0.43×1011 g cm−3 , one estimates a chemical potential
of at least µe− & 20 MeV for the degenerate (and relativistic) electron gas. With µe+ = −µe−

(because of the reaction e+ + e− 
 γ + γ) and T ' 1 MeV one finds the number density of
positrons to be negligibly small, and thus electron antineutrino production via positron capture by
neutrons or electron-positron pair annihilation is not effective. The production of other neutrino
flavours (e. g. via the process e− 
 µ− + νe + ν̄µ) is suppressed as a consequence of the large rest
masses of the corresponding charged leptons (e. g. mµ ≈ 200me) and the fact that the chemical
potential of the degenerate electron Fermi-distribution remains too small during collapse to account
for a significant population of states exceeding the muon rest energy. The electron neutrinos are
mainly produced by electron captures onto free protons and on protons bound in heavy nuclei.
Over a wide range of energies, the neutrino opacity is dominated by the coherent scattering of
neutrinos off heavy nuclei (cf. Fig. 5.2), followed by neutrino-electron scattering. Only during the
early phases of the collapse, the mean free paths of neutrinos are large compared to the radius
of the iron core and neutrinos produced by weak interactions are able to escape from the core.
When densities of the order of ρ ' 1012 g cm−3 are reached, the diffusion time scale of neutrinos
exceeds the hydrodynamical time scale of the core, and neutrinos become “trapped” by the infalling
matter. Eventually, with the establishment of β-equilibrium (at ρ & 3 × 1012 g cm−3 ), also the
weak interactions come into equilibrium. As we shall see shortly, the onset of neutrino-trapping
has important consequences for the equation of state and hence for the overall collapse dynamics.

Gravitational instability, equation of state and collapse dynamics

The central iron core of an evolved massive star is mainly supported by the degeneracy pressure
of a relativistic gas of electrons which implies that the density and the pressure are related by
p ∝ ργ with an adiabatic exponent of γ = 4/3. The mass of the iron core is close to the so-called
“Chandrasekhar mass” (cf. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983, Chap. 18)

MCh ≈ 5.83 · Ye
2 ·M� , (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Transport opacities (cf equ. 2.30) for electron neutrinos due to various interaction processes as a function
of neutrino energy. The individual interaction rates have been calculated according to the prescriptions detailed in
Appendix A. The thermodynamic conditions are defined by ρ = 1011 g cm−3 , T = 1010 K (s = 0.62 kB ), Ye = 0.45
(panel a), and ρ = 1012 g cm−3 , T = 2×1010 K (s = 1.03 kB ), Ye = 0.35 (panel b), respectively. Particle abundances
have been computed with the equation of state of Lattimer & Swesty (1991). The opacities may be compared with
those depicted in Bruenn & Haxton (1991, Figs. 1d,g). The opacity provided by coherent scattering of neutrinos
off heavy nuclei (dotted lines) notably deviates from the simple ε2-scaling at low and high energies. The dip visible
for ε . 10 MeV is due to ion screening corrections, whereas the decrease for ε & 100 MeV is caused by the nuclear
form factor (cf. Appendix A.2.4). In panel a the opacities due to absorption of neutrinos by free neutrons and heavy
nuclei are enhanced at low energies because of stimulated absorption: κ∗a = j + 1/λ, where j is the emissivity and
1/λ the (transport) opacity, both uncorrected for blocking effects (cf. equ. A.8). In panel b Pauli blocking of final
state electrons (the chemical potential of the electron gas is µe ≈ 36 MeV) reduces the interaction rate of the process
νe + n → e− + p for low neutrino energies.

which is the maximum mass of a star that can be stabilized against gravity (in Newtonian ap-
proximation) by the (zero temperature) degeneracy pressure of relativistic electrons, i. e., γ = 4/3
(Chandrasekhar 1939). Taking into account the net effect of the finite temperatures, the small
pressure contribution of nonrelativistic baryons and the (negative) contribution of Coulomb lat-
tice correlations one finds that the adiabatic exponent in the iron core prior to collapse is only
slightly larger than the critical value γcrit = 4/3. Electron captures onto free protons and heavy
nuclei and the endothermic photo-disintegration of heavy nuclei eventually render the core unstable
by reducing the adiabatic exponent below γcrit = 4/3 and trigger a collapse on the free-fall time
scale of the core (for details see e. g. Mönchmeyer 1993; Müller 1998). The relative importance
of the two processes depends on the details of the stellar evolution: While in cores of stars with
a main-sequence mass larger than M & 20 M� endothermic photo-disintegration of heavy nuclei
weakens the vital pressure support, the instability in less massive stars is mainly triggered by elec-
tron captures onto free protons and heavy nuclei which diminish the lepton pressure (at the onset
on collapse the core is transparent to the produced neutrinos).

With the entropy staying low during collapse (core-collapse calculations and analytical estimates
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Reaction WS18 (NES) WS18 (NONES) WS15 nue WS15
νe + e± 
 νe + e± × ◦ × ×
νe + A 
 e− + A∗ × × ◦ ×
νe + A 
 νe + A × × × ×

νe + n/p 
 νe + n/p × × × ×
νe + n 
 e− + p × × × ×

ν̄e + e± 
 ν̄e + e± ◦ ◦ ◦ ×
ν̄e + A 
 ν̄e + A ◦ ◦ ◦ ×

ν̄e + n/p 
 ν̄e + n/p ◦ ◦ ◦ ×
ν̄e + p 
 e+ + n ◦ ◦ ◦ ×

Table 5.1: Overview of computed models. Neutrino-matter interaction processes that were included in a particular
model are marked by the “×”-symbol in the corresponding column, while a “◦”-symbol is drawn if the process was
neglected in this model. The stellar models for the progenitor star are identical in both “WS18”-models and in both
“WS15”-models. For all computed models the stellar structure in the central regions of the progenitor star was very
similar (MFe ≈ 1.28 M� in all cases; the differences between “WS18” and “WS15” are mostly confined to the outer
Helium and Hydrogen layers.).

have shown that prior to the onset of neutrino-trapping, the total increase in entropy amounts to
a modest ∆s ≈ 0.5 kB ; cf. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983), nucleons remain bound in heavy nuclei,
which implies that the pressure remains to be dominated by the relativistic electron gas. Therefore
the collapse cannot be stopped until nuclear densities are reached. Only then, the equation of state
stiffens considerably due to the action of repulsive nuclear forces (the adiabatic exponent rises from
γ ≈ 4/3 to γ ≈ 2 . . . 3, with the precise value depending on the physics of the nuclear equation of
state) and a new stable hydrostatic equilibrium configuration can be attained.

Taking advantage of the approximate adiabaticity of the collapse, Goldreich & Weber (1980)
and Yahil (1983) were able to find analytical similarity solutions for the collapse dynamics: The
core splits into a subsonically and homologously (v(r) = f(t) · r, with some function f(t) ≤ 0)
collapsing inner core (Goldreich & Weber 1980) and a supersonically (Mach-numbers are about 2
to 3) infalling outer core (Yahil 1983). At the edge of the inner core a local minimum in the radial
profile of infall velocity is reached (for an illustration, see e. g. Müller 1998, Fig. 3.6). Since matter
in the inner core stays in sonic contact during collapse, the bounce caused by the stiffening of the
equation of state occurs coherently, i. e. on the sound propagation time scale of the inner core which
is of the order of a millisecond, for the entire inner core. At the edge of the subsonic core, pressure
waves communicating the bounce throughout the inner core steepen to form the so-called bounce
shock that is driven into the supersonically infalling outer core.

5.1.2 Investigated models

Based on the results of our calculations we now discuss a number of physical and numerical aspects
of stellar core-collapse and compare our findings with published work. An overview of models and
the neutrino-matter interactions considered is given by Table 5.1

Neutrino-electron scattering

It has become a well established fact that inelastic scattering of electron neutrinos off free electrons
plays a very important role for the dynamics of the gravitational collapse of a stellar iron core. In
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particular, neutrino-electron scattering directly influences one of the physical parameters that are
most decisive for success or failure of a supernova explosion, namely the mass of the inner core
that forms during collapse and thereby the position, where the bounce shock eventually forms.
The latter determines the energy loss the shock suffers from during its propagation through the
outer iron core. The main effects of neutrino-electron scattering that are responsible for this are
— mutually interconnected — an increased entropy generation associated with a substantially
enhanced deleptonization of the collapsing core, which can be understood as follows (Bruenn 1985;
Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993b; Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997):

During collapse, mainly high energy neutrinos are produced by electron captures on free protons
resulting in a neutrino distribution characterized by a mean energy that is much larger than the
thermal mean corresponding to the local matter temperature. Inelastic neutrino-electron scattering
tends to equilibrate both systems thermally, which gives rise to a net energy transfer from the
neutrinos to the stellar matter. Compared to a number of other reactions involving energy transfer
between neutrinos and matter, neutrino-electron scattering was in fact found to be the most effective
one (Bruenn & Haxton 1991).

The transfer of heat from the neutrino to the matter system increases the entropy of the
stellar matter which gives rise to a larger abundance of free protons and thus an increased electron
capture rate, which in turn drives entropy generation by neutrino-electron downscattering, closing a
positive feedback loop. Yet, the total entropy increase as well as lepton loss during collapse remains
of relatively modest magnitude, which is due to the fact that the low energy neutrinos become
trapped by the infalling matter as soon as densities of several times 1012 g cm−3 are reached in
the centre of the core and hence Pauli blocking of final low energy neutrino states inhibits further
downscattering.

For the reasons given above, it is crucial for core-collapse simulations, to treat neutrino-electron
scattering in a sufficiently accurate manner. In order to verify that all important physical effects
of this interaction process are correctly accounted for by our implementation, we have performed
two core-collapse simulations, one with neutrino-electron scattering included as described in Ap-
pendix A, another with neutrino-electron scattering switched off.

In the following, we discuss the outcome of these simulations and compare our results with
similar simulations performed e. g. by Bruenn (1985) and Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b). Since
we could not employ exactly the same input physics as was used in the latter work — the main
differences being the stellar model and the equation of state — the comparison to Mezzacappa &
Bruenn (1993b) is mainly qualitative in nature. A truely quantitative check of our implementation,
including neutrino-electron scattering, will be presented in the next section.

Numerical model (“WS18”): The initial model comprises an iron core of mass MFe = 1.27 M�
(plus the innermost 0.15 M� of the adjacent silicon shell) taken from a 18 M� blue supergiant
progenitor star (Woosley, Heger, Weaver, & Langer 1997). Like the models of Mezzacappa &
Bruenn (1993b), our simulations are performed in Newtonian gravity, and only electron neutrinos
are included. In addition to neutrino-electron scattering we consider the coherent scattering of
neutrinos off heavy nuclei, elastic scattering off free nucleons and beta processes with free nucleons
and heavy nuclei (see Appendix A for details of the implemented interaction rates).

Results: Figure 5.3a shows the temporal evolution of the entropy profiles as a function of the
mass coordinate. The latter is a natural choice, since the entropy per baryon at a given Lagrangian
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Figure 5.3: Profiles of the entropy per baryon
(panel a), electron fraction (b), and the mass
fraction of free protons (c) vs. mass coordinate
for model WS18 with neutrino-electron scattering
turned on (model NES: bold lines) and turned off
(model NONES: thin lines). Curves are displayed
at times when the central density is approximately
1010 g cm−3 (the initial model), 1012 g cm−3 ,
1013 g cm−3 and 1014 g cm−3 . Compare panels
a and b to Figs. 7&8 and 9&10 of Mezzacappa &
Bruenn (1993b), respectively.

coordinate changes in time only due to non-ideal processes such as neutrino transport (or hydro-
dynamic shocks, which are not present in the collapse phase).

Whereas almost no change in entropy has occured between ρc = 1010 g cm−3 (the initial model)
and ρc = 1012 g cm−3 for the model with neutrino-electron scattering switched off (referred to as
model ”NONES” in the following), the entropy has considerably increased throughout the inner
parts of the core for the model with neutrino-electron scattering enabled (model ”NES”). As a
result, the increased abundance of free protons (Fig. 5.3c) leads to a higher production rate of
neutrinos which are effectively downscattered in energy by ambient electrons. These effects are
clearly visible in Fig. 5.4c, which shows that the neutrino distribution function peaks at lower
energies and gives a larger integral value (

∫∞
0 dε ε2M (0)(ε) is proportional to the local number
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a b
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Figure 5.4: Various comoving frame neutrino
quantities for model WS18 with neutrino-electron
scattering turned on (model NES: bold lines) or
turned off (model NONES: thin lines) at times,
when the density in the centre of the core has
reached the values as indicated in the plots.
Panel a shows profiles of the mean neutrino en-
ergy 〈εν〉 :=

∫ +1

−1
dµ dε ε3f/

∫ +1

−1
dµ dε ε2f , panel b

shows the neutrino luminosity, both as functions
of radius. In panel c we display the spectral distri-
bution of the angle averaged neutrino occupation
number (M (0)(ε) = 1/2

∫ +1

−1
dµ f = h3c2/ε3J(ε))

as measured at the centre of the core. Compare
panels a and b to Figs. 20&21 and 22 of Mezza-
cappa & Bruenn (1993b)

density of neutrinos) when neutrino-electron scattering is in effect. Because of the larger mean
free paths at lower energies (λ ∝ 1/ε2), also the deleptonization of the central parts of the core is
facilitated, when the average energy of the neutrinos is lowered due to neutrino-electron scattering.
To illustrate this with additional numbers we remark that at ρc = 5 × 1011 g cm−3 , the neutrino
production rate measured in units of 1/(cm3 ·MeV · s) peaks at ε = 22 MeV (which at that time
approximately equals the chemical potential of the electrons) in our model NES. The transport
optical depth for neutrinos of this energy is τ ≈ 280, corresponding to a time scale of hundreds of
milliseconds for diffusing out of the innermost few hundred kilometers of the core. For neutrinos
with energies ε . 10 MeV, which is roughly the energy, where the peak of the neutrino distribution
is shifted to due to neutrino-electron scattering (cf. Fig. 5.4c), this time scale is smaller by roughly
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an order of magnitude, enabling the neutrinos to escape from the core carrying away lepton number.
Figures (5.3a,b) show that the differences between the electron fraction profiles of model NES and
NONES are confined exactly to the same region, where also the entropy profiles differ notably
between both models, supporting the argument concerning the interconnection between entropy
generation and decrease in electron fraction. By the time the central density has reached ρc =
1013 g cm−3 , the neutrino distribution at the centre of the core has equilibrated with the matter
for model NES, whereas there are still unpopulated low energy states in model NONES (Fig. 5.4c).
Therefore, between ρc = 1013 g cm−3 and ρc = 1014 g cm−3 there is more entropy generation (within
a larger part of the inner core) for model NONES.

At ρc = 1012 g cm−3 , the luminosity of model NES is considerably enhanced throughout the
core of model NES as compared to model NONES (Fig. 5.4b). This is a combined effect of the
larger neutrino production rates, and hence a larger neutrino fraction in the centre, as well as the
increased mean free paths of the neutrinos. Both effects are obviously able to overcompensate
the somewhat reduced average neutrino energies (Fig. 5.4a), which, for a given number flux of
neutrinos, tend to decrease the total luminosity. As the density increases further, the neutrino
fraction (not depicted here) of model NES eventually drops below the values computed in model
NONES. Moreover, with the inner core becoming optically thick for low energy neutrinos, no more
empty low energy states are available and hence the release of neutrinos from the inner core is no
more facilitated markedly by neutrino-electron downscattering. For these reasons the luminosity
in the inner core of model NES finally becomes smaller than for model NONES. In the optically
thin outer core, the luminosity of model NES remains larger for the same reasons as given for the
inner core during earlier epochs.

Figure 5.5 summarizes the consequences of neutrino-electron scattering for the overall collapse
dynamics: Due to the reduced number of electrons in the central parts of the core, the mass of
the homologously collapsing inner core decreases with increasing deleptonization according to the
relation (Goldreich & Weber 1980)

MHC ≈ MCh = 5.83Ye
2 ·M� , (5.2)

where MCh denotes the Chandrasekhar mass (equ. 5.1). As can be seen from Fig. 5.5a, the ho-
mologous core (its extent roughly being bounded by the location of the sonic point, where the
absolute value of the velocity equals the local sound speed) of model NES is by ∆MHC ≈ 0.1 M�
smaller than the more electron-rich core of model NONES. The inner core, its extent being defined
by the location of the maximum infall velocity, is smaller in model NES (and the outer core is
larger) by ∆MIC ≈ 0.15 M�, when ρc = 1014 g cm−3 . In anticipation of an elaborate discussion of
the post-bounce phase we note that this mass difference translates to an additional energy loss of
approximately 2.5×1051 erg for the bounce shock that eventually forms on the surface of the inner
core. In fact, from extending the simulation of model NONES into the post-bounce phase, it seems
that model NONES might indeed produce a prompt supernova explosion, whereas no indications
of a successful (prompt) explosion have been found for model NES. The latter results underline the
crucial influence of neutrino-electron scattering on the success or failure of the supernova explosion.

Coming back to the collapse dynamics, we note that changes caused by the inclusion of neutrino-
electron scattering are visible in the profiles of a number of other quantities too, like e. g. in the
density vs. enclosed mass (Fig. 5.5b), which can be employed to explain (see Mezzacappa & Bruenn
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a b

Figure 5.5: Profiles of infall velocity (a) and mass density (b) vs. mass coordinate for model WS18 with neutrino-
electron scattering turned on (model NES: bold lines) and turned off (model NONES: thin lines). The short lines
in panel a show the (negative of the) local sound speed. Curves are displayed at times when the central density is
approximately 1010 g cm−3 (the initial model), 1012 g cm−3 , 1013 g cm−3 and 1014 g cm−3 . Compare panels a and
b to Figs. 3 and 5 of Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b), respectively.

1993b, §4.2) related features like e. g. a larger entropy in the outer core of model NONES as
compared to model NES (cf. Fig. 5.3a).

Discussion: For all quantities presented above we find good qualitative agreement between our
models and the models published by Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b). This applies for the radial
profiles as well as for their temporal evolution. References to individual figures shown by Mezza-
cappa & Bruenn (1993b), which our results may be compared with have already been given in the
captions of our plots. In particular, we find that the differential effects due to the implementation
of neutrino-electron scattering — which, in contrast to absolute quantities we consider to be less
sensitive to the details of the stellar model employed — are reproduced very well when compared
with the results of Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b). For example, at ρc = 1013 g cm−3 , the dif-
ference in the central entropy amounts to ∆sc := sNES

c − sNONES
c = 0.20 for our model WS18,

whereas Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b) find ∆sc = 0.22 (see their Fig. 8 and our Fig. 5.3a). At
the same time, the difference in the central electron fraction amounts to ∆Ye, c = −0.03 for our
model WS18, whereas Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b) compute ∆Ye, c = −0.027 (see their Fig. 10
and our Fig. 5.3b).

Ion screening

During the earlier phases of the gravitational collapse, coherent scattering off heavy nuclei is by
far the most important source of neutrino opacity (see Fig. 5.2). For typical neutrino energies,
the total scattering rate due to this process is roughly a factor of ten larger than the second
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a b

Figure 5.6: Central lepton fraction Ylep := Ye + Yνe (panel a) and central entropy per baryon (b) as a function of
the central density for our model WS15 nue (solid lines), compared with the results (diamonds) obtained by Bruenn
& Mezzacappa (1997, Figs. 4a, 8a).

largest interaction rate, which is inelastic neutrino-electron scattering or elastic neutrino-neutron
scattering (cf. Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997, Table I). The dominant role of the neutrino-nucleus
scattering rate for the total opacity suggests that corrections to the “standard” Freedman cross
section might have an important influence on the collapse dynamics. Here we will address one of
these corrections, namely the reduction of the scattering rate for low energy neutrinos caused by
spatial ion-ion correlations (“ion screening”).

Due to the relatively low temperatures and high densities, Coulomb forces are able to keep the
heavy nuclei (ions) in a spatially correlated state during core-collapse. For this reason, the scattering
amplitudes of neutrinos with wavelengths larger than the inter-ion spacing need to be superposed
coherently, which — much similar to Bragg reflection on a crystal — leads to a substantially reduced
scattering rate for low energy neutrinos (see e. g. Lattimer & Burrows 1990; Horowitz 1997; Bruenn
& Mezzacappa 1997). As a consequence of the increased mean free paths, low energy neutrinos
more easily leak out of the collapsing core through the “low energy window”, which is opened by the
effect of ion screening. Moreover, due to downscattering of high energy electron capture neutrinos
by electrons (see previous section), also neutrinos produced with larger energies can contribute to
the lepton loss through this “low energy window”. Until the works of Horowitz (1997) and Bruenn
& Mezzacappa (1997), the question to what extent the deleptonization and entropy generation in
stellar core-collapse simulations are altered by this effect has only briefly been addressed in the
literature (Bowers & Wilson 1982; Lattimer & Burrows 1990; Bruenn 1993). Employing the most
recent calculations of ion screening corrections (Horowitz 1997), Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997) have
performed detailed numerical simulations in order to investigate claims (Horowitz 1997) that the
inclusion of spatial ion correlations might substantially enhance the deleptonization of collapsing
iron cores.

These simulations, performed for two different iron cores, one taken from Woosley & Weaver’s
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a b

Figure 5.7: Panel a shows the energy averaged transport optical depth (for a definition see equ. 5.23) in the
centre of the core at times, when the central density has reached the values as indicated by different line styles in
the plot. At the same times, the spectral distribution of the angle averaged central neutrino occupation number
(M (0) = 1/2

∫ +1

−1
dµf = h3c2/ε3J , bold lines) is shown together with its equilibrium values (thin lines) in panel b.

The plots may be compared to Figs. 3 and 7 of Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997).

15 M� model ”s15s7b2”, the other from their 25 M� model ”s25s7b8” (cf. Fig. 5.1), show that the
“low energy window” opened by introducing ion screening corrections is indeed efficiently filled by
neutrinos which have been downscattered in energy space by electrons. However, it was argued that
the corresponding neutrino phase space is too small to account for a significant or even catastrophic
additional deleptonization of the core as claimed by Horowitz (1997). Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997)
found that the increased deleptonization through the “low energy window” amounts to only a
modest ∆Ylep = −0.015. As a consequence, the mass enclosed by the bounce shock when it forms
also turned out to be smaller, but only by a negligible amount (∆Mshock = −0.014M� for the
15 M� model, and ∆Mshock = −0.036M� for the 25 M� model, respectively) as compared to the
models computed without ion screening corrections (Mshock ≈ 0.60 M� and Mshock ≈ 0.64 M�,
respectively).

Numerical model (“WS15 nue”): In order to validate the results of Bruenn & Mezzacappa
(1997), we have performed a Newtonian simulation of the collapse phase of an iron core of mass
MFe = 1.28 M� (plus the innermost 0.1 M� of the silicon shell) taken from the 15 M� progenitor
star “s15s7b2” (Woosley 1999; Heger 2000). The input physics, in particular the stellar model
and the high-density equation of state, were chosen virtually identical to model “B” computed by
Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997). Besides testing our implementation of the ion screening corrections,
this also allowed us to perform a detailed quantitative comparison of the results computed by our
new radiation hydrodynamics code with the multi-group flux-limited diffusion method used by
Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997).

For the electron neutrinos, the physical prescriptions for the different interaction processes were
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Figure 5.8: Spectrum of the comoving
frame luminosity of electron neutrinos at
the surface of the iron core at times, when
the central density has reached the values
as indicated by different line styles in the
plot.

the same as Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997) employed for their model “B”: We include β-processes
and elastic scattering of neutrinos off free nucleons (identical to Bruenn 1985; Mezzacappa &
Bruenn 1993c), scattering of neutrinos off α-particles and heavy nuclei including the ion screening
corrections for the latter process (Horowitz 1997, implemented like Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997) and
neutrino-electron and neutrino-positron scattering (conceptually similar to Bruenn 1985; Bruenn &
Mezzacappa 1997). Different from Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997), we do not calculate the transport
of other types of neutrinos, which, however does not make a difference during the collapse phase.

Results: Figure 5.6 displays our results for the deleptonization and entropy generation during
collapse. In panel (a) we display the total lepton fraction Ylep := Ye + Yνe at the centre of the
core as a function of the central density with the latter serving as a suitable time coordinate. The
crucial phase for core-deleptonization and entropy generation occurs between central densities of
1011 g cm−3 and about 1012 g cm−3 , when the core is still not highly opaque to the low energy
part of the neutrino spectrum (see Fig. 5.7a). For neutrinos of energies ε . 20 MeV, ion screening
leads to a substantial reduction of the transport optical depth and hence facilitates the transport
of neutrino number and energy out of the core (see Fig. A.1 and Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997,
Fig. 3). From Fig. 5.7b it also becomes evident that the neutrino phase space associated with this
“low energy window” gets quickly populated during this time. Comparing a calculation including
neutrino-electron scattering to one with neutrino-electron scattering switched off (see Fig. 5.4a) it
becomes obvious, that it is indeed the “downscattering” of neutrinos off electrons that is responsible
for filling the low energy part of the neutrino phase space.

By the time the central density has reached about 2×1012 g cm−3 , the core has finally become
extremely opaque to neutrinos of all energies (Fig. 5.7a). The diffusive transport of neutrino
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Figure 5.9: Profiles of the total lep-
ton fraction Ylep (dashed-dotted line) and
the electron neutrino fraction Yνe (solid
line) as a function of the enclosed mass at
the time when the central density reaches
1014 g cm−3 . The results of Bruenn &
Mezzacappa (1997, Fig. 5a) are plotted as
diamonds, for comparison.

number and energy becomes inefficient on collapse time scales and the deleptonization and entropy
generation in the inner core effectively ceases (see Fig. 5.6a,b) irrespective of the ion screening
corrections, because of the large overall values of the transport optical depth and the fact that the
importance of scattering of neutrinos off heavy nuclei decreases relative to other opacity sources
(e. g. neutrino-nucleon scattering).

At ρc ≈ 1013 g cm−3 , the neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium with the stellar matter, which is
illustrated by Fig. 5.7b, showing that the occupation function is indistinguishable from the Fermi-
Dirac spectrum at equilibrium. The angular distribution of the occupation number has also become
highly isotropic throughout the innermost 0.5 M� of the core, as can be seen from the value of the
Eddington factor, which equals 1/3 in this region (Fig. 5.10).

Discussion: Comparing our results to Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997), we find excellent agreement
of the lepton fraction and the entropy per baryon at the centre of the core as a function of the
central density (see Fig. 5.6). Also the total lepton fraction as a function of enclosed mass is
reproduced very well (see Fig. 5.9). Using the mass coordinate where the entropy per baryon
after core bounce first exceeds a value of s = 3 kB as the definition for the shock formation point
(Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997), we obtain a value of Mshock ≈ 0.62M� which is about 0.03M� or
5% larger than the value given by Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997, Table V). For completeness and
future comparison, we also show spectra of the surface luminosity as a function of time (Fig. 5.8).

In judging our results, it has, however, to be taken into account that Bruenn & Mezzacappa
(1997) employed a multi-group flux-limited diffusion (MGFLD) approximation for treating the
neutrino transport, whereas our code attempts to solve the Boltzmann equation. Unfortunately we
cannot compare our results directly to other simulations that used an accurate neutrino transport,
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but can only rely on somewhat indirect arguments, instead: Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b,c)
have in great detail compared core-collapse simulations employing the MGFLD approximation
with results obtained with their SN-method for Boltzmann neutrino transport. For the quantities
presented above they also find good agreement between the results obtained with the MGFLD
code and the more accurate SN-method throughout the entire inner core. Of course, good overall
agreement had to be expected for the inner core for the following reasons: In the very early phases
(ρc . 1011 g cm−3 ) of the collapse, when major parts of the core are still optically thin and a
diffusion approximation (cf. equ. 2.32) is not well justified, the evolution is largely dominated by
the local emission of neutrinos which escape virtually without further interaction and therefore
the precise treatment of the transport of energy and lepton number through the core is not so
important. Later (ρc & 1011 g cm−3 ) the inner core quickly becomes optically thick and diffusive
transport establishes, which, e. g. can be seen from the Eddington factor approaching a value of
1/3 (Fig. 5.10a). Accordingly, in the inner core the mean flux factor

〈fH〉 :=

∫∞
0 dεH(ε)∫∞
0 dε J(ε)

(5.3)

obtained for our model “WS15 nue” equals the flux factor with H(ε) computed by a MGFLD
approximation

HMGFLD(ε) := −3Λ{J(ε)} · 1
3χtr(ε)

∂J(ε)
∂r

, (5.4)

where J(ε) is taken from our simulations and χtr is the transport opacity (cf. equ. 2.30). The “flux
limiter” is chosen similar1 to Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997) and Bruenn (1985), respectively:

Λ{J(ε)} =
1

3 + χtr(ε)−1|∂J(ε)/∂r|/J(ε)
. (5.5)

In the outer core, the situation is different: Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b,c) convincingly
demonstrate that for a number of quantities there are real and significant deviations of the MGFLD
solutions from those obtained with an SN-method. In particular, they find an electron neutrino
fraction which is by up to 20% larger for the Boltzmann run as compared to the MGFLD simula-
tions. For the total lepton fraction, however, this translates to a difference of only 1%, which our
results are obviously consistent with (cf. Fig. 5.9). Of course, a more direct and conclusive com-
parison of our variable Eddington factor method with the latest implementation of an SN-method
(Mezzacappa & Messer 1999) is desirable and is intended to be performed soon.

The seemingly good agreement between the MGFLD flux factor computed by eqns. (5.3–5.5)
and our transport results, which, for ρc & 1012 g cm−3 , is visible in Fig. 5.10b also in the outer core
is likely to be a coincidence of choosing the particular form (5.5) — which is by no means motivated
physically — for the flux limiter. We have also tried other commonly employed flux limiters and
found them to provide much poorer approximations in the outer core. In addition, one should keep
in mind that the quantity J(ε) that is used to estimate the MGFLD flux factor is taken from an
accurate transport calculation and thus evolutionary effects of the MGFLD approximation are not
accounted for. This coincidence is also not thought to be responsible for the overall similarity of the

1For the present purpose it is not necessary to take into account the corrections employed by Bruenn, Buchler, &
Yueh (1978) to the more simple form of the flux limiter (5.5).
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Figure 5.10: Panel a shows the Eddington factor (second normalized moment of the specific intensity) as a function
of enclosed mass at times, when the central density has reached the values as indicated by different line styles in the
plot. At the same times, the flux factor (first normalized moment of the specific intensity) is shown (with bold lines)
in panel b, together with the flux factor as predicted for a MGFLD calculation (thin lines; see the text for details).

hydrodynamics of Boltzmann and MGFLD core-collapse calculations, where Mezzacappa & Bruenn
(1993c,b) found rather good agreement for quantities like profiles of the electron fraction, entropy,
density and velocity also in the outer core. It is rather due to the very short time a particular fluid
element spends at intermediate optical depths (0.1 . τ . 1), which is a consequence of the specifics
of the collapse dynamics, that the effect of the MGFLD approximation on the hydrodynamics and
thermodynamics of the stellar matter remains of relatively moderate magnitude also in the outer
core.

Spectral resolution

For a few quantities discussed so far we observe some spurious oscillations as a function of radial
(mass-) coordinate and time, respectively. Figure 5.3, for example, shows these features for the
entropy per baryon and the electron fraction as a function of mass for ρc & 1013 g cm−3 and
0 ≤ M . 0.6 M�. Similar structures are visible in the neutrino luminosity (Fig. 5.4b) as a function
of radius and the central entropy as a function of central density (or time) (Fig. 5.6b).

Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993c) have found almost identical features in their core-collapse calcu-
lations and have identified an insufficient spectral resolution of the degenerate Fermi distribution of
the electron neutrinos to be the origin of these oscillations. The argument is detailed in Mezzacappa
& Bruenn (1993c, §3.3), here we will only briefly outline the main points.

For the temperatures and densities where the oscillations occur, the neutrino distribution func-
tion f is very close to the equilibrium distribution f eq. The latter is well approximated by a
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Figure 5.11: Electron neutrino fraction Yνe (bold solid line, scale given by the axis on the left hand side of the plot)
and electron neutrino equilibrium chemical potential µeq

e (“Fermi surface”, dashed-dotted line, scale given by the axis
on the right hand side) for model “WS18” as functions of enclosed mass at the time, when the central density has
reached 1014 g cm−3 . The spectral resolution of the energy grid is indicated by the spacing of the short horizontal
lines (right ordinate), which are drawn at boundaries of the energy grid. Panel a displays results obtained with “low”
spectral resolution (21 energy bins distributed geometrically between 0 and 380 MeV), panel b shows the run with
“high” spectral resolution (81 energy bins covering the same spectral range). For better comparison Yνe from the
high-resolution run is drawn as a thin line also in panel a.

Fermi-Dirac distribution with zero temperature (µeq
νe/T ' 100) and hence

f = f eq(ε) = Θ(µeq
νe
− ε) , Θ(x) :=

{
1 for x ≥ 0,

0 for x < 0 ,
(5.6)

where the neutrino Fermi energy is given by the equilibrium chemical potential µeq
νe = µe + µp−µn

(µe, µp and µn denote the chemical potentials including the rest energies of electrons, protons and
neutrons, respectively). Since in our as well as in the code of Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993c) average
values of the emissivity (and hence the equilibrium distribution function) within individual energy
bins are calculated by a zeroth order quadrature2 (cf. eqns. A.36, A.37), the neutrino number
density

nνe =
4π

(hc)3

∫ ∞

0
dε ε2f(ε)

(5.6)
=

4π
(hc)3

(µeq
νe)3

3
(5.7)

2As discussed in Appendix A.2.5 a zeroth order quadrature guarantees that detailed balance holds for our imple-
mentation of inelastic scattering reactions. It appears to be difficult to verify this fundamental property numerically
when higher-order quadrature formulae are used.
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computed by the code is (cf. Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993c, equ. 67)

nνe =
4π

(hc)3

jF−1∑
j=0

∆εj+1/2ε
2
j+1/2 +


4π

(hc)3 ∆εjF+1/2ε
2
jF+1/2 , if µeq

νe ≥ εjF+1/2 ,

0 , if µeq
νe < εjF+1/2 ,

(5.8)

where ∆εj+1/2 is the width of the energy bin with boundaries εj and εj+1. The index jF labels the
energy bin, where the Fermi energy of the neutrino distribution is located (εjF < µeq

νe ≤ εjF+1).
Equation (5.8) implies that in the completely degenerate case there is a sudden rise in the

number density (and related quantities), each time the neutrino Fermi energy crosses the zone
centre of a particular energy bin. In Fig. 5.11a this can be seen to occur for example at a mass
coordinate of M = 0.5 M�. Moving further inward, the baryon number density nB = m−1

u ρ
increases with the mass density, while the neutrino number density nνe stays constant according
to equ. (5.8), and therefore the neutrino fraction Yνe := nνe/nB decreases again after its initial
rise. When the neutrino Fermi energy approaches the zone boundary of the same bin (e. g. at
M = 0.42 M�), the error introduced by equ. (5.8) vanishes. Almost exactly at this position (see
the dotted vertical lines in Fig. 5.11a), the curve for Yνe (bold line in Fig. 5.11a) intersects with
the reference data (thin line in Fig. 5.11a) drawn from a highly resolved simulation (see below).
Moving further towards smaller mass coordinates and higher densities, the neutrino Fermi energy
µeq

νe increases, but it is now below the zone centre energy of the next higher energy bin. The second
case in equ. (5.8) applies, and nνe is underestimated, until µeq

νe approaches the zone centre and the
pattern repeats itself. Due to the finite temperatures the whole pattern is smooth and Yνe varies
continuously which implies that a second intersection with the reference curve must be present
between the mass coordinates of a local minimum of Yνe and of a local maximum.

For comparison, we have computed the same model with a significantly enhanced spectral
resolution: We spend 81 instead of 21 bins to resolve the energy range between 0 and 380 MeV.
The error introduced by equ. (5.8) is considerably smaller, since much less phase-space is associated
with an individual energy bin. The results of this simulation are displayed in Fig. 5.11b. We
find the neutrino fraction (and related quantities) to be perfectly smooth functions of the mass
coordinate. As a reasonable compromise between accuracy and computational load, we find that
using approximately 30 (geometrically spaced) energy bins is sufficient to adequately resolve the
Fermi surface of the degenerate distribution of electron neutrinos that builds up during collapse.

5.2 Core collapse and post-bounce evolution of a 15 M� progenitor

star

After having demonstrated that our newly developed radiation hydrodynamics method is able
to compute accurate core-collapse models, we are ready to apply the numerical tool also to the
interesting post-collapse phase, where a precise treatment of the neutrino transport is indispensable.
A few reconsiderations of the physical approximations made for the collapse phase (cf. Sect. 5.1)
concerning their validity also during the post-bounce evolution of the core are necessary at first. We
will then describe the temporal evolution of one particular model that has been chosen to be able
to compare with the MGFLD models of Bruenn (1993) and Bruenn et al. (1995, see also Bruenn
& Mezzacappa 1994). Using our results, some of the basic physics characterizing the post-bounce
phase which has already been briefly described in the introduction, will be highlighted in the course
of describing the model.
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5.2.1 Preliminaries

In the hydrodynamic shock wave that is launched by the bouncing inner core, kinetic energy of the
infalling outer core material is dissipated into thermal energy. In the beginning typical post-shock
temperatures and entropies per baryon are of the order of T ' 10 MeV and s ' 10 kB , respectively.
Thus, the large electron degeneracy present during collapse is lowered. Since the electron chemical
potential decreases towards lower densities, positrons appear in appreciable number behind the
shock at larger radii and electron antineutrinos can be created in the reaction e+ + n → p + ν̄e. In
addition, neutrino pairs of all flavours are produced by electron-positron annihilation.

5.2.2 Numerical model

Our initial model at the onset of collapse is taken from the 15 M� stellar model “s15s7b2” (Woosley
1999), representative of a star with a relatively small iron core. The numerical grid extends out
to a radius of 20 000 km, enclosing a total mass of 2.36 M�, which includes the central iron
core (0 ≤ M ≤ 1.28 M�), the silicon shell (1.28 M� ≤ M ≤ 1.77 M�) and a major part of
the neon-magnesium-oxygen shell (cf. Fig. 5.1a). In total 400 radial grid zones are used for
the hydrodynamics. The zones are initially distributed according to a prescription suggested for
core-collapse simulations by Zwerger (1995) that ensures good resolution in the vicinity of the
anticipated shock formation point. The hydrodynamic grid is advanced along with the fluid flow in
the earlier phases of collapse, and is later kept fixed in time. The neutrino transport is calculated
on a Eulerian radial grid consisting of 213 logarithmically spaced zones. The spectrum of neutrino
energies is resolved by 27 geometrically spaced energy bins (ε0 = 0 and εi+1 = αεi for i ≥ 1, with
ε1 = 2 MeV and ε27 = 380 MeV). The collapse started without special triggering. In order to
compare with the MGFLD simulations of Bruenn et al. (1995) and to the studies of Messer et al.
(1998) and Mezzacappa & Messer (1999), hydrodynamics and neutrino transport are calculated in
the Newtonian approximation. As in the latter models, the equation of state of Lattimer & Swesty
(1991) is invoked for the high density regime (ρ & 108 g cm−3 ), using the value K = 180 MeV for
the nuclear incompressibility modulus. For the other parameters entering the equation of state, e. g.
nuclear saturation density, symmetry energy, etc., we use the “standard” values (see Sect. 3.1.2) as
given by Lattimer & Swesty (1991). At lower densities, an equation of state for an ideal gas of a
given mixture of baryonic species supplemented by Coulomb-lattice corrections, and ideal gases of
electrons, positrons and photons (Janka 1999) is employed. More information about both equations
of state and their joint implementation can be found in Sect. 3.1.2 For simplicity, and because we
are not primarily interested in nucleosynthesis aspects, nuclear reactions are not taken into account
in the low-density regime, where the stellar matter is out of nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE).

In order to save computer time3, neutrino transport is calculated for electron neutrinos and
antineutrinos only. The considered neutrino-matter interactions comprise inelastic scattering of
neutrinos off electrons and positrons (ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e})

ν + e± 
 ν + e± , (5.9)

3The entire simulation of model “WS15”, which was running with a speed of 3 GFlop/s on a single NEC SX-5/3C
vector processor (with a theoretical peak performance of 8 GFlop/s) of the “Himiko” machine at the Rechenzentrum
Garching took several hundred hours of CPU time.
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Figure 5.12: Trajectories of selected mass shells vs. time for model “WS15”. The plotted trajectories correspond
to mass shells that are equidistantly spaced in intervals of 0.02 M�. Bold lines indicate the trajectories of the initial
composition interfaces. The bold line originating at tb = 211.60 ms traces the position of the hydrodynamic shock
wave. The dashed curve shows the position of the gain radius (cf. equ. 5.28).

elastic scattering of neutrinos off free nucleons (ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e})

ν +
(

n

p

)

 ν +

(
n

p

)
, (5.10)

coherent scattering of neutrinos off heavy nuclei including corrections due to ion-ion correlations
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(ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e})

ν + A 
 ν + A , (5.11)

electron captures onto free protons

e− + p 
 n + νe (5.12)

and heavy nuclei

e− + A∗ 
 A + νe , (5.13)

and positron captures by free neutrons

e+ + n 
 ν̄e + p , (5.14)

and the inverses of the latter processes. The interaction rates are calculated as detailed in Appen-
dix A. Both the disregard of muon and tau neutrinos and antineutrinos and the omission of pair
processes for νe and ν̄e are justifiable when the specific role of the neutrino transport for the delayed
explosion mechanism is to be explored: Neutrino heating and cooling below the stalled shock wave
is mediated almost exclusively by the charged-current absorption reactions νe + n 
 e− + p and
ν̄e + p 
 e+ + n with only minor contributions due to pair annihilation, e. g. e− + e+ 
 νe + ν̄e

(Janka 1991a) or inelastic scattering reactions (see also Bruenn 1993, Fig. 6). However, the neglect
of muon and tau neutrinos is known to affect the early shock propagation phase (cf. Bruenn 1989a)
as well as the thermal evolution of the protoneutron star. Implications for our model will be dis-
cussed at the end of this chapter. There it will be argued that the major approximations made
for our model (viz. Newtonian gravity, absence of muon and tau flavour neutrinos) most probably
facilitate the supernova explosion.

5.2.3 Results

We first give an overview of the global evolution of our model that has been followed through
core-collapse and bounce and for roughly 450 ms into the post-bounce phase. According to the
position and the velocity (note the logarithmic radius scale of Fig. 5.12!) of the shock front, a
number of distinct temporal phases can be identified after core collapse. They will be discussed in
the subsequent sections.

Overview of the global evolution

Mass trajectories: Figure 5.12 provides a general overview of the complete dynamical evolution
of our model “WS15”. We display the trajectories rM (t) of a number of selected Lagrangian mass
shells M , as obtained by inverting the relation

M(t, r) = 4π
∫ r

0
dr′ r′2ρ(t, r′) (5.15)

with respect to the radial coordinate r. Between t = 0 and t ≈ 210 ms, one recognizes the collapse
phase, as characterized by a progressive contraction of the iron core. Mass shells with M & 1.5 M�
remain nearly unaffected by the collapse of the iron core. After roughly 210 ms, core bounce occurs
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a b

c

Figure 5.13: Radial profiles of the mass density
(panel a), velocity (panel b), matter temperature
(panel c; dotted lines) and entropy (panel c, solid
lines) for model “WS15”. Curves are labeled with
the times as indicated in the plots.

coherently for the inner core (MIC ≈ 0.6 M�). The rebounding inner core drives a shock wave
into the infalling outer core. When passing the hydrodynamic shock, material of the outer core
is decelerated and subsequently settles onto the newly formed neutron star. At 160 ms after its
formation, the hydrodynamic shock reaches a maximum radius of r ≈ 350 km, then it recedes again
and ends as an accretion shock at r ≈ 250 km.

Profiles: Figure 5.13 shows the post-bounce evolution of the radial profiles of different hydro-
dynamic quantities. For the mass density, one recognizes a rapid steepening of the density profile
behind the shock with time (see e. g. curves “E” and “F” for ρ & 109...10 g cm−3 in Fig. 5.13a),
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a b

Figure 5.14: Panel a shows integral values of some energy quantities as functions of time for model “WS15”: Fluid
energies (solid lines), viz. kinetic energy (Etot

kin), gravitational potential energy (Etot
pot), internal energy (Etot

int ), and

neutrino energies (Etot,Eul
νe

and Etot,Eul
ν̄e

, dashed and dashed-dotted lines, respectively). Etot (dotted line) denotes
the sum of all individual energies present on the numerical grid. Panel b shows integral values on the grid of some
lepton numbers: the net number of charged leptons (N tot

e := N tot
e− − N tot

e+ ; upper solid line), the number of electron
neutrinos (dashed) and electron antineutrinos (dashed-dotted). The upper thin dotted line shows the total net lepton
number (N tot

lep := N tot
e− + N tot,Eul

νe
− N tot

e+ − N tot,Eul
ν̄e

) residing on the numerical grid. For comparison, panel b also

shows the net number of charged leptons NM≤MFe
e (lower solid line) and of all leptons (lower thin dotted line) of the

“iron core”, i. e. only particles within 0 ≤ r ≤ rMFe with MFe = 1.28 M� are considered.

resulting in the formation of the so-called “cliff” (Bethe & Wilson 1985; Bethe 1990), which bounds
the newly formed protoneutron star from the outside “vacuum” (see also Bruenn 1993, Fig. 8).

As the shock propagates outwards the postshock velocities decrease rapidly. With the exception
of a short period between 320 ms and 350 ms (see curves “E” and “F” in Fig. 5.13b), where small
positive values are found, the velocities immediately behind the shock front have steadily decreased
dropping to values of v ≈ −5× 108 cm s−1 by the time our calculation was terminated (Fig. 5.13b).
No indications for a successful shock revival were seen. However, the maximum values of the
entropy s ≈ 13 kB (Fig. 5.13c, curve “F”) come close to the value s ≈ 15 kB , which is regarded as
an estimate for the minimum entropy in the heating region that is required to obtain a successful
explosion in this star (e. g. Janka & Keil 1998).

Integral quantities: To conclude the overview, we briefly discuss the temporal evolution of some
integral quantities: Figure 5.14a shows the total values on the computational grid of the potential,
kinetic, internal energy as well as the energy in electron neutrinos and antineutrinos and the sum
of all energies. When equ. (2.62, see also equ. 2.67) is integrated over the computational domain
(0 ≤ r ≤ R) one obtains

∂

∂t
(Etot

int + Etot
kin + Etot

pot + Etot,Eul
νe

+ Etot,Eul
ν̄e

) = −4πR2
[
(ρe + p +

1
2
ρv2)v

]
r=R

− LEul(R) , (5.16)
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with

Etot
int :=

∫
dV ρe, Etot

kin :=
1
2

∫
dV ρv2, Etot

pot :=
1
2

∫
dV ρφ , (5.17)

and

Etot,Eul
ν =

∫
dV EEul

ν , ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e} , (5.18)

where Etot,Eul
ν denotes the total energy in neutrinos and antineutrinos, respectively and LEul =

4πR2 (FEul
νe

+ FEul
ν̄e

) is the sum of the luminosities of neutrinos and antineutrinos, all measured in
the Eulerian frame of reference. When the sum of all energies inside the computational volume
(Etot

int + Etot
kin + Etot

pot + Etot,Eul
νe + Etot,Eul

ν̄e
) is corrected for the neutrino energy that is radiated away

from the grid and — less important — for the fluid energy that is advected through the outer grid
boundary (given by the first term on the rhs. of equ. 5.16), energy is conserved to better than 1%
of the maximum potential energy. Figure 5.14b shows the net number of charged (electron flavour)
leptons, as defined by

N tot
e := N tot

e− −N tot
e+ = m−1

u

∫
dV ρYe , (5.19)

together with the total number of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos

N tot,Eul
ν :=

∫
dV NEul

ν , ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e} . (5.20)

A conservation equation for the total lepton number is obtained by integrating equ. (2.64) over the
computational domain (0 ≤ r ≤ R) which gives

∂

∂t
(N tot

e +N tot,Eul
νe

−N tot,Eul
ν̄e

) = −4πR2
[
nev

]
r=R

− LEul , (5.21)

where LEul = 4πR2 (FEul
νe

−FEul
ν̄e

) is the number of electron neutrinos minus the number of electron
antineutrinos that is radiated away at r = R per unit time. When the lepton number carried
away by neutrinos leaving the computational volume and the number of charged leptons that are
advected through the outer grid boundary (given by the first term on the rhs. of equ. 5.21) is also
taken into account, the total lepton number N tot

lep := N tot
e− + N tot

νe
− N tot

e+ − N tot
ν̄e

is conserved to
within an accuracy of better than 0.1% of the initial number of charged leptons on the grid.

Figure 5.14b reveals that starting with the time of bounce, a large number of electron neutrinos,
and somewhat later also electron antineutrinos are created at the expense of the corresponding
charged leptons. Figure 5.14b also shows that most of the neutrinos are created within the former
iron core (i. e. inside a mass coordinate of MFe = 1.28 M�).

As can be seen from Fig. 5.14a, neutrino energies amount to about 10% of the typical internal
energies of the fluid. Starting at about t ≈ 70 ms after bounce, which is approximately the light-
crossing time between the shock wave and the outer grid boundary, one recognizes a steady decrease
of the total energy and lepton number present on our computational grid. This is caused by the
fact that the intense burst of neutrinos leaves the computational grid at the outer boundary. This
burst of electron neutrinos is visible in the neutrino luminosities depicted in Fig. 5.15, where we
plot the νe and ν̄e luminosities and the mean energies as measured at a radius of r = 1000 km as
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Figure 5.15: Electron neutrino and an-
tineutrino luminosities (bold solid lines)
and mean energies (thin solid lines), mea-
sured by a comoving observer located at
r = 1000 km as functions of time. Also
shown is the mass accretion rate dM/dt =
4πrs(t)

2ρ(t, rs(t))v(t, rs(t)), through the
shock (dashed-dotted line, scale on the
right ordinate) its position rs(t) being de-
fined by the minimum of the infall velocity.
The figure can be compared with Bruenn
et al. (1995, Figs. 3, 4; see also Bruenn
1993, Fig. 11).

a function of time. The burst arrives at the chosen radial position, only 6 ms after core bounce,
reaching a peak value of Lνe = 3.36 × 1053 erg s−1. Within 40 ms the electron neutrino luminosity
decreases by more than an order of magnitude until it approximately equals the luminosity of
electron antineutrinos. For roughly 200 ms, both luminosities remain almost constant at a value
of Lνe/ν̄e

≈ 3 × 1052 erg s−1, until they begin to decay slowly. Together with the initial rise of the
luminosities one notices in Fig. 5.15 a sharp increase of the mean energy of the neutrinos, expressed
in terms of the RMS-energy

〈εν〉RMS :=
(∫∞

0 dε ε2Jν(ε)∫∞
0 dε Jν(ε)

)1/2

, ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e} . (5.22)

The RMS-energy of electron neutrinos rises from 〈εν〉RMS = 10.9 MeV to 〈ενe〉RMS = 14.7 MeV,
drops to 〈ενe〉RMS = 10.5 MeV during the luminosity decline and, after showing some transient
variability, increases modestly to reach 〈ενe〉RMS = 11.2 MeV at the time our simulation was
terminated. The sudden rise from 〈εν̄e〉RMS = 7.6 MeV to 〈εν̄e〉RMS = 13.3 MeV of the RMS-
energy of the electron antineutrinos is followed by a modest increase similar to the case of electron
neutrinos. At the end of the calculation a value of 〈εν̄e〉RMS = 15.5 MeV is reached.

Collapse and shock formation

The collapse phase of model “WS15” proceeds virtually identical to model “WS15 nue”, which was
already analyzed in detail previously. Concerning the implemented physics, models “WS15 nue”
and “WS15” differ only in the facts that in the latter model also electron antineutrinos are taken
into account and electron captures onto heavy nuclei are included. As it was argued previously,
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Figure 5.16: Profiles of the velocity
vs. enclosed mass for model “WS15”. The
corresponding times are given in the plot.
The dashed line corresponds to the time of
bounce tb := 211.60 ms (see the text).

electron antineutrinos cannot be produced abundantly during collapse due to the high degeneracy
of electrons and therefore do not carry appreciable amounts of energy and lepton number. In fact,
at core bounce we find the total number of electron antineutrinos on the computational grid to be
about six orders of magnitude smaller than the number of electron neutrinos in model “WS15”,
and therefore we confirm that the electron antineutrinos can well be neglected for the collapse
dynamics (cf. Fig. 5.14b). Due to nuclear shell effects electron captures onto heavy nuclei, a
reaction which was also neglected in model “WS15 nue”, already cease when densities of the order
of 5× 1010 g cm−3 are exceeded. Before this epoch, the capture rates of heavy nuclei are too small
to contribute notably to the deleptonization of the core. The maximum difference between the
central lepton fractions and entropies of models “WS15” and “WS15 nue” amounts to ∆Ylep,c :=
Y WS15

lep (r = 0) − Y WS15 nue
lep (r = 0) ≈ −0.005 and ∆sc := sWS15(r = 0) − sWS15 nue(r = 0) ≈ 0.01,

which for both quantities is only a few percent of the total change occuring during the entire
collapse phase. The maximum differences are found at the time, when the central density is
ρc ≈ 2 × 1010 g cm−3 . For ρc > 3 × 1011 g cm−3 , the curves of the central lepton fraction as a
function of time are practically indistinguishable in both models. The same is true for the central
entropy.

Core bounce and shock formation are visible in Fig. 5.16. At t ≈ 211.3 ms, the equation of state
first stiffens at the centre of the homologously collapsing inner core (the adiabatic exponent at the
centre rises from γ ≈ 1.2 to γ ≈ 2.1; subsequently at t ≈ 211.5 ms a maximum value of γ ≈ 2.4 is
reached). This marks the point of “last good homology”. Only 0.05 ms later, the innermost 0.5 M�
have stopped their infall. At the edge of the subsonic inner core, the pressure waves emanating
from the centre steepen to form the bounce shock which detaches and starts propagating outwards.

Adopting the convention to define the location of shock formation employed by Bruenn &
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Figure 5.17: Shock breakout for model
“WS15”: Radial profiles of the comoving
frame neutrino luminosities (solid lines)
are displayed for three different post-
bounce times (tpb). The corresponding ra-
dial positions of the shock are indicated
by bold arrows, ρS denotes the mean of
pre and postshock densities. The thin ar-
rows indicate the positions of the (elec-
tron) neutrino spheres (for a definition see
equ. 5.23). For comparison we also show
the antineutrino luminosities (dashed lines,
note the different scalings in the plot). The
figure may be compared to Bruenn & Hax-
ton (1991, Fig. 9).

Mezzacappa (1997), who consider the radial position inside the inner core, where the entropy
per baryon first exceeds a value of 3 kB , we find that the shock in model “WS15” forms at a
radius of Rshock = 12.5 km corresponding to an enclosed mass of Mshock ≈ 0.62M�. This happens
tb = 211.60 ms after the simulation was started, which will be referred to as the time of the bounce
in the following. The central density at this time is ρc(t = tb) = 3.3× 1014 g cm−3 .

Prompt shock propagation

Shock breakout: At early times after core bounce, the hydrodynamic shock is still located well
inside the neutrinospheres — defined as the radial position where the average transport optical
depth (for a definition of the transport opacity χtr see equ. 2.30)

〈τ tr〉(r) :=
∫ ∞

r
dr′

∫∞
0 dεH(r′, ε)χtr(r′, ε)∫∞

0 dεH(r′, ε)
(5.23)

equals unity (cf. Janka 1991b, Eqns. 3.55, 3.56) — and thus the neutrino drift velocities in the
vicinity of the shock are small compared to the velocity of the material falling through the shock.
Therefore only a minor fraction of the neutrinos that are abundantly produced by electron captures
onto free protons in the shock heated matter are able to diffuse ahead of the shock front. For this
reason, the resulting precursor of the luminosity that is moving with the shock is confined to a nar-
row region around the shock front (Fig. 5.17, curve A). The large positive gradient of the luminosity
that is present behind the shock reflects strong net cooling (and deleptonization) of the post-shock
material (cf. equ. 2.59). Ahead of the shock, some of the emitted neutrinos get reabsorbed by the
ambient heavy nuclei and free nucleons, yet the net heating rates are much smaller. In particu-
lar, the neutrino heating rate above the shock front is not large enough to account for significant
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Figure 5.18: Prompt shock propagation
of model “WS15”: The radii of selected
mass shells is plotted as a function of time
after core bounce (see Fig. 5.12 for a global
overview). The plotted trajectories corre-
spond to mass shells that are equidistantly
spaced in intervals of 0.02 M�. Bold lines
are labeled with the corresponding value
in units of M�. The dashed line traces the
radial position of the shock front.

dissociation of the preshock material. If present, a “pre-dissociation” of heavy nuclei into alpha
particles or free nucleons would obviously decrease the amount of disintegration energy that is lost
by the shock, when heavy nuclei pass the shock front and are broken up into free nucleons and
alpha particles (cf. Bruenn & Haxton 1991, for an elaborate study focussing on this subject). When
the shock propagates towards lower densities and approaches the neutrinospheres, the neutrinos
produced in the shock-heated matter encounter preshock material of decreasing opacity and thus
the precursor gets more extended, until finally, when the shock has passed the neutrinospheres
(“shock breakout”), the neutrinos escape freely (Fig. 5.17, curve C).

At this time an intense outburst (often called “neutronization burst”) of neutrinos is released
and starts to travel outward through the star with the speed of light. For example, at tpb := t−tb =
4.37 ms, which is roughly 1.4 ms after shock breakout has occured at r ≈ 80 km, the burst, which
can be recognized by a prominent peak in the neutrino luminosity as a function of time at a given
radial position, reaches a radius of r = 500 km. Integrating the neutrino luminosity over time, the
total energy contained by the burst is calculated as 1.5× 1051 erg in our model “WS15”.

At t ≈ 280 ms, the peak has reached the outer boundary of our computational grid which is lo-
cated at r = 2×104 km. Accordingly, the integral energy and lepton number on the computational
grid start to decrease notably with the rate of the energy (and lepton number) losses, which can be
calculated from the sum (and the difference) of the surface luminosities of neutrinos and antineutri-
nos (and their mean energies) (cf. Fig. 5.14). As can be seen from Fig. 5.17, electron antineutrinos
play no substantial role during the first few milliseconds of the prompt shock propagation phase.

As a result of the neutronization burst, a deep trough in the radial profiles of the electron
fraction and the total lepton fraction is left behind the shock (see Fig. 5.19), which, by virtue of the
diminished lepton pressure, weakens the shock wave. The minimum value of the electron fraction
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Figure 5.19: Profiles of the entropy per
baryon (solid line, scale given by the axis
on the left hand side), electron fraction
(dashed, scale on the rhs.) and total lep-
ton fraction (dotted, scale on the rhs.) at
tpb = 7.15 ms. Arrows point to the radial
positions of the neutrinospheres (for a de-
finition see equ. 5.23) and the shock front,
respectively. The figure may be directly
compared to Bruenn et al. (1995, Fig. 2).
See also Bruenn (1993, Fig. 13).

reached just inside the neutrinospheres is somewhat higher in our model (Ye(r ≈ 70km) = 0.17)
compared to model “WPE15 ls(180) Newt20” (Ye(r ≈ 65km) = 0.13) of Bruenn et al. (1995). This
is consistent with the observation that the number of released electron antineutrinos is slightly
larger in our case. The latter can be explained by the different treatment of the neutrino transport
(Bruenn et al. 1995 use a MGFLD approximation) and the fact that µ- and τ -neutrinos are absent in
our model as compared to Bruenn et al. (1995): When included µ- and τ -neutrinos are able to share
the energy liberated by the shocked stellar material with ν̄e-neutrinos and hence the luminosity of
ν̄e-neutrinos will be reduced.

Dissociation losses: Another obstacle to the prompt shock propagation is the loss of thermal
energy in (photo-) dissociating heavy nuclei in the hot postshock region. For a complete dissociation
of heavy nuclei passing the shock into free nucleons, roughly 8 MeV per single nucleon or more
than 1051 erg per 0.1 M� (=̂1056 nucleons) of material are required. In order to compare this with
the energy lost due to the neutronization burst in our model, we note that at tpb ≈ 4 ms, matter
consisting of 75% 60Co, 15% 4He and 10% free nucleons (mass fractions) passes the shock at a rate
of dM/dt ≈ −23 M�s−1 (see Fig. 5.15). All heavy nuclei get dissolved resulting in a composition
that varies between 50% 4He and 50% free nucleons immediately behind the shock and more than
95% free nucleons 20 km further inside. The corresponding rate of thermal energy consumption
amounts to a few times 1053 erg s−1, which is comparable to the luminosity of the neutronization
burst. During the prompt shock propagation phase (tpb . 20 ms) the shock dissociates roughly
0.6 M� of iron like material (cf. Fig. 5.18) and thereby loses almost 1052 erg of energy.

By the combined action of the neutronization burst and the dissociation losses, only 3.5 ms after
core bounce, when the shock has reached a radius of 85 km corresponding to a mass coordinate
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of 1.08 M�, the fluid velocity immediately behind the shock front gets negative (Fig. 5.18)4. One
also recognizes from Fig. 5.18 that the velocity of the shock as measured relative to the centre of
the star has decreased substantially by the time tpb ≈ 5 ms. The expanding shock turns into a
stagnant accretion shock (i. e. the Eulerian radius coordinate of the shock front does not change,
yet the shock moves outwards in the Lagrangian mass coordinate) at a radius between 90 km and
110 km at tpb ≈ 5 ms. By the rapid accretion of mass (see Fig. 5.15) the shock gets subsequently
pushed out to a radius of roughly 220 km within the next 100 ms (see Fig. 5.12).

Neutrino heating

Gain radius: Figure 5.20 shows the net neutrino heating rate as a function of stellar radius at
three different times during our simulation “WS15”. Recall that positive values of the net-heating
rate mean that energy is transferred to the stellar matter, whereas negative values indicate net
cooling. All displayed profiles show an extended region beneath the shock, where neutrino heating
dominates. Inside the so-called “gain radius” the situation is reversed, and net cooling occurs in a
region between the neutrinospheres and the gain radius. The existence of such a pattern has turned
out to be a generic feature that almost necessarily arises as a consequence of the thermodynamic
conditions in the atmosphere surrounding the newly formed neutron star. It can be understood as
follows (for a more thorough analysis, see e. g. Bruenn 1993): The dominating neutrino interactions
with the stellar matter between the neutrinospheres and the hydrodynamic shock are the charged
current reactions (cf. Fig. 5.21)

νe + n 
 e− + p ,

ν̄e + p 
 e+ + n . (5.24)

With the opacities given by equations (A.38, A.39), the heating rate (per baryon; qE := n−1
B QE)

for the neutrino absorption processes of (5.24) can be rewritten as5

q+
E (r) := 4π

mu

ρ

∫ ∞

0
dε

(
κ∗a,νe

(ε)Jνe(ε) + κ∗a,ν̄e
(ε)Jν̄e(ε)

)
≈

∫ ∞

0
dε ε2

(
XnσaJνe(ε) + XpσaJν̄e(ε)

)
= Xnσa〈ενe〉2RMS

Lνe

4πr2

1
〈fHνe

〉 + Xpσa〈εν̄e〉2RMS

Lν̄e

4πr2

1
〈fHν̄e

〉 ,

(5.25)

with σa := σ0(g2
V + 3g2

A)/(4m2
ec

4) (cf. eqns. A.38, A.39). Xn and Xp are the mass fractions of free
neutrons and protons, respectively. The RMS-energy 〈εν〉RMS and the energy averaged flux factor
〈fHν〉 are defined according to equ. (5.22) and equ. (5.3), respectively (ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e}).

Equation (5.25) reveals the basic factors that determine the positive contribution to the net neu-
trino heating rate. In addition to the abundances of absorbing nucleons, the heating rate depends
on the total luminosity, the spectral distribution of the neutrinos via the mean squared energies and

4By virtue of DrM(t)/Dt = v, the fluid velocity is given by the local time derivative of a mass trajectory rM (t).
5Equation (5.25) is derived with the approximation κ∗a(ε) ∝ ε2, i. e. blocking of electron and neutrino final states

is neglected and the electron rest mass and the rest mass difference between neutron and proton are assumed to be
small compared to the neutrino energy (cf. Appendix A.2.1). In the examples presented here, the combined effect
of these assumptions amounts to less than one percent difference compared to the results obtained with the exact
formulae.
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a b

c

Figure 5.20: Radial profiles of the net neutrino
heating rates (heating minus cooling of the stellar
matter by neutrinos) between the neutrinospheres
(for a definition see equ. 5.23) and the shock front
at tpb = 107 ms (panel a), tpb = 138 ms (panel b)
and tpb = 250 ms (panel c). Bold lines refer to
the net heating rates as obtained with Boltzmann
neutrino transport from our model “WS15”. For
comparison, rates have been calculated accord-
ing to equ. (5.25) using flux factors derived from
three different flux-limiting procedures. The cor-
responding flux limiters are taken from Bruenn
(1985, dashed-dotted lines; see also Messer et al.
1998, Equ. 2), Janka (1992, equ. 15, dashed lines)
and Bowers & Wilson (1982, dotted lines). The
short arrows point to the positions of the neutri-
nospheres, the long arrow marks the current shock
position.

the inverse flux factor. The emitted spectra are formed in the vicinity of the neutrinospheres and
also the luminosity is determined inside the neutron star. The inverse flux factor can be assumed
to be of order unity for the present purposes (cf. Fig. 5.23). Thus, to a first approximation, all
three factors are roughly constant as a function of radius and therefore the heating rate (equ. 5.25)
scales as

q+
E ∝ r−2 . (5.26)

The cooling rates due to the electron and positron capture reactions (5.24) on the other hand can
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a b

Figure 5.21: Spectral distribution of the heating (dq+
E /dε, solid lines) and cooling (dq−E /dε, dashed lines) rates, taken

at r = 150 km, which is slightly outside the gain radius, where the net heating (qE := q+
E − q−E ) peaks. Panel a shows

the rates for electron neutrinos, panel b is for electron antineutrinos. Post bounce time is tpb = 138 ms. Heating
is mainly provided by β-processes with free nucleons (bold lines) with only minor contributions due to scattering of
neutrinos off charged leptons (thin lines).

be shown to scale with the sixth power of the temperature (see e. g. Janka 1991b, Chap. 3.4.2)

q−E ∝ T 6 ∝ r−6 , (5.27)

where the second proportionality uses T ∝ r−1 which derives from an analysis of the typical
conditions in the atmosphere around the protoneutron star (Bethe 1993). Figure 5.22 illustrates
that T ∝ r−1 is indeed well fulfilled in our model. The much steeper decline of the neutrino and
antineutrino cooling rates with radius compared with the heating rates implies the existence of a
“gain” radius rg defined by

qE(rg) := q+
E (rg)− q−E (rg) = 0 , (5.28)

where heating wins farther out (qE > 0 for r > rg) and net cooling dominates below (qE < 0 for
r < rg).

The exact value of the gain radius as determined by the definition (equ. 5.28) can be used to
perform a consistency check for the computed neutrino luminosity Lν(r) := 4πr2

∫∞
0 dε 4πHν(r, ε)

by invoking the neutrino energy equation (equ. 2.59). Neglecting velocity-dependent terms and
assuming stationary state neutrino transport, equ. (2.59) reads

1
r2

∂

∂r
(Lνe + Lν̄e) = −4πQE , (5.29)

which obviously implies that the gain radius coincides with the position, where the radial gradient
of the total neutrino luminosity Lνe + Lν̄e changes sign. Comparing Fig. 5.20c and Fig. 5.23c one
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Figure 5.22: Radial profiles of the density
(scale given by the axis on the left hand
side) and the temperature (scale given by
the axis on the right hand side) in the
atmosphere surrounding the protoneutron
star for model “WS15”, 250 ms after core
bounce. The thin straight line has a slope
of r−1.

finds that the gain radius is indeed located at the position of the luminosity maxima at rg = 130 km
in our model. For the temporal evolution of the gain radius see Fig. 5.12.

One recognizes an additional sharp rise in the total luminosity at r ≈ 260 km, which is associated
with the shock and reflects the blueshifts of the comoving frame luminosity for observers falling
towards the shock with the accretion flow. This increase, however, does not lead to a noticeable rise
of the rate of energy exchange with the stellar fluid, which is of no surprise, since the abundances
of free nucleons and hence the corresponding absorption and emission rates are extremely small in
the preshock matter and therefore the source term almost vanishes.

Flux limiting: Above the neutrinospheres, the density decreases rapidly with radius (cf. Figs.
5.22, 5.13a). Due to the corresponding steep rise of the neutrino transport mean free paths,
common flux limiters assume an almost immediate transition to the free streaming regime where
the flux factor fH approaches unity. Thus for a given luminosity, the number and energy density
of the neutrinos and hence the interaction rate with the stellar medium is usually underestimated
(note that fH appears in the denominator of equ. 5.25.). In Fig. 5.23a we compare the inverse
flux factors displayed at time tpb = 250 ms after bounce for our model “WS15” with “effective”
flux factors computed by three different flux-limiting procedures. The “effective” MGFLD flux
factor is estimated by using the (monochromatic) neutrino energy densities as obtained from our
Boltzmann neutrino transport results and employing the MGFLD formula (equ. 5.4) to compute
the corresponding flux-limited radiation flux density (cf. the discussion following equ. 5.3).

One notices significant deviations from our transport calculation (model “WS15”) as well as
major differences between different flux limiters. As can be seen from Fig. 5.20, this translates into
deviations of up to a factor of two for the net heating rate, when, e. g. the flux limiters of Bruenn
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a b

c

Figure 5.23: Quantities which determine the
neutrino (bold lines) and antineutrino (thin lines)
heating rates vs. radius at tpb = 250 ms after
bounce: Panel a shows the mean flux factor (cf.
equ. 5.3) of our model “WS15” (solid lines) com-
pared to the estimated “effective” MGFLD flux
factors of Bruenn (1985, dashed-dotted lines; see
also Messer et al. 1998, Equ. 2), Janka (1992,
equ. 15, dashed lines), and Bowers & Wilson
(1982, dotted lines). The long arrows point to
the positions of the neutrinospheres, the short ar-
row marks the current shock position. In panels b
and c we display the RMS-energies (cf. equ. 5.22)
and the luminosities of electron neutrinos and an-
tineutrinos. All quantities are measured in the
comoving frame of reference.

(1985) or Janka (1992) are employed. The flux limiter of Bowers & Wilson (1982) performs even
worse by dramatically overestimating the net heating in the vicinity of the gain radius and below.
In order to understand the large deviations of the net heating rates one has to recall that below
the gain radius one typically finds |q+

E /qE| ≈ |q−E /qE| & 10, which implies that small differences in
the flux factor (cf. Fig. 5.23a) and hence the heating rate q+

E can give rise to dramatically different
values for the net heating rate qE := q+

E − q−E . Note that for this reason the inconsistencies arising
due to our a posteriori-estimation of the MGFLD flux with using Boltzmann transport results are
much more pronounced in the opaque interior, where the ratios |q+

E /qE| and |q−E /qE| are extremely
large. We have therefore truncated the displayed profiles of the MGFLD heating rates inside the
neutrino spheres, since equilibrium (qE ≈ 0) is not reproduced correctly.
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tpb 〈ενe〉L 〈ε2
νe
〉L1/2

ηeff
νe

T eff
νe

〈εν̄e〉L 〈ε2
ν̄e
〉L1/2

ηeff
ν̄e

T eff
ν̄e

[ms] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV]
138.3 6.7 7.1 (7.1) (1.1) 11.7 12.6 4.0 2.6
250.2 8.4 9.2 2.9 2.1 12.3 13.3 3.7 2.8
349.4 8.8 9.7 2.6 2.3 12.5 13.6 3.5 3.0

Table 5.2: Spectral properties of the luminosity of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos measured at r = 1000 km at
the three given times after bounce in model “WS15”. The mean energy 〈εν〉L := (

∫∞
0

dεdLν/dε)/(
∫∞
0

dε ε−1dLν/dε)
and the mean squared energy 〈ε2ν〉L := (

∫∞
0

dε εdLν/dε)/(
∫∞
0

dε ε−1dLν/dε) are used to determine the parameters

ηeff
ν and T eff

ν (ν ∈ {νe, ν̄e}) of a Fermi-Dirac distribution (equ. 5.30) which is used to fit the actual spectra. Numbers
in brackets indicate that no reasonable quality of the fit was obtained (see Fig. 5.24).

Our results might offer a clue to the question, why the early successful explosions obtained by
Wilson (1985), who employed the flux limiter of Bowers & Wilson (1982), could not be confirmed
by other MGFLD simulations (e. g. Bruenn 1993; Bruenn et al. 1995) using different prescriptions
for the flux limiter (Bruenn 1985): The Bowers & Wilson (1982) flux limiter overestimates the
neutrino energy deposition below the shock, in contrast to the flux limiter of Bruenn (1985). This
also demonstrates that flux limiting does not necessarily lead to an underestimation of the net
neutrino heating rates. All these findings illustrate once again that a flux-limiting procedure does
not provide a suitable approximation of the neutrino transport which allows to calculate accurate
heating rates in the semitransparent regime between the neutrinospheres and the hydrodynamic
shock.

Spectral properties of the emitted neutrinos

Following Janka & Hillebrandt (1989) we parameterize the spectral distribution of the emitted
neutrinos by a Fermi-Dirac-like distribution function

fFD(ε) =
1
A

1
1 + exp(ε/T eff

ν − ηeff
ν )

, (5.30)

where the fit-parameters ηeff
ν and T eff

ν can be determined by the requirements that the mean energy
and the mean squared energy of the actual neutrino spectra are reproduced by the corresponding
averages of the fit-function (equ. 5.30). The third free parameter A acts as a normalization constant
and can be computed from the given values of the number density or energy density of neutrinos.
For details of the procedure see Janka & Hillebrandt (1989); Körner (1992).

In Fig. 5.24 we show the (normalized) spectral distribution of the luminosity for our model
“WS15” at three different times after bounce as measured at a radius of r = 1000 km together
with the fitted Fermi-Dirac spectra. With the exception of the electron neutrino spectrum at the
earliest time shown (Fig. 5.24a), when still some transient variability of the luminosity and the
RMS-energy of electron neutrinos is present (cf. Fig. 5.15), a rather good quality of the fits to the
function equ. (5.30) was obtained for both electron neutrinos and antineutrinos. The numerical
values of the fit-parameters and the mean energies are summarized in Table 5.2. Values of ηeff

νe
≈ 3

and T eff
νe
≈ 2 for electron neutrinos, and ηeff

ν̄e
≈ 3 . . . 4 and T eff

νe
≈ 3 for electron antineutrinos, which

characterize the spectra of the emitted neutrinos in our model “WS15” were also found in the
Monte Carlo transport simulations of Janka & Hillebrandt (1989) and appear to be typical for the
later post-bounce evolution (tpb & 200 ms).
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c

Figure 5.24: Normalized spectral distributions
of the comoving frame luminosity of electron neu-
trinos and antineutrinos at a radius of 1000 km at
three different times after bounce. Thermal fits
to the spectra using Fermi-Dirac distributions are
drawn with dotted lines. Values of the fit para-
meters T eff

ν and ηeff
ν are given in the plots. Open

symbols (diamonds: νe; triangles: ν̄e) indicate the
binning of the spectrum in our calculation. The
solid interpolating lines (bold: νe; thin ν̄e) have
been obtained by spline interpolation in order to
calculate the mean and mean squared energies.

It is important to note that except from the innermost regions of the protoneutron star the
neutrinos are not in thermodynamical and chemical equilibrium with the stellar medium and hence
T eff

ν and ηeff
ν are merely fit-parameters whose values are in general different from the local values of

the matter temperature T and the equilibrium chemical potential of neutrinos µeq
ν . Outside of the

protoneutron star T eff
ν and ηeff

ν rather contain a superposition of the non-equilibrium effects that
shape the spectra in the regions where the neutrinos decouple from local conditions. The values of
the fit-parameters T eff

ν and ηeff
ν can be used to concisely characterize the basic spectral features of

the emitted neutrinos and link computed spectra to observations (for an analysis of the neutrino
signal measured from supernova SN 1987A see Janka & Hillebrandt 1989), in particular when the
observational data are sparse.
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5.2.4 Discussion

Comparison to published models

Comparing our simulation “WS15” to the MGFLD calculation of Bruenn et al. (1995, model
“WPE15 ls(180) Newt20”), we find that both models evolve in a similar manner during the first
100 ms after bounce. By this time, the shock has reached a radius of rshock ≈ 220 km in both
simulations, subsequently gets pushed out somewhat farther until it reaches a maximum radius
at tpb ≈ 150 ms. This maximum radius reached by the shock, however, is different in the two
simulations: In model “WPE15 ls(180) Newt20” the shock finally stalls at rshock ≈ 250 km (cf.
Bruenn et al. 1995, Fig. 5), which has to be compared with the value rshock ≈ 350 km obtained for
our model “WS15” (cf. Fig. 5.12).

The luminosities of electron neutrinos released from the innermost 1000 km of the star are very
similar in both models. However, the luminosity of electron antineutrinos is larger by a few percent
compared to the luminosity of electron antineutrinos found in model “WPE15 ls(180) Newt20”
(compare our Fig. 5.15 with Fig. 3 of Bruenn et al. 1995), and starting with tpb ≈ 90 ms it
exceeds the luminosity of electron neutrinos in our model “WS15” slightly. Between the times
tpb ≈ 50 ms and tpb ≈ 150 ms the mean (RMS) energy of electron neutrinos is considerably
larger in our model (〈ενe〉RMS ≈ 10...12 MeV; see Fig. 5.15) compared to the MGFLD simulation
(〈ενe〉RMS ≈ 8...10 MeV; see Fig. 4 of Bruenn et al. 1995).

Unfortunately, Bruenn et al. (1995) do not show radial profiles of the heating rate for their
models. However, we can compare the net heating rates of our model “WS15” with those estimated
by using the flux limiter of Bruenn (1985) which has been employed in the MGFLD calculation
“WPE15 ls(180) Newt20”. As an effect of the accurate treatment of the angular variation of the
radiation field, we obtain neutrino energy deposition rates that are consistently larger due to the
more isotropic neutrino distribution, particularly in the region between the neutrinospheres and the
gain radius, where net cooling occurs. These findings are in accordance with Messer et al. (1998,
see also Burrows et al. 2000) who have reported a tendency of Bruenn’s MGFLD approximation
to compute less energetic neutrino spectra and a less isotropic angular distribution than accurate
neutrino transport.

Both the harder spectra and the slightly enhanced luminosity of electron antineutrions together
with the more isotropic angular distributions of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos lead to larger
heating rates (cf. equ. 5.25) and thus can provide a natural explanation for the larger maximum
radius the shock managed to reach in our model “WS15” at tpb ≈ 150 ms. However, since in our
simulation the mass density is below the lower boundary of the Lattimer & Swesty (1991) equation
of state when the shock reaches a radius of rshock ≈ 250 km, it is possible, although not likely, that
part of the difference of the maximum shock radius found in our model “WS15” compared to the
MGFLD simulation of Bruenn et al. (1995) could be associated with a different treatment of the
EoS below ρ ' 108 g cm−3 .

Implications for the delayed explosion mechanism

It has been proposed (Messer et al. 1998; Mezzacappa & Messer 1999) that an improved treatment
of the neutrino transport alone might already be sufficient to obtain healthy supernova explosions
for models that (marginally) failed to explode, when computed with a MGFLD approximation.
Comparing our model “WS15” with MGFLD simulations of Bruenn et al. (1995) using Newtonian
gravity, it can be concluded that this is not the case, at least not for the specific stellar model
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considered. This conclusion is supported by a closer look at the approximations of the physics that
entered our model:

Different from the models of Bruenn (1993) and Bruenn et al. (1995), we have not taken into
account neutrinos of µ- and τ -flavour. When included, µ- and τ -neutrinos have been demonstrated
to be harmful to the prompt propagation of the shock (Bruenn 1989a), which backs our argumen-
tation. Also, when µ- and τ -neutrinos are included, a smaller fraction of the energy liberated from
the protoneutron star is carried by ν̄e-neutrinos, which diminishes the heating rates (recall that
neutrino energy deposition behind the shock proceeds almost exclusively via the charged-current
reactions νe + n → e− + p and ν̄e + p → e+ + n) and thus disfavours an explosion. In addition,
we have neglected general relativistic effects for the hydrodynamics as well as for the neutrino
transport. Comparing the results of Bruenn (1993, model “WPE15 ls(180)”) with those of Bruenn
et al. (1995, model “WPE15 ls(180) Newt20”), the Newtonian approximation of the hydrodynamics
facilitates the prompt shock propagation but it does not seem to alter the overall outcome of the
simulations significantly (the shock reached a maximum radius of rshock ≈ 250 km in the Newtonian
model compared to rshock ≈ 200 km in the simulation employing general relativistic hydrodynamics
until it receded again in both simulations). Although no conclusive comparisons have been per-
formed for dynamical situations yet, there are strong indications that general relativistic neutrino
transport diminishes the neutrino heating rates and is thus also obstructive to the explosion (e. g.
Janka 1991b; de Nisco, Bruenn, & Mezzacappa 1998). Concerning the initial conditions, we have
not varied the progenitor star yet. Progenitors with masses larger than our 15 M�-model typically
have more extended iron cores (cf. Fig. 5.1) and are thus regarded to be even more difficult to
explode. However, the possibility to obtain explosions in stars with progenitor masses lower than
M ≈ 15 M� and/or models having even smaller iron cores than our employed model “s15s7b2”,
cannot be excluded without performing detailed simulations (cf. Mezzacappa, Liebendörfer, Messer,
Hix, Thielemann, & Bruenn 2000).

In summary it seems necessary in order to get supernova explosions by the delayed mechanism
to go beyond the general framework of approximations so far employed in self-consistent neutrino-
radiation hydrodynamical simulations (i. e. spherical symmetry and “standard microphysics”).



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

Neutrinos are considered to play a crucial role for the explosion mechanism of supernovae of Type II
and Type Ib/c (“core-collapse supernovae”). The stalled hydrodynamic shock wave, which was
launched by the bounce of the inner parts of the collapsed iron core of a massive star, is thought to
be revived by the absorption of a small fraction of the neutrinos liberated from the hot and dense
nascent neutron star. Although the fundamental physical effects that govern the evolution of a
supernova are supposed to be known, numerical models have so far not been able to show the via-
bility of the neutrino-mediated delayed explosion mechanism convincingly. Although considerable
progress has been achieved in our understanding of convective processes during the explosion, the
treatment of the neutrino transport is a major weakness of the simulations.

The aim of this thesis was to overcome this fundamental deficiency inherent to current supernova
models. In the course of this work a new numerical scheme was developed and tested which allows
one to calculate the neutrino transport coupled to the hydrodynamical evolution of a core-collapse
supernova in a self-consistent, accurate and computationally efficient way, without invoking ad-hoc
assumptions about the dependence of the neutrino distribution function on the momentum-space
coordinates (i. e. energy and direction of propagation of the neutrinos).

Summary of results

In a variety of simulations concerned with the collapse phase of a supernova, the applicability
of the new method to “realistic” supernova calculations was demonstrated. A number of physical
effects such as neutrino-electron scattering that is known to sensitively determine the position where
the bounce-shock forms and thus can be decisive for the success or failure of the explosion were
investigated in detail. By comparisons with published work the overall accuracy of our calculations
was verified.

Using the newly developed tool we have simulated the evolution of a 15 M�-progenitor star (with
an iron core mass of 1.28 M�), covering collapse, bounce and the first few hundred milliseconds
of the post-bounce evolution, when neutrino heating below the stalled hydrodynamic shock front
becomes effective. Especially for the latter phase, a precise calculation of the neutrino transport
is of crucial importance, yet the most elaborate studies that have been performed so far relied on
the so-called “flux-limited diffusion” approximation, which uses purely ad-hoc approximations in
the regions of interest. In our simulation, it was for the first time possible to treat the neutrino
transport in the post-bounce phase of a core-collapse supernova in a numerically satisfactory way.

Our model did not show a successful supernova explosion. However, compared to published
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simulations employing flux limiters for the neutrino transport but otherwise being similar to ours,
the neutrino-heated shock wave in our model managed to propagate somewhat farther out before
it finally stalled and receded again. The larger shock radius can be explained by an increased
neutrino energy deposition between the neutrinospheres and the shock, caused by the harder spectra
and a more isotropic angular distribution of the neutrinos in our simulation. Both effects are a
consequence of the more accurate treatment of the neutrino transport.

Analyzing the heating rates in terms of a flux-limited diffusion approximation confirms this
interpretation, showing that the deposition of neutrino energy behind the stalled shock can be
enhanced, if the full momentum-space dependence of the neutrino distribution function is taken
into account properly. However, we found this result to be sensitively dependent on the specific
functional form (which is not motivated physically) adopted for the flux limiter. One of our tested
flux limiters would have largely overestimated the energy deposition behind the shock wave in our
model, which might be the reason, why in some of the very early simulations (where this form of
the flux limiter was used) successful explosions were obtained.

Considering the outcome of our simulation one can conclude that supernova explosions in spher-
ically symmetric models for progenitor masses exceeding M ≈ 15 M� seem unlikely. This argument
is strengthened by the fact that muon and tau flavour neutrinos have been neglected and Newtonian
gravity has been invoked for calculating hydrodynamics and neutrino transport. Both approxima-
tions, which have been made in order to keep the computational effort within reasonable limits and
to facilitate comparsions, most probably favour the occurrence of a supernova explosion. Therefore
we do not expect a different outcome when general relativistic effects and multi-flavour neutrino
transport are included in future spherically symmetric simulations.

Outlook

It has been demonstrated by multi-dimensional simulations that convective effects play an impor-
tant role for the explosion mechanism of core-collapse supernovae. Convection inside the newly
formed neutron star can boost the neutrino luminosities and thus enhance the neutrino heating,
while convective overturn between gain radius and supernova shock transports energy from the
region of strongest heating to the shock front, and thus supports the shock expansion.

In the light of our negative result for a spherically symmetric model our next step will be a
multi-dimensional simulation of the same 15 M�-star. In this simulation we will apply our neutrino
transport code, which is particularly well suited for a generalization to a multi-dimensional treat-
ment, when certain simplifying assumptions are made. For the specific problem to be considered,
lateral and azimuthal neutrino transport in the star, which is described by spherical coordinates, is
unimportant, because in the highly opaque neutron star convective inhomogeneities occur only on
small angular scales and are rapidly fluctuating, whereas in the convective region behind the shock
neutrinos are essentially decoupled from the stellar background. Therefore we will take into ac-
count only radial transport by solving the neutrino energy and momentum equations independently
in each angular zone of the star, and close these sets of moment equations with a single, univer-
sal variable Eddington factor which is obtained by computing the full one-dimensional transport
(Boltzmann equation and moment equations) on an angularly averaged stellar background. Due to
the stated properties of the convection in the nascent neutron star, this is a good approximation
because the variable Eddington factor as a normalized angular moment of the neutrino distribution
should not show significant variation with the lateral and azimuthal coordinates of the star. This
approach will ensure equilibration in the opaque central region of the star as well as overall energy
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conservation. Moreover, it is connected with an acceptable increase of the required computation
time, in contrast to a fully multi-dimensional solution of the time-dependent neutrino transport,
which is currently definitely out of reach.

In addition to multi-dimensional effects the microphysics of the neutrino-matter interactions in
the dense interior of the nascent neutron star is a matter of vivid discussions. In particular nucleon
correlations and nucleon recoil in neutral-current neutrino-nucleon scatterings and charged-current
neutrino absorption and emission reactions are not included satisfactorily in the current standard
description of the neutrino opacities. These effects have been found to decrease the neutrino opacity
compared to the treatment employed in our simulations as well as in other supernova models. A
future generation of core-collapse simulations will have to take into account an improved description
of the microphysics.
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Appendix A

Neutrino Opacities

In this chapter we describe the implementation of the neutrino-matter interaction processes con-
sidered in our core-collapse and supernova simulations and try to give an outlook on the treatment
of some additional reactions to be considered in future applications.

It is a long way from the quantum mechanical transition rate for a particular interaction process
to the final expression for the source term entering the Boltzmann equation. Moreover, it unfortu-
nately does not appear to be possible to adopt a notation that is consistent with all the different
sources our expressions are taken from. Thus, in order to facilitate comparison and to develop a
self-consistent notation to be used in the course of this work we try to give a general overview of
the main lines of derivation for the different interaction rates. In Section A.1, we summarize the
major intermediate steps in the derivation of the source terms entering the Boltzmann equation
and its moment equations without referring to a specific neutrino-matter interaction process. Sec-
tion A.2 deals with the neutrino reactions we have specifically taken into account in our models.
Accordingly, we focus on the electron flavour neutrinos, supplemented by some remarks about a
generalization (which is straightforward in most cases) also to the muon and tau flavour to be
included in future models. The expressions are mainly drawn from the works of Tubbs & Schramm
(1975); Schinder & Shapiro (1982); Bruenn (1985); Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993b,c) and adopt the
same type of physical approximations (referred to as “standard” prescriptions in the course of this
work) that were also used by these authors.

A.1 Basic considerations

In the following we discuss the individual contributions of a number of neutrino matter interaction
processes to the source term (often called “collision integral”) of the one-dimensional Boltzmann
equation

1
c

∂

∂t
f + µ

∂

∂r
f +

1− µ2

r

∂

∂µ
f =

∑
{I}

BI , (A.1)
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where the summation runs over the individual interaction processes1. All quantities are evaluated
in the local rest frame of the stellar fluid (if the fluid actually moves, the left hand side of equ. (A.1)
changes according to the considerations detailed in Chapter 2). For the moment equations, also
the angular moments of the collision integral

B
(k)
I (ε) :=

1
2

∫ +1

−1
dµ µkBI(ε, µ) (A.2)

are required. From these, the source terms appearing on the rhs. of the Boltzmann equation for
the specific intensity equ. (2.23) and in the corresponding moment equations for neutrino number
and neutrino energy or momentum are easily computed as

S(ε, µ) :=
c

(2π~c)3
ε3 ·

∑
I

BI(ε, µ) ,

S
(k)
E (ε) :=

c

(2π~c)3
ε3 ·

∑
I

B
(k)
I (ε) ,

S
(k)
N (ε) :=

c

(2π~c)3
ε2 ·

∑
I

B
(k)
I (ε) . (A.3)

Here and in the following, the dependence of quantities on the spacetime coordinates (t, r) is
suppressed in the notation.

A.1.1 Detailed balance

Quite generally, the collision integral can be written as

B(ε, µ) = η̃(ε, µ)− χ(ε, µ) f(ε, µ) , (A.4)

where the “emissivity” (cf. equ. 2.5) η̃ and the opacity χ in addition to the momentum space
coordinates (ε, µ) and the (suppressed) spacetime coordinates (t, r) can also depend on the dis-
tribution function f (and the distribution function of other neutrino types). All effects due to
stimulated emission (relevant for photons) or stimulated absorption (relevant for neutrinos) are
already contained in expression (A.4).

If the radiation and the ambient medium are in strict thermodynamical equilibrium, the amount
of energy emitted by the material must be exactly balanced by the amount of energy absorbed. This
property must hold separately for each frequency h−1ε and angle cosine µ. It is called “detailed
balance” for this reason. As a consequence, the “emissivity” η̃ and the opacity χ are related by the
Kirchhoff-Planck relation

χf eq = η̃ , (A.5)

where f eq denotes the equilibrium distribution function. For neutrinos we have

f eq :=
1

1 + exp{(ε− µeq
ν )/T} , (A.6)

1Note that an equation like (A.1) holds for each kind of neutrino or antineutrino. Given a Boltzmann equation
for a particular type of neutrino, obviously only those interactions contribute to the sum on the rhs. of equ. (A.1),
in which neutrinos of that species are actually produced or destroyed. By adopting this as a convention we avoid
introducing an additional index for the neutrino type in this section.
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where T denotes the temperature (measured in energy units) at local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) and µeq

ν is the neutrino chemical potential at equilibrium (e. g. µνe = µe− + µp − µn, where
µe− , µp and µn are the chemical potentials of electrons, protons and neutrons, respectively).

The detailed balance property and the Kirchhoff-Planck relation, respectively, are exploited in
the following ways: First, by employing equ. (A.5) it is not necessary to compute opacities and
emissivities separately. We will frequently make use of this simplification in the following. Second,
the detailed balance requirement imposes a fundamental constraint on the collision integral, which
can be used to judge about the quality of approximations that enter the derivation of a rate for a
particular interaction process or its numerical implementation. Recently, Arras & Lai (1999) gave
an example which illustrates how a misconstructed expression for the collision integral that was
responsible for incorrect physical results could be unmasked by detailed balance arguments.

A.1.2 Neutrino absorption and emission

The expression for the rate of change of the neutrino distribution function due to absorption and
emission processes reads (see Bruenn 1985)

BAE(ε, µ) = j(ε)[1 − f(ε, µ)]− f(ε, µ)/λ(ε) , (A.7)

where j denotes the emissivity (uncorrected for blocking effects) and λ is the neutrino absorption
mean free path. Using the Kirchhoff-Planck relation (A.5), and introducing the absorption opacity
corrected for stimulated absorption2.

κ∗a :=
1

1− f eq
· 1
λ

= j +
1
λ

, (A.8)

equation (A.7) can be rewritten as

BAE(ε, µ) = κ∗a(ε)[f
eq(ε)− f(ε, µ)] . (A.9)

In the latter expression it becomes evident that the source term drives the neutrino distribution
function f(ε, µ) towards its equilibrium value f eq(ε) = (1 + exp [(ε− µeq

ν )/T ])−1. In equilibrium,
the source term vanishes in accordance with the detailed balance requirement.

A.1.3 Scattering

Reduction of the scattering kernel

The rate of change of the neutrino distribution function due to scattering of neutrinos off some
target particles is given by the collision integral (cf. Cernohorsky 1994, eqns. 2.1, 2.3)

BS(q) =
∫

d3q′

(2π)3
· [f ′ν(1− fν)Rin(q,q′)− fν(1− f ′ν)R

out(q,q′)] , (A.10)

where the scattering kernels are defined as the following phase space integrals over the distribution
function FT of the target particles, which are assumed to obey Fermi statistics:

Rin(q,q′) =
2

c · (2π~c)3

∫
d3p′

(2π)3
d3p

(2π)3
(1− FT)F ′

TR(p′,q′;p,q) ,

Rout(q,q′) =
2

c · (2π~c)3

∫
d3p′

(2π)3
d3p

(2π)3
(1− F ′

T)FTR(p,q;p′,q′) . (A.11)

2In practice, the identity κ∗a = j/feq is used
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Time-reversal symmetry implies that the transition rate obeys R(p′,q′;p,q) = R(p,q;p′,q′),
which relates the kernels as follows:

Rin(q,q′) = Rout(q′,q) . (A.12)

In addition, the relation

Rin(q,q′) = e−(ε− ε′)/T Rout(q,q′) (A.13)

(ε := c|q| is the neutrino energy) can be deduced from the detailed balance requirement (see
previous section), stating that the source term (A.10) must vanish if f ≡ f eq, independent of the
details of the interaction process (i. e. the functional form of the scattering rate r). Together with
equ. (A.12) we obtain

Rout(q,q′) = e−(ε′ − ε)/T Rout(q′,q) ,

Rin(q,q′) = e−(ε− ε′)/T Rin(q′,q) . (A.14)

The scattering kernels are usually given as a function of the energies ε and ε′ of the ingoing and
outgoing neutrino and the cosine ω of the scattering angle. We define

R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) :=
1

(2πc)3
Rin/out(q,q′) , (A.15)

where the scattering angle ω is related to the angular part of the momentum space coordinates
(µ, φ) and (µ′, φ′) of the in- and outgoing neutrinos by

ω = µµ′ +
√

(1− µ2)(1− µ′2) cos(φ− φ′) . (A.16)

In order to simplify the expression (A.10) for the collision integral, the scattering kernels (equ. A.15)
are expanded into a Legendre series

R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) =
∞∑
l=0

2l + 1
2

Φin/out
l (ε, ε′)Pl(ω) , (A.17)

with the Legendre coefficients

Φin/out
l (ε, ε′) =

∫ +1

−1
dω Pl(ω)R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) . (A.18)

Note that as a consequence of the orthogonality relation (e. g. Bronstein & Semendjajew 1991)∫ +1

−1
dω Pl(ω)Pl′(ω) =

2
2l + 1

δll′ (A.19)

(and therefore
∫ +1
−1 dω Pl(ω) = 2δl0) an approximation of R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) by a truncated Legen-

dre series still gives the exact integral value
∫ +1
−1 dω R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω), independent of the level of

truncation lmax > 0.
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Using the addition theorem

Pl(ω) = Pl(µ)Pl(µ′) + 2
l∑

m=1

(l −m)!
(l + m)!

Pm
l (µ)Pm

l (µ′) cos
(
m(φ− φ′)

)
(A.20)

to rewrite Pl(ω) in equ. (A.17), the collision integral gets3

BS(ε, µ) = (1− fν) ·
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2

∫ +1

−1
dµ′ f ′νR̃

in(ε, µ, ε′, µ′)

−fν ·
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2

∫ +1

−1
dµ′ (1− f ′ν)R̃

out(ε, µ, ε′, µ′) ,

(A.21)

with

R̃in/out(ε, µ, ε′, µ′) :=
∫

dφ′ R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) = 2π
∞∑
l=0

2l + 1
2

Φin/out
l (ε, ε′)Pl(µ)Pl(µ′) . (A.22)

When working with the moment equations of the Boltzmann equation it turns out to be useful to
rewrite equ. (A.21) as

BS(ε, µ) = (1− fν) · 2π
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Pl(µ)
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φin

l (ε, ε′)L′l(ε
′)

−fν · 2π
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Pl(µ)
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φout

l (ε, ε′)(δl0 − L′l(ε
′)) , (A.23)

where the “Legendre moment” of order l

Ll :=
1
2

∫ +1

−1
dµ Pl(µ)f(µ) (A.24)

of the distribution function has been introduced. The “Legendre moments” can obviously be written
as linear combinations

Ll =
l∑

m=0

αmMm , αm ∈ IR (A.25)

of the ordinary angular moments Mm := 1
2

∫ +1
−1 dµ µmf(µ). In particular we have:

L0 = M0 ,

L1 = M1 ,

L2 =
1
2
(3M2 −M0) ,

... . (A.26)

3We assume to background medium to be spherically symmetric, which implies that the neutrino distribution
functions entering equ. (A.10) are independent of the angle φ′.
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From equ. (A.23) the source term of the kth moment equationwe obtain is obtained. For k = 0, 1
we get:

B
(0)
S (ε) = 2π

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)(δl0 − Ll(ε))
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φin

l (ε, ε′)L′l(ε
′)

− 2π
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Ll(ε)
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φout

l (ε, ε′)(δl0 − L′l(ε
′)) , (A.27)

B
(1)
S (ε) = 2π

∞∑
l=0

[δl1 − (l + 1)Ll+1(ε)− lLl−1(ε)]
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φin

l (ε, ε′)L′l(ε
′)

− 2π
∞∑
l=0

[(l + 1)Ll+1(ε) + lLl−1(ε)]
∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φout

l (ε, ε′)(δl0 − L′l(ε
′)) , (A.28)

where in writing equ. (A.28) we have made use of the recursion relation for the Legendre polynomials
(see Bronstein & Semendjajew 1991)

(l + 1)Pl+1(µ) = (2l + 1)µ Pl(µ)− l Pl−1(µ) . (A.29)

Note that ∫ ∞

0
dε ε2B

(0)
S (ε) = 0 but

∫ ∞

0
dε ε3B

(0)
S (ε) 6= 0 , (A.30)

i. e. the neutrino number is conserved in the scattering process, but there is a nonvanishing energy
exchange between neutrinos and matter during scatterings.

Isoenergetic scattering

When the scattering process involves no energy transfer between neutrinos and target particles
(often referred to as “isoenergetic scattering”), we have

R̃in/out(ε, ε′, ω) ∝ δ(ε− ε′) . (A.31)

Thus, by virtue of equ. (A.13), the distinction between Rin and Rout becomes unnecessary. With
the definition

Φl(ε) := δ(ε − ε′)Φout
l (ε, ε′) ≡ δ(ε − ε′)Φin

l (ε, ε′) , (A.32)

the source terms (A.23, A.27, and A.28) simplify to

BIS(ε, µ) = 2π
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Pl(µ) ε2Φl(ε)Ll(ε)− 2πε2Φ0(ε) fν , (A.33)

B
(0)
IS (ε) = 0 , (A.34)

B
(1)
IS (ε) = 2π ε2L1(ε)

(
Φ1(ε)− Φ0(ε)

)
. (A.35)
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A.1.4 Numerical implementation

For implementation into our multi-group formulation of the moment equations of neutrino trans-
port, the average values of the source terms within individual energy bins have been calculated
according to

B
(k)
n+1/2 :=

1
(εn+1 − εn)

·
∫ εn+1

εn

dεB(k)(ε) . (A.36)

By assuming the integrand B(k)(ε) to be a piecewise constant function of ε we approximate the
integral (equ. A.36) to zeroth order (cf. equ. 3.20):

B
(k)
n+1/2 ≈ B(k)(εn+1/2) . (A.37)

A.2 Explicit expressions for various interaction processes

We now turn to the actual computation of the various neutrino-matter interactions and their im-
plementation into our transport scheme. The first two subsections are concerned with β-processes,
involving free nucleons and heavy nuclei, respectively. Then scattering of neutrinos off free nucleons
as well as coherent scattering off nuclei are presented in the isoenergetic approximation. Inelastic
neutrino-electron scattering is then treated in the truncated Legendre series approximation. We
do not discuss pair processes such as neutrino-antineutrino annihilation, since they have not yet
been taken into account in our models. The implementation of the corresponding kernels can in
principle proceed along the lines of our treatment of neutrino-electron scattering (cf. Bruenn 1985,
appendix C.VII), with special care for the level of truncation of the Legendre expansion (Pons, Mi-
ralles, & Ibanez 1998). Also nucleon-recoil effects in neutral-current neutrino-nucleon scatterings
and charged-current neutrino-nucleon absorptions can be included in this way.

A.2.1 Neutrino absorption and emission by free nucleons

With the uncorrected emissivity j(ε) and opacity χ(ε) as given in Bruenn (1985, eqns. C13–C16),
the opacity for absorption of electron neutrinos by free neutrons (νe + n 
 e− + p) reads

κ∗a(ε) =
1
4
σ0(g2

V + 3g2
A)

Fe−(ε + Q)
f eq

νe (ε)
ηpn

ε + Q

m2
ec

4

√
(ε + Q)2 −m2

ec
4 , (A.38)

and the opacity for absorption of electron antineutrinos by free protons (ν̄e + p 
 e+ + n) is

κ∗a(ε) =


1
4
σ0(g2

V + 3g2
A)

Fe+(ε−Q)
f eq

ν̄e
(ε)

ηnp
ε−Q

m2
ec

4

√
(ε−Q)2 −m2

ec
4 for ε ≥ mec

2 + Q

0 else ,

(A.39)

where Q := mnc2−mpc
2 is the difference of the rest energies of the neutron and the proton and Fe∓

are the Fermi distribution functions of electrons and positrons, respectively. The constants gV = 1
and gA = 1.254 are form factors resulting from virtual strong-interaction processes. With the Fermi
constant GF and the rest energy of the electron mec

2 = 0.511 MeV, σ0 := (4(mec
2GF)2)/(π(~c)4) =

1.761 · 10−44cm2 denotes the characteristic cross section of weak interactions.
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The quantity ηpn approximately takes into account the nucleon final-state blocking. Ignoring
the recoil of the nucleon it can be approximated as (Bruenn 1985, equ. C14):

ηpn := 2
∫

d3p

(2π~c)3
Fp(ε)[1− Fn(ε)] =

nn − np

exp [(µn − µp −Q)/T ]− 1
. (A.40)

µn and µp denote the chemical potentials (including rest mass energy) of neutrons and protons,
respectively. ηnp is defined by the replacement of quantities for neutrons and protons, which is
accomplished formally by exchanging the subscripts n ↔ p in equ. (A.40). In the nondegenerate
regime, where blocking is unimportant, one verifies the familiar limits ηpn = np and ηnp = nn.

Implementation

The implementation of equations (A.38) and (A.39) is straightforward. For the blocking correction
factors4 some care has to be applied: For reasons of computational efficiency, the calculation of the
blocking factors via the second equality of equ. (A.40) is clearly preferable to the definition of ηpn

in terms of the phase space integral (first equality in equ. A.40). However, in deriving the second
equality of equ. (A.40), the nucleons are tacitly assumed to be ideal, noninteracting Fermi gases
(cf. Bruenn 1985, equ. C14). If, on the other hand, the chemical potentials and number densities
are related by an elaborate nuclear equation of state, e. g. by the EoS of Lattimer & Swesty (1991),
this assumption does not neccessarily hold and using the second equality of equ. (A.40) may lead
to unphysical values for the blocking factors. In particular, we have observed that for example the
fundamental inequalities 0 < ηpn < np (required by the definition of ηpn in equ. A.40) is violated
within a certain range of temperatures and densities.

Of course, we prefer to use the number densities of neutrons nn and protons np as given by the
(realistic) equation of state for computing ηpn and ηnp. In order to avoid the problem of unphysical
blocking factors5, and in particular to recover the correct nondegenerate limits we recalculate the
chemical potentials µn and µp that enter equ. (A.40) from the given number densities nn and np

assuming ideal, noninteracting and nonrelativistic Fermi gases. The inversion of the integral

np/n(µp/n) =
(2mp/nc2)3/2

2π2~3

∫ ∞

0
dEe E1/2

e

(
1 + exp

Ee − µp/n

T

)−1

(A.41)

is done in an approximate way (Hecht 1989, Chap. 2.2)6.

A.2.2 Neutrino absorption and emission by heavy nuclei

The description of the absorption of electron neutrinos on nucleons bound in heavy nuclei is very
similar to absorption on free nucleons discussed previously. However, since only little is known
from experiments about the internal shell structure of the heavy nuclei involved — under the
conditions met in core-collapse and supernova explosions the typical heavy nucleus is extremely

4Strictly speaking, the quantity η′pn := ηpn/np with 0 < η′pn ≤ 1 should be addressed as the “blocking correction
factor”.

5Though in principle the phase-space integral in equ. (A.40) could be calculated numerically assuming interacting
nucleons, the complete interaction potential of the nucleons as described in the equation of state would have to
be employed. This problem is an illustration of the kind of inconsistencies between the equation of state and the
employed neutrino opacities that are inherent to all supernova models published thus far.

6Equ. (2.22) of Hecht (1989) should read η = n
2/3
0 . . . instead of η = n

3/2
0 . . . .
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neutron rich — the effects of nuclear structure on the neutrino interaction cross sections must
be considered as highly uncertain (cf. Bruenn & Haxton 1991). On the other hand, it has been
demonstrated numerically by Bruenn (1985) and Bruenn & Haxton (1991) that for core-collapse
supernova calculations, the effects of the uncertainties in these interaction processes are very small
compared to other processes and thus do not require an extremely careful treatment (see also our
models ”WS15 nue” and ”WS15” introduced in Chap. 5). We therefore adopt the conventional
prescriptions which were used e. g. by Bruenn (1985); Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993c) for the νe

absorption opacity on nuclei (νe + A 
 A∗ + e−):

κ∗a(ε) =


1
4
σ0g

2
A

2
7
Np(Z)Nh(N)

Fe−(ε + Q′)
f eq

νe (ε)
nA

ε + Q′

m2
ec

4

√
(ε + Q′)2 −m2

ec
4 for ε ≥ mec

2 −Q′

0 else,
(A.42)

where Q′ := mA∗c
2−mAc2 ≈ µnc2−µpc

2 +∆ denotes the mass difference between the final excited
state (A∗, Z + 1) and the initial ground state (A,Z). Following Bruenn (1985), we set ∆ = 3 MeV
for all nuclei. The internal structure of the absorbing nucleus with charge Z and neutron number
N = A− Z is represented by the term 2/7Np(Z)Nh(N) with

Np(Z) =


0 Z < 20 ,

Z − 20 20 ≤ Z < 28 ,

8 Z ≥ 28 ,

(A.43)

Nh(N) =


6 N < 34 ,

40−N 34 ≤ N < 40 ,

0 N ≥ 40 .

(A.44)

Final state blocking of nuclei can be safely ignored since the gas of nuclei is nondegenerate.

A.2.3 Neutrino-nucleon scattering

Scattering of neutrinos off free nucleons is mediated by neutral currents only, which makes the
distinction between neutrinos and antineutrinos unneccessary. Under the assumptions of negligible
nucleon recoil and the nucleons being nonrelativistic, the isoenergetic kernel obeys R̃IS(ε, ω) ∝
(1+ω) (e. g. Bruenn 1985; Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993c), which implies Φl>1(ε) ≡ 0 (cf. eqns A.18,
A.19). The source terms (eqns. A.33, A.35) simplify to

BIS,nucleons(ε, µ) = 2π
(
ε2Φ0(ε)M0(ε) + 3ε2Φ1(ε)µM1(ε)

)− 2πε2Φ0(ε)fν(ε)

= κ(0)
s (ε) · (M0(ε)− fν(ε)

)
+ κ(1)

s (ε)µM1(ε) (A.45)

B
(1)
IS,nucleons(ε) = −M1(ε) ·

(
κ(0)

s (ε)− 1
3
κ(1)

s (ε)
)
, (A.46)

with

κ(0)
s (ε) :=2πε2 · Φ0(ε) =

1
16

σ0
ε2

m2
ec

4
·
{

ηnn[1 + 3g2
A] (neutrons),

4ηpp[(CV − 1)2 + 3
4g2

A] (protons),
(A.47)

κ(1)
s (ε) :=2πε2 · 3Φ1(ε)=

1
16

σ0
ε2

m2
ec

4
·
{

ηnn[1− g2
A] (neutrons),

4ηpp[(CV − 1)2 − 1
4g2

A] (protons), .
(A.48)
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The factors

ηnn/pp := T
∂nn/p

∂µn/p
(A.49)

approximately account for nucleon final state blocking. CV = 1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and CA = 1/2 (used
later on) denote the weak coupling constants. We adopt a value of sin2 θW = 0.23 for the Weinberg
angle.

Implementation

The implementation of eqns. (A.47, A.48) is straightforward. In order to accurately attain the
limits ηnn/pp = nn/p for nondegenerate (and nonrelativistic) and ηnn/pp = nn/p · 3T/(2EF

n/p), for
degenerate (and nonrelativistic) nucleons we prefer the analytic interpolation formula proposed by
Mezzacappa & Bruenn (1993c)

ηnn/pp := nn/p

ξn/p√
1 + ξ2

n/p

, with ξn/p :=
3T

2EF
n/p

(A.50)

to a direct numerical evaluation of equ. (A.49).

EF
n/p =

0.5(~c)2

mn/pc2
· (3π2nn/p)

2/3 (A.51)

is the Fermi energy.

A.2.4 Coherent scattering of neutrinos off heavy nuclei

The rate of isoenergetic scattering of neutrinos off nuclei (ions) has to be calculated from the
coherent superposition of the individual scattering amplitudes of the constituents of the nucleus.
As a consequence the rate scales with the square of the number of nucleons A constituting the
scattering target. In addition, two corrections are currently applied to the scattering rate, one is
in effect at low neutrino energies, the other becomes important only at high neutrino energies:

If the neutrino wavelength becomes smaller than the radius of the nucleus (corresponding to
neutrino energies of larger than approx. 100 MeV), the phase relationships of the scattering ampli-
tudes are modified by the exact spatial distribution of the individual scattering targets. Coherent
superposition of the scattering amplitudes leads to a reduction of the scattering rate for high energy
neutrinos. This effect is accounted for by the so-called “nuclear form factor”, which is basically
given by the Fourier transform of the nucleon density.

During stellar core-collapse, temperatures are sufficiently small, and densities are sufficiently
large, so that the nuclei become spatially correlated due to Coulomb forces. If the neutrino wave-
length becomes larger than the inter-ion spacing — for densities of the order of 1012 g cm−3 this
corresponds to neutrino energies of less than approx. 10 MeV (cf. Fig. A.1) — neutrinos scat-
ter coherently off this “ion-lattice”, which leads to significantly reduced reaction rates due to the
destructive interference of the individual scattered waves (in the limit T → 0 one may think of
Bragg-reflection of X-rays by a crystal as an electromagnetic analogue).
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Figure A.1: Transport mean free path
due to scattering of electron neutrinos off
heavy nuclei as approximated by Horowitz
(1997, equ. 18) as a function of the den-
sity. The solid curves include the cor-
rections due to ion correlations and elec-
tron screening. Dashed curves are with
ion correlations only, while for drawing
the dotted lines both corrections have
been neglegted. Top to bottom, the
curves are for neutrino energies of ε =
5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20 MeV, respectively. Com-
pare this figure to Horowitz (1997, Fig. 1).

The expression for the scattering kernel including both of the corrections introduced above is
given by (for an elaborate derivation see the appendix in Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997)

R̃IS,ions(ε, ω) ∝ (1 + ω)e−4bε2/c2 · (1− ω) · Sion(ω) , (A.52)

where the exponential is due to the nuclear form factor, and Sion is the (static) structure factor
that arises from ion correlations. In the so-called “static approximation”, this structure factor
depends on the local thermodynamical conditions, neutrino energy and the momentum change of
the neutrinos (i. e. on the scattering angle). Based on the results of Monte-Carlo simulations,
Horowitz (1997) provides convenient analytical fit-formulae for the angularly averaged structure
factor

〈S(ε)〉ion :=
3
4

∫ +1

−1
dω (1 + ω)(1− ω)Sion(ω) , (A.53)

that can readily be used to calculate the transport opacity κ
(0)
s − 1/3κ

(1)
s (cf. equ. 2.30) entering

the source term B
(1)
IS,ions of the first moment equation. If the nuclear form factor is neglected at

first, we have by definition of the corresponding Legendre coefficients (eqns. A.18, A.32)

Φlow
0 (ε)− Φlow

1 (ε) ≡
∫ +1

−1
dω (1− ω)R̃IS,ions(ε, ω)

=
1

64π
σ0

1
m2

ec
4
A2nAC(A,Z) ·

∫ +1

−1
dω (1 + ω)(1− ω) · Sion(ω)

=
1

64π
σ0

1
m2

ec
4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 4

3
〈S(ε)〉ion ,

(A.54)
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where the “low”-superscript indicates that the expressions are valid only at low neutrino energies
due to the omission of the nuclear form factor.

For high neutrino energies, on the other hand, where the ion correlations can safely be ignored,
the first two Legendre coefficients read (Bruenn 1985, eqns. C44, C45, with N and Z interchanged!)

Φhigh
0 (ε) =

1
64π

σ0
1

m2
ec

4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 2y − 1 + e−2y

y2
, (A.55)

Φhigh
1 (ε) =

1
64π

σ0
1

m2
ec

4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 2− 3y + 2y2 − (2 + y)e−2y

y3
, (A.56)

with the abbreviations

y :=
2
5

(1.07A)2/3ε2(10−13cm)2

(~c)2
(A.57)

and

C(A,Z) :=
[
(CA − CV) + (2− CA − CV)

2Z −A

A

]2

. (A.58)

Both limits can be combined to obtain an approximate expression for the transport opacity (cf.
equ. A.46) that is valid for any neutrino energy (Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997):

κ(0)
s (ε)− 1

3
κ(1)

s (ε) = 2πε2(Φ0(ε)− Φ1(ε))

=
1
32

σ0
ε2

m2
ec

4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 2 y − 1 + (1 + y)e−2y

y3
· 〈S(ε)〉ion .

(A.59)

Using the limits limε→∞ 〈S(ε)〉ion = 1 and limε→0 2 y−1+(1+y) exp(−2y)
y3 = 4/3, one easily verifies that

equ. (A.59) attains the correct limits as given by equations (A.54–A.56). The overal accuracy of the
approximation was estimated by Bruenn & Mezzacappa (1997) to be of the order of a few percent,
given the typical thermodynamical conditions met in supernova simulations.

Implementation

The implementation of the transport opacity entering the source term B
(1)
IS,ions(ε) is straightforward.

We calculate the ion-correlation correction 〈S(ε)〉ion and also the additional correction factor due
to electron screening as as detailed in Horowitz (1997). The latter correction applies for electron
neutrinos and antineutrinos only. For the Boltzmann equation, we have to make a minor additional
approximation: The correction factor 〈S(ε)〉ion as provided by Horowitz (1997) applies only for the
combination Φ0 − Φ1 (cf. eqns. A.54, A.59) and not for the Legendre coefficients Φ0 and Φ1

individually, which are needed for calculating the collision integral for the Boltzmann equation
(equ. A.33). Therefore we simply assume Φ0(ε) ∝ 〈S(ε)〉ion and Φ1(ε) ∝ 〈S(ε)〉ion, which implies

Φ0(ε) ≈ 1
64π

σ0
1

m2
ec

4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 2y − 1 + e−2y

y2
〈S(ε)〉ion , (A.60)

Φ1(ε) ≈ 1
64π

σ0
1

m2
ec

4
A2nAC(A,Z) · 2− 3y + 2y2 − (2 + y)e−2y

y3
〈S(ε)〉ion . (A.61)
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In effect, the angular dependence of the ion-correlation correction is not exactly accounted for in
the Boltzmann equation. The approximation, however, only influences the closure relation for the
moment equations. It neither affects the Legendre coefficients at larger neutrino energies (where
〈S(ε)〉ion is close to unity and eqns. A.55, A.56 apply) nor does it destroy the consistency of the
Boltzmann equation and its moment equations. Also the expression for the transport opacity
(equ. A.59) which enters the first moment equation is not altered. Moreover, in has been shown
that the overall effect of the ion-correlation correction in stellar core-collapse is of only moderate
importance (Bruenn & Mezzacappa 1997; this work, Sect. 5.1.2).

A.2.5 Inelastic scattering of neutrinos off charged leptons

For the scattering of neutrinos off charged leptons (“neutrino-electron scattering”: NES), we ap-
proximate the dependence of the scattering kernel on the scattering angle by truncating the Legen-
dre expansion (A.22) at lmax = 1. For our purposes, this has been shown to provide a sufficiently
accurate approximation (see Smit & Cernohorsky 1996; Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993b). The colli-
sion integral (A.23) and its first two moments (A.27, A.28) then read (see Cernohorsky 1994)

BNES(ε, µ) = κ
(0)
NES(ε)− fν(ε)κ

(1)
NES(ε)− µfν(ε)κ

(2)
NES(ε) + µ κ

(3)
NES(ε) , (A.62)

B
(0)
NES(ε) = κ

(0)
NES(ε)−M0(ε)κ

(1)
NES(ε)−M1(ε)κ

(2)
NES(ε) , (A.63)

B
(1)
NES(ε) = −M1(ε)κ

(1)
NES(ε)−M2(ε)κ

(2)
NES(ε) +

1
3
κ

(3)
NES(ε) , (A.64)

with

κ
(0)
NES(ε) :=

1
2

∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φin

0 (ε, ε′)M0(ε′) ,

κ
(1)
NES(ε) :=

1
2

∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2[Φout

0 (ε, ε′) + (Φin
0 (ε, ε′)− Φout

0 (ε, ε′))M0(ε′)] ,

κ
(2)
NES(ε) :=

3
2

∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2[Φin

1 (ε, ε′)− Φout
1 (ε, ε′)]M1(ε′) ,

κ
(3)
NES(ε) :=

3
2

∫ ∞

0
dε′ ε′2Φin

1 (ε, ε′)M1(ε′) . (A.65)

Expressions for the Legendre coefficients

The Legendre coefficients can be written as (Yueh & Buchler 1977)

Φout
l (ε, ε′) = αIA

I
l(ε, ε

′) + αIIA
II
l (ε, ε′) (l = 0, 1) , (A.66)

where the constants αI/II are combinations of the coupling constants (see e. g. Cernohorsky 1994).
The coefficients (k ∈ {I, II})

Ak
l (ε, ε

′) =
σ0

8m2
ec

4π2(~c)3

∫ ∞

max(0,ε′−ε)
dEe Fe(Ee)(1− Fe(Ee + ε− ε′))Hk

l (ε, ε′, Ee) (A.67)

obey

Ak
l (ε

′, ε) = e−(ε− ε′)/T Ak
l (ε, ε

′) , (A.68)
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which is in accordance with eqns. (A.12–A.14). In the integrals, Fe(Ee) denotes the Fermi distrib-
ution function of the charged leptons (with parameters µe and T ), evaluated at the lepton energy
Ee. For l = 0, 1 the functions H

I/II
l (ε, ε′, Ee) are given by Yueh & Buchler (1977, eqns. A3–A8)7.

Expressions for l = 2 can be found in Smit & Cernohorsky (1996).

Implementation

The integral over the energy of the charged leptons in equ. (A.67) is calculated numerically by
a (NLeg)-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature followed by a trailing (NLag)-point Gauss-Laguerre
quadrature. Usually we set NLeg = 30 and NLag = 10

In calculating the matrix Ak
l — which is a computationally expensive task, since for each

matrix element Ak
l (εj , εj′), the numerical quadrature in equ. (A.67) has to be performed for all

radial gridpoints — it suffices to explicitly compute Ak
l (εj , εj′) by equ. (A.67) only for εj ≤ εj′. In

order to obtain the missing matrix elements, the symmetry properties given by equ. (A.12) and
equ. (A.13) can be exploited (Cernohorsky 1994). In doing so, not only the computational work
is reduced by almost a factor of two, but even more importantly, we are also able to verify the
requirement of detailed balance to within the roundoff error of the machine (see also below). On the
other hand, by calculating the entire matrix Ak

l (εj , εj′) via a numerical integration of (equ. A.67),
the accuracy of the latter can be tested (Cernohorsky 1994) by checking that the matrix fulfils the
symmetry properties (eqns. A.12, A.13). Note that for each type of charged lepton (i. e. electrons
and positrons in our models), a separate set of matrices AI,II

l=1...Nr
has to be calculated. Once they

have been computed, the Legendre coefficients for all types of neutrinos under consideration are
efficiently calculated using equ. (A.66).

In order to evaluate the collision integral (A.62) and its moments (A.63, A.64), the integrals over
neutrino energy appearing in equ. (A.65) are approximated by a simple zeroth-order quadrature.
For example, the numerical approximation for κ

(0)
NES reads

κ
(0)
NES(εj+1/2) ≈

1
2

Nε−1∑
j=0

(ε′j+1 − ε′j)ε
′2
j+1/2Φ

in
0 (εj+1/2, ε

′
j+1/2)M0(ε′j+1/2) , (A.69)

where Nε denotes the number of energy bins. By a tedious but straightforward calculation one
verifies that the detailed balance requirement (BNES ≡ 0, if f ≡ f eq) is also fulfilled for our
numerical approximation of the collision integral and its angular moments, provided that

• the integrals over neutrino energy appearing in equ. (A.65) are approximated by a 0th-order
quadrature formula,

• the integrals over the individual energy bins which have to be performed for the source terms
that enter the multi-group moment equations are approximated as given by equ. (A.37),
which in particular implies that the equilibrium distribution function is approximated as
f eq

n+1/2 ≈ f eq(εn+1/2), and

• the symmetry relations for the numerical approximations of the Legendre coefficients are
explicitly enforced by employing eqns. (A.12–A.13) as outlined above.

7With the following corrections (Bruenn 1985) to equ. (A5’): 4
3
E4w → 4

3
E4w′, 8

3
E3w2 → 8

3
E3w′2 and also to

equ.(A8): − 8
3
ww′4 → − 8

3
ww′3.
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By the same arguments and using the same prerequisites we are able to verify also the conservation
of particle number (equ. A.30) in the corresponding finite difference representation.

Finally a minor difference in the numerical implementation of the neutrino-electron scattering ker-
nels into the transport scheme (eqns. 3.23, 3.24, 3.28, 3.29) compared to the other neutrino-matter
interaction processes discussed so far has to be mentioned: The source terms (eqns. A.62–A.64) for
neutrino-electron scattering obviously depend on the neutrino distribution and its angular moments
as well as on the thermodynamic state of the stellar medium (the electron distribution function Fe

which appears in equ. A.67 depends on the chemical potential µe and on the temperature T ) which
changes8 during a transport timestep according to eqns. (3.9, 3.10). Whereas the dependence of the
source terms (eqns. A.62–A.64) on the neutrino distribution and its angular moments are treated
fully implicitly in the discretized equations (3.23, 3.24, 3.28, 3.29), the matrices (equ. A.67) are
computed only once at the beginning of each transport timestep in order to save computer time.
Employing this approximation we have found no differences in the solutions when compared to a
fully implicit implementation of the scattering kernels.

8Of course, neutrino-electron scattering cannot change the electron fraction of the medium (cf. equ. A.30), but in

general also other interaction processes which do contribute to the source term S
(0)
N are in effect.
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